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ABSTRACT 

As competitive environments become more complex, 

demands for flexible strategic management increase and 

responses become more dependent on information technology. 

Computer Supported Meeting Environments (CSMEs) have been 

successful in reducing the time needed for meetings and 

supporting strategic management processes. Because of its 

toolkit structure, a CSME is an information technology that 

allows for process flexibility. 

Metaplanning expert systems can support the 

decision to use a specific string of tools for each 

different client in each different meeting, particularly in 

strategic management. To develop an appropriate 

metaplanning expert system and to improve effectiveness and 

efficiency of using CSME for strategic planning, it is 

critical to assess both the user competence assumptions and 

the effectiveness of such system. 

The purpose of this dissertation is to assess the 

impact the user's interpretive competence (context 

sensitivity) and inductive competence (analog awareness) 

have on the selection of GroupSystems tools and to validate 

an expert system prototype developed to support the 
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selection of GroupSystems tools in relation to types of user 

and use. 

Given the novelty and the interdisciplinary nature 

of this effort, the initial study is developed to test for 

differences in relation to interpretive and inductive 

effects, evaluate individual characteristics, and increase 

our understanding of the variables at play. The subjects 

were students in a capstone MBA business policy class. No 

significant differences were found in relation to context 

sensitivity. Analog awareness was found to have a 

significant impact on the decision of choosing a divergent 

tool and a people oriented convergent tool. 

The second study defines, develops, and validates 

a metaplanning expert system prototype. The prototype can 

be adapted to other process/stages focused domains that 

could use a string of GroupSystems tools. The main module 

of the prototype captures a group profile based on 

divergence/convergence factors associated with the group and 

the documentation produced by the CSME. No significant 

differences were found between facilitators and non

facilitators. Subjects (MIS PhD students) who used the 

prototype to answer to environmental analysis, strategy 

formulation, and strategy evaluation test cases scored 

significantly better than those who have not used the 

system. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Section 1.1. Research Problem 

As competitive environments become more complex 

and global, demands for flexible strategic planning systems 

increase, and responses become more dependent on strategic 

management efforts that make use of information technology 

(Kukalis, 1989, 1991, Polcha, 1990, Child, 1987, and Ansoff 

and McDonnell, 1990). Strategic flexibility is among the 

most relevant topics to practicing general managers and 

technology is one of the areas expected to have the most 

impact on strategic management research in the 1990s (Lyles, 

1990) . 

Computer Supported Meeting Environments (CSMEs) 

have been successful in substantially reducing the time 

needed for meetings and in supporting strategic management 

processes (Nunamaker, Vogel, Heminger, Martz, Grahowski, and 

McGoff, 1989, and Dennis, Tyran, Vogel, and Nunamaker, 

1990). As a task, planning in general uses CSMEs the most 

(Straub and Beauclair, 1987). 

Because of its toolkit structure, a CSME is an 

information technology that allows for process flexibility. 
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The availability of a software toolkit brings with it the 

need of defining how the tools will be used. CSMEs face the 

critical decision about which different process (Schein, 

1969; Van de Ven, 1980) or set of tools to use in meetings 

for different organizations, for different meetings of the 

same organization, or when a sponsor requires changing the 

process (Nutt and Backoff, 1986). 

The choice of the most appropriate string of 

tools happens in conjunction with the client organization's 

planner or sponsor of the CSME's use and the CSME's 

consultant/facilitator. The sponsor presents the 

organization's/group's planning needs; and the facilitator, 

based on his/her knowledge of the toolkit available and of 

the group processes, suggests the sequence of tools 

(Applegate, Chen, Konsynski, and Nunamaker, 1987). 

Given the short time usually available for 

planning the CSME session, neither the facilitator nor the 

sponsor/planner can readily handle all relevant information. 

A sequence of questions and answers presented to the sponsor 

and/or facilitator or even to the group meeting in the CSME 

is the backbone of the automated support for the choice of 

the appropriate string of tools. This automated support for 

strategic management tasks is referred to as the 

metaplanning expert system. 
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Expert systems have supported the selection of 

software in end-user environments but only for the choice of 

one individual tool at the time (Heltne, 1988, Vinze, 1988 

and Cass, 1988). Although expert systems are potential 

components of CSMEs (DeSanctis and Gallupe, 1987, Agarwal 

and Prasad, 1989, Wysk, 1990, and Aiken, 1991), little is 

known about knowledge and system(s) needed to support the 

decision to use CSME tools and in which order to employ them 

in each meeting (Cropper, 1990 and Aiken, 1991). 

To develop such a system, user involvement, a key 

for successful development and use of information systems, 

needs to be considered (Gaschnig, Klahr, Pople, Shortliffe, 

and Terry, 1983, and Madni, 1988). As a more recent 

technological development, expert systems still rely on ad

hoc approaches to collect and organize knowledge from 

expert(s) (Steels, 1990), not giving the end-user the needed 

attention. Boose (1986) states that it is preferable that 

the user of an expert system be an apprentice in the field, 

so that system developers can assume that users will be 

familiar with the terminology of the system. 

Too often it is assumed that if an expert system 

is developed with all the "relevant" data and rules of a 

particular domain, any user will be able to use the system 

effectively by making expert-like decisions (Gill, 1989). 

When ignoring both contexts and knowledge of cultural and 
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personal nature during the knowledge engineering process, 

the potential of communication problems with the user(s) may 

be higher (Ostberg, 1988). Overconfidence and loss of 

competence in independent judgment are some of the known 

consequences reinforced (Benbasat and Taylor, 1982; Jacob, 

Gaultney, and Salvendy, 1986; Wysk, 1987; Madni, 1988; and 

Gill, 1989). 

Although expert systems are recommended for highly 

uncertain environments with high volume of information 

available (Cosier and Dalton, 1988) and for equivocal 

environments with low volume of information (Kydd, 1989), 

these systems' potential for prescription may include a 

dependency on solutions that do not allow the user to learn 

through and define the problem for which the system should 

provide a solution (Wysk, 1990). If the user must step in 

when the system brakes down, he or she is no longer able to 

handle the situation (Reason, 1988). The user may be 

unaware of this process or maintain the illusion of 

competence (Hollnagel, 1988), and as a consequence 

skepticism about actual usefulness of expert systems, e.g. 

in the medical area (Schwartz, Patil, and Szolovits, 1987), 

should come as no surprise. 

Lipscombe (1989) attributes the lack of 

"usability" for expert systems to the limited role given to 

the human user. Not only the decision process but also the 
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decision about what the best fit in a specific situation is, 

are left to the system without any user participation. 

The limited role left to the user limits the scope 

of functions an expert system can support. Expert systems 

restricted to formal classifications are unable to cope with 

the synthetic nature of using human knowledge. For the same 

reason some researchers are returning practical control to 

the physician/user and abandoning focused problem-solving in 

favor of supportive problem analysis (Miller, 1986, 

Lip8~ombe, 1989, and Abdul-Gader, 1991). 

Accepting that programs cannot operate without 

human assistance requires assessing the user's interpretive 

skills (Lipscombe, 1989 and Collins, 1990). To the user, 

interpretive skills define the situated meaning of the 

knowledge to be applied (Suchman, 1987 and Winograd and 

Flores, 1987). The user's interpretive processes are "pre

understandings" that provide the framework within which 

knowledge becomes useful (Winograd and Flores, 1987 and 

Lipscombe, 1989). 

Based on the fact that the user not only needs to 

exercise his/her interpretive skills to make sense of an 

interaction with an expert system, but also adds as much to 

an interaction as the system does, Collins (1990) created a 

framework that includes the intervention of human experts. 

The centerpiece is the end user's competence in 
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understanding and using facts, rules, and heuristic. This 

ability includes the user's interpretive competence e.g. 

to distinguish contexts and the user's inductive 

competence e.g. to recognize analogies (Collins, 1990). 

Interpretative competence in metaplanning for the 

use of a CSME involves assessing internal and external 

environments a specific organization operates in, in other 

words, context sensitivity. Context sensitivity is not only 

critical for strategic planning/management but also for 

artificial intelligence, given the existence of context 

dependent representations and explanations (Ansoff and 

McDonnell, 1990 and Partridge, 1986). Inductive competence, 

involving analog awareness, is critical for any kind of 

learning (Holland, Holyoak, Nisbett, and Thagard, 1986). 

Since flexibility is the reason for the 

development of strategic management efforts (Ansoff, Hayes, 

and Declerck, 1976 and Ansoff and McDonnell, 1990), and it 

is the lack of this flexibility that is the main obstacle 

for the implementation of strategic management (Halal, 

1984), knowing the user's competence should improve the 

chances that automated support like expert systems could 

allow the link between planning (plans) and action 

(projects) to be tightened so that needed changes can be 

executed and executed rapidly (Cohen and Zysman, 1986). 
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Leading companies like General Electric have 

taken initial steps in the direction of speeding up this 

integration (Robert, 1983; Rothshild, 1984) but need to do 

more (Porter, 1987). A CSME that includes a metaplanning 

expert system is a valuable option in achieving the 

strategic flexibility that allows organizations to compete 

and to survive (Waterman, 1987) in environments that require 

flexible specialization (Piore and Sabel, 1984) and 

participative decision making processes (Huber 1984a,b; 

Drucker, 1988). To increase the usability of expert systems 

that support the choice of CSME tools for strategic planning 

sessions (metaplanning), involving the user (the corporate 

planner and/or sponsor of every different client 

organization) in order to assess interpretative and 

inductive competencies, besides doing the usual validation 

of the system, is critical. 

Section 1.2. Research Question 

When designing systems that support planning 

processes, it is usually assumed that the system improves 

the performance of people involved in the process. Although 

there is some evidence that plan availability improves task 

performance (Earley and Perry, 1987), that consultation in 

early planning phases increases implementation success (Van 
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de Ven, 1980a), and that formal strategic planning (Pearce, 

Robins, and Robinson, 1987) and formal information 

processing (Grinyer and Nobrun, 1975) improve organizational 

performance, no evaluation of the effectiveness of 

metaplanning or metaplanning expert systems, particularly 

for CSMEs, is known. One of the reasons for this lack of 

studies is that only now information technology can support 

such an activity in a practical way. 

Now that this kind of endeavor is possible, it 

becomes critical to evaluate not only the effectiveness of a 

metaplanning expert system but also the assumptions behind 

such metaplanning attempts. The general question is: 

Do interpretive competence, inductive competence, 

type of user, and type of use influence the selection 

of GroupSystems tools? 

Given the level of user competence, different 

kinds of support (e.g. more or less rules) to the choice of 

the appropriate string of tools are available. The kind of 

support could involve different types of expert systems, 

different roles for the user, and different supporting roles 

for the CSME facilitator. 
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The user's interpretive competence (context 

sensitivity) could influence the selection of GroupSystems 

tools because having the competence could allow the use of a 

metaplanning expert system without the help of an 

expert/consultant/facilitator or without an extra number of 

rules. The lack of such competence could invalidate the use 

of such a system without the help of an expert/facilitator 

or without an extra number of rules, because an 

inappropriate string of tools could be chosen. 

How appropriate a string of tools could be, in a 

domain with high ecological validity and low learnability as 

the domain{s) in this study, is usually a question of 

finding the "objective gold standard" within the ranks of 

facilitators sharing the same strategic planning and CSME 

philosophies (Bolger and Wright, 1994, Buchanan and 

Shortliffe, 1984, and Dennis, Nunamaker, and Vogel, 1990/1). 

An inappropriate string of tools may not take in 

consideration one or more of: imperatives of the competitive 

environment, aspirations and purposes of top management, 

management style of key managers, need for change, 

functionality of the available toolkit, profile of the 

group, documented input available, and desired documented 

output (Ansoff, 1984, Emshoff, 1978, and Aiken, 1991). 

Most of the poor planning can be blamed on poor metaplanning 
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(planning the planning process) (Emshoff, 1978 and Aiken, 

1991) . 

The user's inductive competence (analog awareness) 

could influence the selection of GroupSystems tools because 

having it would facilitate the training of user/sponsors in 

the use of both the CSME and the respective expert system 

based on the GroupSystems toolkit. The lack of such 

competence could make not only the training of the 

users/sponsors in using the GroupSystems environment for 

strategic planning more difficult but also represent an 
~ 

indication of the difficulty in eliciting the knowledge 

needed for developing an appropriate user oriented 

metaplanning system for GroupSystems. 

To evaluate the influence type of user 

(facilitator or sponsor) and type of use (expert system or 

"manual") could have on the selection of GroupSystems tools, 

a metaplanning expert system prototype is developed, 

adopting recommendations from the user competence 

assessment, and validated. The prototype could improve both 

the facilitator's and the sponsor's effectiveness in 

choosing the string of GroupSystems tools. 
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Section 1.3. Purpose of the Dissertation 

The purpose of the dissertation is to conduct an 

exploratory study evaluating fundamental assumptions about 

the competence of CSME sponsors and to develop and validate 

a metaplanning expert system prototype for CSME sponsors and 

facilitators. 

The objectives of this exploratory research are: 

1. Assess through hypotheses testing whether the 

sponsor's context sensitivity, representing 

interpretive competence, plays any role in the 

choice of the string of tools to be used in the 

CSME. 

2. Assess through hypotheses testing whether the 

sponsor's analog awareness, representing inductive 

competence, plays any role in the choice of the 

string of tools to be used in the CSME. 

3. Develop a metaplanning expert system prototype to 

be used by sponsors and facilitators in the 

selection of strings of CSME tools. 

4. Assess through hypothesis testing whether the type 

of metaplanning expert system prototype user plays 

any role in the choice of the string of tools to 

be used in the CSME for strategic planning. 
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5. Assess through hypothesis testing whether the type 

of use of the metaplanning expert system prototype 

plays any role in the choice of the string of 

tools to be used in the CSME for strategic 

planning. 

6. Assess through hypothesis testing whether an 

interaction between the type of user and user of a 

metaplanning expert system prototype plays a role 

in the choice of the string of tools to be used in 

the CSME for strategic planning. 

Achieving the above objectives will help us 

improve the usefulness not only of a metaplanning expert 

system but also of a CSME for strategic management. The 

development and use of appropriate metaplanning expert 

systems and of required training for such an expert system 

could be of fundamental importance not only in achieving 

strategic flexibility but also in helping understand how 

processes, like strategic planning, could be generated in a 

CSME. 

Section 1.4. Outline of this Dissertation 



The dissertation is organized into six chapters: 

introduction, previous research, research approach, 

assessing user competence, developing and validating a 

prototype, and summary and conclusions. 

26 

Chapter Two covers literature from sources 

reflecting the interdisciplinary nature of the research 

problem addressed. The review starts with strategic 

management, the subject area in which the CSME toolkit is 

used. CSMEs and the GroupSystems toolkit are reviewed 

together with pre-planning. User competence is reviewed 

from the perspectives of interpretational (context 

sensitivity) competence, inductive (analog awareness) 

competence, expert judgment, and individual characteristics. 

The final focus is on expert systems, covering importance of 

the user, systems in related domains, and validation. 

Chapter Three describes the approach used in this 

study introducing the methodology and the questions and 

hypotheses for the two studies: assessing user competence 

and developing and validating a prototype. 

The study assessing user competence is developed 

in Chapter Four. The subjects, tasks, variables and 

measurements, procedures, and data collection are defined, 

and the analyses and results are presented. 

In Chapter Five the metaplanning expert system 

prototype definition and development are described. The 
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validation study is then presented, followed by the analyses 

and results. 

Chapter Six summarizes the results and their 

implications. Limitations and contributions of this 

research are discussed and future work is described. 
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CHAPTER 2. PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

This chapter starts reviewing strategic 

management. The next item describes CSMEs and the 

GroupSystems toolkit besides introducing pre-planning. A 

description of user competence issues follows together with 

issues about expert judgment and other individual 

characteristics relevant to this study, like ambiguity and 

uncertainty avoidance, and nationality. Before getting to 

the discussion, the chapter describes expert systems from 

related domains and several validation issues. 

Section 2.1. Strategic Management 

Strategic management's most used definition is the 

one given by Schendel and Hofer (1979) of a process that is 

comprised of goal formulation, environmental analysis, 

strategy formulation, strategy evaluation, strategy 

implementation, and strategic control tasks. Strategic 

management evolved from the need for more effective 

implementation of strategic planning recommendations 

(Ansoff, Hayes, and Declerck, 1976). 

Ansoff presented a comprehensive framework for 

choosing the appropriate management systems through which 
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strategic management should be carried out (Ansoff and 

McDonnell, 1990). Planning is divided in three main modes: 

planning with emerging issues and emerging process(es), 

planning with emerging issues and known process, and 

planning with known issue(s) and known process. There is 

no limit to the number of processes under consideration and 

some processes may serve as building blocks for others. 

Depending on predictability, complexity, and novelty of the 

issue and the process, different combinations are "chosen in 

light of the environmental imperatives (Ansoff, 1984 

p.456) ." 

Boal and Bryson (1987), however, found that 

certain contexts seem to make the use of certain processes 

more probable, although contexts were not determinant. It 

appeared that planners have considerable discretion in the 

choice of planning processes. Golden (1992) suggested that 

discretion increases as the orderliness of the context 

decreases. 

The emphasis on environments, external and 

internal, is crystallized in Quinn, Mintzberg, and Jones' 

(1988) study of contexts. The assumption behind different 

contexts is that different organizations develop different 

planning processes even given identical stimuli (Meyer, 

1982) . Daft and Weick (1984) believe that these 

differences may exist because of differences in the 
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organizational context through which executives filter and 

interpret strategic issues. 

Quinn, Mintzberg, and Jones (1988), assuming that 

there is no "one best way" to handle strategy in every 

situation, consider six different organizational contexts in 

which the planning process tends to take place: 

entrepreneurial, mature, innovation, professional, 

diversified, and transition. The contexts are defined along 

two main dimensions: type of environment and responsibility 

for strategy making. Since two of the contexts 

diversified and transition are combinations of at least 

two others, only four fundamental/basic contexts are 

identified in Figure 1. 

RESPONSIBILITY 

FOR STRATEGY 

MAKING 

Single 
leader 

Diffuse 

ENVIRONMENT 

Stable 

MATURE 
(GM) 

PROFESSIONAL 
(Davidson Hosp.) 

Dynamic 

ENTREPRENEURIAL 
(Ian Murdock) 

INNOVATION 
(Bell Labs) 

Figure 1 - Quinn, Mintzberg, and Jones' (1988) Basic Contexts 

In the simplest context the entrepreneurial 

a single leader tends to take personal charge or 

dominate strategy making in a highly dynamic situation. 

Typical of smaller and newer organizations, such kind of 
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context can also happen in larger organizations, when the 

environment is changing fast and a single executive has 

significant control over all resources of the company. 

Quinn, Mintzberg, and Jones (1988) give Ian Murdock as an 

example of the latter and Reuben Mattus of Haagen Dazs as an 

example of the former. 

The mature or machine bureaucracy context, typical 

of very large companies and government departments or 

service organizations like utilities, happens in a more 

stable environment but not necessarily less competitive. 

The responsibility for strategy making is, however, 

still in the hands of a single leader. A formalized 

structure coexists with "strategy-making processes that are 

heavily planning- and technique-oriented (Quinn, Mintzberg, 

and Jones, 1988)." General Motors is one of the examples 

of this kind of context. 

Innovation or adhocracy is the context in which 

the responsibility for strategy making is largely in the 

hands of specialists and experts, and in which the 

environment is dynamic. This diffusion of responsibility 

originates in the uncertainty of the environment and in the 

need for current information. The strategy process is 

"rather emergent in nature (Quinn, Mintzberg, and Jones, 

1988)." AT&T Bell Labs and Rolm are typical organizations 

of the innovation context. 
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Complementing the typology of diffuse 

responsibility for strategy making with the stable 

environment condition, is the professional context. The 

nature of the strategy process is emergent in response to 

only the need for current information. Professional service 

organizations like accounting and law firms, and 

universities are typical examples of this kind of context. 

Quinn, Mintzberg, and Jones (1988) give Davidson Hospital as 

an example. 

The diversified context occurs because of 

multiple product-market strategies. The structure of the 

organization is divisionalized. The strategies happen at 

two different levels: the corporate or portfolio level and 

the divisional or business level. This kind of context 

handles conflicts and problems emerging from this diverse 

reality. Quinn, Mintzberg, and Jones (1988) give General 

Mills as one of the examples in this category. 

Burgelman (1988), based on a distinction between 

structural contexts that induce strategic behavior and 

strategic contexts that guarantee autonomous strategic 

behavior (Burgelman, 1983), describes how that kind of 

context works. In his example, the top level uses a formal 

strategic action approach and a technique like portfolio. 

This formal and higher level process benefits, however, from 

the interpretative efforts of emerging strategic actions at 



lower levels of the organization involved in research and 

development. 
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The last type of context presented by Quinn, 

Mintzberg, and Jones (1988) is the management of the 

transition between two different types of contexts. Issues 

like planned change, turnarounds, and technological threats 

are typical of this kind of context. Intel and General 

Motors, while evaluating changes in production technology, 

illustrate this context (Quinn, Mintzberg, and Jones, 1988). 

Emshoff (1978) gives probably the only description 

of a metaplanning study that explores the contextual demands 

and effects of a metaplanning effort in the management 

domain. Assuming that most of the poor planning can be 

blamed on poor metaplanning, he develops three propositions. 

Metaplanning will not be effective unless change is seen as 

a specific and important problem that an executive faces. 

Metaplanning needs to consider an organization's culture and 

the management style of key individuals. Emshoff's (1978) 

last proposition states that, on the long run, metaplanning 

needs to produce strategic processes compatible with culture 

and style. In the short run, metaplanning may introduce 

purposeful incompatibilities to foster future effectiveness. 

The correspondence between theoretical and 

operational schema that evaluate how context fits with e.g. 

strategy, is now one of the important issues related to 
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theory building in contingency perspectives. Although most 

of the frameworks about fit in contingency perspectives do 

disagree in most of the categories, it is appropriate to 

state that researchers, based on the assumptions that no 

"strategy" is universally superior, have adopted a 

contingency perspective that includes the operationalization 

of an interaction component (Venkatraman, 1989). 

However, Drazin and Van de Ven (1985) report that 

the interaction approach to fit has no support in their 

structural contingency theory. Boal and Bryson (1987) found 

independent effects, not interactive effects, as the 

appropriate representation of context and process in 

planning processes in the public sector. The same 

independent, not interactive, representation emerged from 

the empirical evaluation of the joint influence of stimulus 

and context in language perception (Massaro and Cohen, 

1991) . 

Nutt (1984) describes how planning is activated 

through the interaction between a planner and a sponsor of 

the planning effort. The planner can assume an acquiescing 

or a proactive posture and the sponsor can play either an 

reflective or an directive role. When the planner is 

proactive and the sponsor is reflective, the planner is 

controlling the process. When the sponsor is directive and 

the planner acquiescing, the sponsor is in control. 
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However, when the planner is acquiescing and the sponsor is 

reflective, the existing unstable condition of neither 

wanting control usually tends to be taken over by an insight 

of the "consultant" or planner, or, if no dialogue develops, 

the planning process is aborted. In a symmetrical way, when 

the sponsor is directive and the planner is proactive, the 

unstable and usually confrontational situation of both 

wanting control tends to work out in favor of the "client" 

or sponsor. The equilibrium state for a dialogue happens 

when planner and sponsor switch postures, releasing control 

to each other when needed (Nutt, 1984). 

Section 2.2. Computer Supported Meeting Environments 

Groups use CSMEs the most for planning in general 

(Straub and Beauclair, 1987). From the strategic management 

perspective, the main features of a CSME are the process 

flexibility allowed by its toolkit design, the issue-based 

backbone string of tools that facilitates communication 

between experts and non-experts, and the access to more 

analytical tools like the stakeholder identification 

software (Mason and Mitroff, 1981). 

The only known use of CSME for strategic 

management (Dennis, Tyran, Vogel, and Nunamaker, 1990) 

involved the environment developed and used by the 
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University of Arizona for over eight years (Nunamaker, 

Dennis, Valacich, Vogel, and George, 1991). It is a 

particular case of the Electronic Meeting Systems (EMSs) 

environment in that it considers both the formal computer 

network and the informal face-to-face channels in a decision 

room. 

Dennis, Tyran, Vogel, and Nunamaker (1990) 

visualized CSMEs offering process and task support, and 

process and task structuring to strategic management. 

Process support involves the use of an electronic 

communication channel and/or an electronic blackboard. 

Process structure can be global (metaplanning) or local 

(steps to use one of the CSME tools). Task structure gives 

access to analytical tools (e.g. stakeholder 

identification). Task support refers to the availability of 

e.g. on-line databases, spreadsheets, and statistical 

packages that provide information and computation support. 

Dennis, Tyran, Vogel, and Nunamaker (1990) found that 

process support and process structure are the most important 

capabilities of a CSME when used for strategic management 

purposes. 

The framework of Figure 2 integrates different 

technologies to support a semi-structured approach 

(communication plus analysis) to reduce equivocality and 

uncertainty (Wysk, 1990 and Agarwal and Tanniru, 1989). 



This description of a CSME follows the three levels of 

design suggested for all types of EMSs by DeSanctis and 

Gallupe (1987) (Wysk, 1990). The first two levels (see 

Figure 2) correspond to the Plexsys toolkit described in 

Martz (1991) and Nunamaker, Dennis, Valacich, Vogel, and 

George (1991), and available in the market under the 

GroupSystems label (Wysk, 1990) (Appendix A) . 
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A set of software tools and presentation 

technologies that support communication compose Levell. 

Level 2 adds to the set analytical tools. Level 3 supports 

the structuring of the process the group is going through. 

All three are shown in Figure 2. 

Level 1 tools generate, organize, evaluate, and 

explore issues/ideas. Level 2 tools, like Stakeholder 

Identification and Group Matrix, allow for different kinds 

of analyses. The former graphically compares how 

stakeholders impact and are impacted by a policy based on 

the stakeholders' assumptions (Martz, 1991, Mason and 

Mitroff, 1981, and Nunamaker, Dennis, Valacich, Vogel, and 

George, 1991). The Group Matrix displays cells generated by 

two lists (row and column) that indicate the consensus among 

the group about the relationships mapped (Martz, 1991, and 

Nunamaker, Dennis, Valacich, Vogel, and George, 1991). 



LEVEL 3 - METAPLANNING 
Scheduling available tools 

Extended PLEXSYS SESSION PLANNER 
Scheduling tools to be generated 

Extended METAPLEX 

LEVEL 2 - ANALYSIS 
Stakeholder Identification 
Group Matrix 

LEVEL 1 - COMMUNICATION 
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Issue(s) !Generation! Organization! Evaluation! Exploration! 

Figure 2 - A Framework for the Computer Supported Meeting 
Environment (Wysk, 1990). Note. Adapted from Chen and 
Nunamaker (1989), DeSanctis and Gallupe (1987), Martz 
(1991), and Nunamaker, Dennis, Valacich, Vogel, and George 
(1991). 

Level 3 supports metaplanning planning the 

planning process. If the tools are available, a question 

and answer knowledge based Session Planner could support the 

planning of the process defining the sequence of tools to be 

used (Wysk, 1990). In the future, if both the tools and the 

language/method to handle a specific problem are not 

available but the language is already defined, Metaplex 

using a Computer Assisted Software Engineering (CASE) 

approach should be able to generate them (Chen and 

Nunamaker, 1989). System monitored Levell group process 

parameters can trigger a reactivation of Level 3's Session 



Planner for a review of the pre-established sequence of 

tools (DeSanctis and Gallupe, 1987). 
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CSME's process support and process structure 

capabilities added to the toolkit availability enhance the 

process flexibility so critical to strategic management. 

Process support improves communication capabilities and 

process structure allows for metaplanning. Metaplanning is 

the effort that an expert system could support (Wysk, 1990). 

Because of its function as a metaplanning system, 

the focal point of the analysis is CSME's Session Planner. 

The Session Planner/Pre-Planner expert system could support 

either the facilitator or the sponsor of the group in 

defining the sequence of tools to be used in the strategic 

management sessions. 

In a review of 69 CSME sessions over a period of 

three years for 60 organizations, Aiken (1991) identified 

several characteristics of groups using CSME in the 

University of Arizona settings. The groups usually are 

using CSME for the first time and represent the upper levels 

of the hierarchy. Groups vary largely in participant 

familiarity, group moods, knowledge about the topic domain, 

and group experience. 

The use of a limited number of tools and the 

differences between planned and actual session agendas 

indicated to Aiken (1991) the importance and need of better 
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pre-planning for the use of CSME. Functionality and 

reliability of the tools were major factors inducing the use 

of a limited number of tools. The authors also identified 

three conflicting approaches to tool selection as possible 

sources of the above mentioned differences. Focusing mainly 

on the group, the tools, and on the task to be executed, 

when selecting the tools, is representative of the input

driven approach. The output-driven approach is based on 

starting with the expected final output of a session and 

working backwards to identify the intermediate steps. The 

combination of both methods generates the last approach: 

hybrid. 

Wysk (1990) suggested an intervention approach for 

the description and analysis of the sequences of tools to be 

used in a CSME. This framework gives special attention to 

the impact that a pre-planning expert system may have on the 

whole intervention and change process the group is 

undergoing. 
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Section 2.3. User Competence 

Winograd and Flores (1986) highlighted 

interpretation as the key to achieving fit between system 

and user. The interpretive nature of the fit gives the user 

and his/her competence the center role in understanding the 

situated meaning supported by an expert system (Suchman, 

1987) . 

Collins' (1990) definition of cultural competence 

of an expert system user includes "the abilities required to 

understand and use facts, rules, and heuristic .... the 

ability to read and comprehend information and advice, but 

not only this (p.109)." Cultural competence allows the 

user to know "what to do in every conceivable, if not yet 

conceived, circumstance," assuming the interpretive 

competence of knowing how to "recognize those circumstances" 

and the inductive competence of being able to "recognize the 

things that help them recognize the circumstances (p.94)." 

Interpretive competence is knowing how to 

recognize different contexts. Context sensitivity is 

fundamental in strategic management (Ansoff and McDonnell, 

1990). However, a cultural aspect needs to be taken in 

account, analyzing is associated with a lower relevance of 
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context. Hampden-Turner and Trompenaars (1993) found United 

States to be the highest ranked analyzing country. 

Inductive competence on the other hand includes 

the capacity of recognizing appropriate tutorials and 

analogies (Collins, 1990). Cass (1988) found that only 

giving tutorials about both, the problem domain and the 

method of using an expert system, improved the performance 

of novice users in categorizing problems. A single tutorial 

about the problem domain or about how to use the expert 

system was not enough. Attitudes towards the use of 

computers significantly associate with post-test attitude 

measures and improved as a result of undergoing the 

experimental process (Nelson and Cheney, 1987, and Cass, 

1988) . 

Both interpretive and inductive competencies 

presume categorizing efforts (Dutton and Jackson, 1987 and 

Cass, 1988). In sorting problem representations, expert and 

novices use different kinds of categories. While experts 

predominantly use principled deep knowledge, novices take 

mostly the problem's literal/descriptive/ surface features 

for a starting point (Chi, Feltovich, and Glaser, 1981 and 

Hardiman, Dufresne, and Mestre, 1989). 

The presence of surface/feature similarity has 

adverse effect on the performance of experts. On the other 

hand, the absence of surface/feature similarity related to 



better performance by novices (Hardiman, Dufresene, and 

Mestre, 1989). Dutton and Jackson (1987) recognized 

ambiguous information as a source of distortion in 

categorization of strategic issues. 

Expert Judgment 
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The main obstacle remaining in developing 

successful expert systems is locating true competence in the 

domains of interest, both for experts and users (Lipscombe, 

1989, Collins, 1990, and Bolger and Wright, 1994). The most 

successful expert systems developments happen in domains 

with high ecological validity and high learnability (Bolger 

and Wright, 1994). 

Bolger and Wright (1994), analyzing the 

contradictory findings of expertise research, concluded that 

it might be easier to capture actual expertise in certain 

studies because IIthey are more specific with respect to the 

judgmental skill being assessed; there are features of the 

task which permit good performance; there exist relevant 

criteria for assessing the validity of judgment; and there 

is more, and better quality, performance data. II 

Besides the above measurement problems, Bolger and 

Wright (1994) identify ecological validity and the nature of 

the task domain as the more important reasons for the 

contradictory findings. High ecological validity can be 



achieved when the expert can obtain a high level of 

experience in making the type of judgment required. 
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Usable feedback about the accuracy of such 

judgments is critical for the improvement of the expert's 

performance. Bolger and Wright (1994) identified 

availability of the feedback, ability to review his/her 

model of the domain on basis of the feedback, immediacy of 

the feedback, and inexistence of a causal link between 

judgment and outcome as factors that help in easing the 

interpretation of the feedback and thereby in improving the 

learnability of the domain. 

Individual Characteristics 

Nutt (1989) defined tough decisions as those which 

require competence in dealing with uncertainty, ambiguity, 

and conflict. Each of these features leads to the other 

because they are interrelated (Nutt, 1989). Perceived 

environmental uncertainty and intolerance for ambiguity in 

strategic planning affect analyzability and the kind of 

scanning to be done (Specht, 1985). Downey, Hellriegel, and 

Slocum (1975) state that uncertainty exists when decision 

makers believe they cannot make accurate predictions because 

they do not have critical information or are not able to 

identify relevant from irrelevant categories of information. 

Ambiguity on the other hand is associated with novel, 
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complex, and contradictory decisions (Budner, 1962 and Nutt, 

1989) . 

While simplistic assumptions about a complex 

decision associate with little tolerance for uncertainty, 

submission or denial link to low tolerance for ambiguity 

(Nutt, 1989). To develop a measure of tolerance for 

uncertainty, Nutt (1989) adapted a questionnaire defined by 

Kogan and Wallach (1964) to capture risk taking behavior in 

everyday life. Nutt (1989) adapted his measure for 

tolerance to ambiguity from Budner's (1962) intolerance of 

ambiguity questionnaire. 

Hofstede (1980), recognizing their importance in 

modern organizations, studied both uncertainty avoidance and 

ambiguity tolerance in managerial positions in several 

countries around the world. Strategic planning and 

strategic management in uncertain environments were some of 

his focus items. He related low uncertainty avoidance with 

high tolerance for ambiguity and high uncertainty avoidance 

with low tolerance for ambiguity, indicating the importance 

of what Kolb (1984) called adaptive flexibility. 
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Section 2.4. Expert Systems 

This section covers the literature about expert 

systems from three main perspectives. Initially the review 

covers the importance of the user in the development and use 

of expert systems. Given the lack of previous studies about 

expert systems that support the selection of a string of 

CSME tools for strategic management processes, the section 

reviews expert systems developed in related domains. The 

third focus is on validation of expert systems. 

Importance of the User 

A metaplanning system is typically a consulting/ 

advising system. After several years using expert systems, 

a main investor in the area of applied artificial 

intelligence, the medical area, is quite skeptical about the 

actual usefulness of expert systems as consultants to 

physicians (Schwartz, Patil, and Szolovits, 1987). 

Lipscombe (1989) attributes the lack of 

"usability" for expert systems to the fact that most of the 

systems in the medical area assume a limited role for the 

human user. Not only is the decision control, but also the 

situated decision control (requiring spontaneous flexibility 

rather than detailed planning) of most expert systems in the 
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medical area "delegated" to the machine (Lipscornbe, 1989). 

It means that not only the decision process, but also the 

decision about what the best fit in a specific situation is, 

are left for the system without any user participation 

(Lipscornbe, 1989). 

The limited role left to the user diminishes the 

scope of human functions that an expert system can replace. 

Expert systems restricted to formal classifications are 

unable to cope with the integrative nature of human 

knowledge use. For the same reason, researchers are 

beginning to return practical control to the physician and 

abandoning focused problem-solving in favor of supportive 

problem analysis (Lipscornbe, 1989). 

Lipscornbe (1989) developed a framework that 

includes the main step missing in most attempts to formalize 

rules to be used in expert systems: taking into account the 

interpretive skills which define to the user the situated 

meaning of the knowledge to be used (Collins, 1990; Suchman, 

1987; and Winograd and Flores, 1987). These users' 

interpretive processes may be seen as "pre-understandings" 

that provide the framework within which knowledge becomes 

useful (Winograd and Flores, 1987, and Lipscornbe,1989). 

To take in account the user's interpretive competence means 

accepting that programs cannot operate without human 

assistance (Lipscornbe, 1989). 



Lipscombe's (1989) framework sees expert systems 

as focusing down on problem solving and assuming knowledge 

can be mechanically applied to real world problems. 
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Decision support systems, on the other hand, would open up 

the possible interpretations available to a user. Expert 

systems are aimed at producing accurate output and 

manipulating knowledge bases. Decision support systems 

concentrate on making the knowledge base available to the 

user. The "in between" approach, called critiquing systems, 

would remind a doctor that data and/or knowledge elements 

may have been overlooked. Lipscombe (1989) gives ONCOCIN, a 

program to help in chemotherapy protocol management and to 

address the usability problems of MYCIN (Shortliffe, Scott, 

Bischoff, Campbell, Van Melle, and Jacobs, 1984), as the 

expert system example. Lipscombe (1989) chose Quick Medical 

Reference (QMR) , developed as a tool that allows multiple 

perspectives of the initially successful INTERNIST's 

knowledge base in the general field of internal medicine 

(Miller, McNeil, Challinor, Masarie, and Myers, 1986), as 

the decision support system example. QMR operates at three 

distinct levels: as an electronic encyclopedia, as an 

"heuristic base" that offers a variety of interpretations, 

and as a traditional expert system. Miller's (1983) 

ATTENDING system for anesthetic management is Lipscombe's 

(1989) example of the "in between" critiquing category. 
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Based on the fact that the user not only needs to 

exercise his/her interpretive skills to make sense of an 

interaction with an expert system, but also adds as much to 

an interaction as the system does, Collins (1985, 1990) 

created a classification that takes into account the needed 

external intervention of human experts. Collins' (1990) 

framework assumes that the end user's cultural competence, 

including interpretive and inductive competency, is the 

centerpiece for expert systems' success. Class I expert 

systems encapsulate only already coded knowledge and require 

a domain expert to handle failures in matching the knowledge 

base to the user's cultural competence. Class II systems, 

like MYCIN and PROSPECTOR, contain a knowledge base 

developed largely from esoteric heuristic and need the 

presence of a more expert advisor so that the user's lack of 

tacit knowledge does not become the source of a rule base 

explosion. In class III expert systems, classification 

and/or heuristics populate the knowledge base and the only 

guarantee for the success is the expansion of the knowledge 

base to a point that the interactions are successful without 

the presence of an extra domain expert to help with 

interpretation. The system in such a situation needs to be 

able to anticipate every possible eventuality to avoid the 

need for expert interpreters. Collins (1990) gives a Forms 

Helper system developed to allow health and social security 



claimants in England to fill out their forms without any 

other help, as an example for the class III system. The 

standard problem in this case is the interpretation of the 

word "cohabitation," on which the benefit may depend 

(Collins, 1990). 
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The main implication of Collins' (1990) framework 

is that the more users an expert system has, the more rules 

the knowledge base needs. The question then becomes how can 

the user share that burden with the system in a way that an 

exponential explosion does not happen. How many rules will 

the system carry and how many rules may the user need. That 

may depend on efforts in advancing formal knowledge in the 

domain and of training the users in it (Collins, 1990). 

Related Domains 

Sources of expert systems that reflect domain 

knowledge helpful to this research are: selection of 

software, metaplanning, model management, and process 

planning. 

Selection of Software 

This part of the section starts summarizing one of 

the main efforts in the development of expert systems that 

support the selection of individual software tools in the 

context of information center resource allocation. The 



review then covers the only expert system developed in the 

field of pre-planning for computer supported meeting 

environments (CSME) , not only because the system helps 

selecting only one tool at the time, but also because the 

effort derived from the previous one. 

Information Center 
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The focus of the line of research developed at 

University of Arizona's MIS Department was on improving 

resource allocation in end-user computing with increased and 

more effective reuse of software resources available at 

information centers (Heltne, Vinze, Konsynski, and 

Nunamaker, 1988 and Vinze, Heltne, Chen, Konsynski, and 

Nunamaker, 1992). The individual tools selected by the 

Information Center Expert (ICE) are commercial software such 

as wordprocessors, spreadsheets, databases, statistical 

packages, etc. 

ICE is a rule-based expert system developed on 

ESE/VM and is linked to databases of tool and user 

profiles. The selection of the tool is achieved by initially 

matching user profile against problem profile attributes and 

then matching the user profile against the profiles of the 

available tools. The validation conducted at one site 

concluded that the solutions given by ICE were equivalent to 

those given by the information center consultants and that 



the two processes lead to equally good solutions (Vinze, 

1988 and Vinze, Vogel, and Nunamaker, 1991). 
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Four different sites at IBM and one at University 

of Arizona's MIS department were sources and users of ICE's 

knowledge. A test for the transportability/maintainability 

of ICE between different information center sites showed 

that the ICE maintenance tools were effective in 

appropriately adjusting the knowledge base without impacting 

the rule base (Heltne, 1988 and Vinze, Heltne, Chen, 

Konsysnki, and Nunamaker, 1992). 

Pre-Planning 

Aiken (1991) developed a GroupSystems tool 

selection expert system together with a small group 

selection expert system and a calendar (room) scheduling 

system as modules of Expert Session Planner (ESP). The tool 

selection planner runs on EXSYS Professional with 155 rules. 

Given the nature of the tool by tool output, the version of 

ESP(tool) submitted to verification consisted of only 55 

rules. ESP(tool) selects a GroupSystems tool based on a 

decision tree centered on the generic stages that describe 

the GroupSystems toolkit: idea generation, idea 

organization, voting, etc. The adoption of the above 

structure limits the output of ESP to one tool per stage 

since the tools allocated to each stage are roughly 

equivalent. 
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Aiken (1991), in comparison to ICE, did not use a 

database for ESP(tool) because a group profile was not 

necessary and a tool profile database was impractical given 

the tight coupling between facts and knowledge in regard to 

GroupSystems tools (ICE software tools are categorized by 

highly generic features). 

The validation of ESP(tool) supported that 

facilitators and non-facilitators can use ESP equally well, 

when using ESP non-facilitators perform better than they are 

usually doing, when using ESP facilitators perform better 

than they are usually doing, and facilitators are not 

significantly different from non-facilitators in respect to 

accuracy when not using ESP. The last conclusion relates to 

the fact that not all facilitators have sufficient knowledge 

and experience with all the tools (Aiken, 1991). 

Metaplanning 

Stefik (1981) and Wilensky (1983) advocate making 

"planning about planning" a separate component of a planning 

system to clarify the role of metaplanning. Both Wilensky 

(1981, 1983) and Stefik (1981) implemented metaplanning 

knowledge-based programs, the first in molecular genetics 

and the second in the cognitive area. 

Wilensky (1981) understands that metaplanning is 

concerned with both understanding a plan and creating a 

plan. Another cognitive based metaplanning process was 
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proposed by Hayes-Roth and Hayes-Roth (1979). In the Hayes

Roth and Hayes-Roth context, metaplanning needs to define 

the process to be followed. The support needed for the 

choice and the flexibility offered by an expert system are 

justifications for the development of this kind of 

metaplanning system (Wysk, 1990, and Silver, 1990). 

However, an expert system in this context should be 

considered an assistant and never a decision maker (Sheil, 

1987, and Winograd and Flores, 1986). 

To better understand the limitations of an expert 

system for metaplanning, users need to know explicitly the 

larger context in which the system will be suggesting a 

sequence of tools to be followed (Winograd and Flores, 

1986). This is particularly important in a more complex 

domain such as management (Dhar, 1987). Because of the 

latitude of choices involved in strategic processes, the 

context components in a strategic management effort are 

somewhat loosely coupled to other main variables (Miller, 

Droge, and Toulouse, 1988). 

Wysk (1990), exploring the change process the 

introduction of a CSME would trigger, proposed a framework 

that not only considered a metaplanning expert system as 

part of the toolkit, but also defined appropriate strings of 

tools based on intervention styles defined by contingency 

factors. Such intervention styles may be part of the 
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possible roles a sponsor of a planning session/meeting could 

play. Nutt (1984) represented the interaction between the 

sponsor and the planner based on the postures each assumes 

during their dialogue. The tools/techniques to be used in 

the planning process should then be chosen based on the 

postures of the sponsor and the planner. 

Model Management 

Model management as defined by Klein (1986) 

involves the selection of the most appropriate set of models 

for a given problem environment. This feature extends the 

traditionally single model oriented model management 

capabilities of decision support systems (based on an 

analogy with data base management, see Hong and Vogel, 

1991), in a way that more flexible and integrated model 

combinations can be developed to improve the coverage of 

decision-making processes. The key are the input and output 

specifications for each model. Klein (1986) suggests a 

decision tree solution that evaluates every possible 

string/combination of the models in consideration until the 

desired output is achieved. 

Liu, Yun, and Klein (1991) proposed an agent for 

intelligent model management (AIIM) based on models 

(primitive modules, specific models, and meta models) 

available on a central model base. AIMM allows decision 

makers to use models without getting involved with technical 
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and/or procedural matters. The primitive modules (e.g. 

formulas in the financial domain) are represented by input, 

output, and computation procedures. The system/interface 

developed on an ART expert system shell, using frames for 

representation, can dynamically chain a set of primitive 

modules that are defined with the help of sinks and/or 

sources. The system can also use an existing meta model to 

acquire knowledge for a new application. ART allows a 

graphic view of the connection between the modules as an 

explicitly specified relation or an implicitly defined match 

of input/output parameters that can be obtained through 

multiple modes of reasoning (Liu, Yun, and Klein, 1990). 

The first sequence of models to satisfy a goal, 

without any attempt to evaluate for the best match from the 

user's perspective, can achieve model selection and 

sequencing. That happens with so called stand alone 

knowledge-based systems (Kusiak, 1990). Basically the 

application of model management may be limited to problems 

with unique solution sequences or situations in which users 

express no preference for a solution sequence. Since 

multiple solutions and preferences may exist, an 

optimization module is a needed addition to the knowledge 

base, creating a tandem knowledge-based system (Kusiak, 

1990). Kusiak (1990) identifies for types of tandem 

knowledge based systems: data-modifying, model-based, model-
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building, and algorithm-building systems. Mookerjee and 

Chaturvedi (1993) proposed a blackboard control architecture 

for model selection and sequencing that attempts to optimize 

the user's objective. 

Process Planning 

Process planning is the main factor in achieving 

an automated integration between design and production. 

Basically product design data is interpreted, production 

processes are selected, tools are selected, and operations 

are sequenced. The fundamental types of process planning 

are the variant and generative approaches (Chang and Wysk, 

1985, Alting and Zhang, 1989, Chang, 1990, and Kusiak, 

1990) . 

Variant process planning follows the traditional 

recalling, identifying, and retrieving of an existing plan 

for a similar part, and making the appropriate adjustments 

for the new part. Some variant systems involve groups of 

similar parts (part families) that share similar 

manufacturing methods. Each part family has a standard 

process plan. Group technology supports previously 

classified and coded part families that facilitate easy 

retrieval (Alting and Zhang, 1989). 

The quality of the variant approach is heavily 

dependent on the knowledge and background of the expert. It 

is a feature and heuristics based system with low 
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development and hardware costs. The danger of this bottom

up approach is that the system designer is not encouraged to 

define the task independently from the actual 

implementation. As a consequence knowledge elicitation and 

acquisition become very difficult and eventually inadequate, 

making it difficult to understand and maintain the system 

(Lind, 1985, Alting and Zhang, 1989, and Smith, Cohen, 

Davis, and Irani, 1992). 

The generative approach is algorithm based and 

independent of the expert, achieving consistency and 

automation through the use of built-in logic. The 

generative effort allows process plans to be generated from 

scratch based on global and logical characteristics (Alting 

and Zhang, 1989 and Smith, Cohen, Davis, and Irani, 1992). 

Purely generative systems are the most desirable 

and promising but at the same time the less frequently 

developed and used. Given their complexity, generative 

systems are the most expensive and difficult to develop 

(Alting and Zhang, 1989 and Smith, Cohen, Davis, and Irani, 

1992). This top-down approach requires suitable concepts 

and knowledge for the specification of a knowledge base's 

functions (Lind, 1985 and Alting and Zhang, 1989). Even in 

manufacturing process planning "it is not obvious what all 

the factors are, or what their effects might be ... 

(demanding) extensive modification .. " {Wang and Wysk, 



1987). Decision trees and decision tables are typical of 

generative systems but work effectively only for simple 

processes. Accumulation of knowledge is a critical factor 

(Wang and Wysk, 1987). 

A mixed approach of variant and generative 

systems, also called semi-generative or hybrid, makes the 

user's interaction with logical schema easier besides 

allowing for time and cost savings. Mixed systems use 

global logic and feature based characteristics on a stand

alone (only automated generation) or tandem (automated 

generation and modification) condition (Alting and Zhang, 

1989, Kusiak, 1990, and Smith, Cohen, Davis, and Irani, 

1992). A more recent version of a mixed (global & feature 

based with logical & part characteristics in tandem mode) 

approach is an object-oriented case-based process planning 

system implemented using Smalltalk-80 (Marefat, Malhortra, 

and Kashyap, 1993). 

Validation 
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The increasing reliance on expert systems to 

support the solution of a variety of problems makes 

validation one of the key topics in the development of such 

systems. Simple demonstrations are no longer sufficient. 

Difficulties in validating expert systems relate to the 

nature of the problem(s) addressed, the structure of the 



system proposed, and the test environment used (Hall, 

Heinze, and Llinas, 1989). 
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The nature of the problem or domain addressed has 

to do with the performance of a human expert who's criteria 

for measuring success tend to be ill-defined. Sometimes 

even the nature of the expertise itself is diffuse, 

resulting in disagreements between experts on test cases. 

This is typical of expert systems and large search spaces 

not tamable into a model (Buchanan and Shortliffe, 1983 and 

Hall, Heinze, and Llinas, 1989). 

As for the structure of the systems, the encoding 

of heuristic with the help of representation schema and 

appropriate languages is a challenge for the use of 

structured methods of development. The iterative 

development cycle makes it difficult to formally separate 

development and testing from further extensions to the 

knowledge base. Each new test case becomes a special case 

for which adjustments and additions need to be made (Hall, 

Heinze, and Llinas, 1989). 

The test environment relies heavily on cases 

obtained mostly in an opportunistic way. Given the 

difficulty in obtaining a comprehensive list of possible 

situations, it is hard to estimate the actual accuracy of 

the system to be tested. Once more, every test becomes a 



new test in an endless sequence (Buchanan and Shortliffe, 

1983 and Hall, Heinze, and Llinas, 1989). 
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Verification and validation of expert systems 

involve testing conventional software (if available) and 

knowledge bases. The goal of testing knowledge bases is to 

check for consistency, completeness, and effectiveness/ 

usefulness/validity. When testing for completeness, the 

lack of precise boundaries of the domain may obscure the 

relevance and representativeness of a test case (Hall, 

Heinze, and Llinas, 1989). 

Test of knowledge bases happen in two stages using 

two distinct sets of cases: for development with a training 

test set and for validation with an evaluating test set. The 

interactive testing for development involves the knowledge 

engineer and the domain expert. The training test set is 

submitted to the expert system and the results are used to 

modify and add rules to the knowledge base. When testing 

for evaluation, the results of one pass are measured in 

terms of consistency, completeness and effectiveness. To 

guarantee real world representativeness one or several 

independent domain experts participate in the evaluation 

together with the knowledge engineer (Hall, Heinze, and 

Llinas, 1989). 

The four basic categories of testing strategies 

are: formal, informal, semiformal, and empirical. Formal 
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methods use mathematical or statistical techniques to 

achieve rigorous and quantitative results. Although 

attractive, a formal test may be misleading since the 

results are no better than the initial and sometimes 

simplified assumptions and data used. Informal methods 

compare the expert system against the expert's performance 

using the same set of tests. Informal test techniques are 

the most used and include: adhoc comparison against an 

individual's subjective expectations, comparison against 

preselected cases, interactive simulation in which test 

cases are selected and modified, and blind comparison of 

expert system and human expert performances (Turing tests). 

The challenge is to obtain statistically meaningful results 

since getting the required number of experts and/or test 

cases is sometimes very difficult. Semiformal methods use 

subjective probabilistic techniques like Dempster-Shafer. 

Empirical methods build on direct estimation of probability 

density functions. The selection of a test strategy should 

reflect the availability of experts, the extent to which 

formal models can be developed, and the resources available 

to support independent tests (Hall, Heinze, and Llinas, 

1989) . 

One of the most documented evaluation efforts are 

the MYCIN experiments of the Stanford Heuristic Programming 

Project (Buchanan and Shortliffe, 1984). MYCIN supports 
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physicians in the diagnosis of blood diseases. Because of a 

bias against computer-based results in a preliminary 

evaluation, a blinded test of ten cases selected by the 

evaluation panel and a consensus effectiveness procedure 

were adopted. A group of ten prescribers consisted of 

MYCIN, the attending physician, seven medical school 

faculty, and a medical student. The eight infectious 

disease specialists, members of the group of evaluators 

doing the blind tests, were chosen from institutions other 

than Stanford to avoid the institutional golden standard 

bias. The different institutional origins of the evaluators 

(Stanford and non-Stanford) became apparent in the results 

that showed disagreements reflecting different philosophies 

in prescription. MYCIN had the highest approval (65%) and 

performed better when it was judged by experts at Stanford 

who contributed with the knowledge to design MYCIN (Buchanan 

and Shortliffe, 1983 and Hall, Heinze, and Llinas, 1989). 

ICE provides recommendations for seven different 

categories of software, each represented in the case 

scenarios used in its validation. Three cases per category 

described observations at different locations. The 

evaluation involved seven graduate MIS students serving as 

consultants to one of the information centers and two 

experts in managerial positions at the same site. Two sets 

of recommendations ICE and consolidated consultants 
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underwent blind evaluation by the experts/managers. The 

tests concluded that ICE was given solutions comparable to 

those given by the consultants and that on average, the two 

processes, consultants and ICE, provided equally good 

solutions (Vinze, 1988). 

Further validation of ICE happened by blind 

comparison of the results of ICE against the recommendations 

of information center consultants of another site, having 

the manager of that site as validator. The manager, after 

studying the facts available to the disguised sources, 

concluded about the appropriateness of the recommendations 

by either accepting or rejecting them (Heltne, 1988). 

The human source, the information center 

consultants, consisted of a personal computer specialist and 

a mainframe support person, each handling cases in their own 

expertise. The second source represented four end users who 

used the ICE system. The results from each source were 

randomly reported to the validator. Twenty cases were 

submitted on case sheets, each accompanied by recommendation 

sheets. Of the 20 cases, the sources recommended the same 

solution in 17. In two cases the human source was correct 

and not ICE. In only one case ICE was correct but not the 

consultant. The test suggested that the correct solution 

was independent of the source of the recommendation, showing 
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ICE does not forward recommendations that are significantly 

different from the consultants (Heltne, 1988). 

ICE did also undergo an effectiveness evaluation 

at one site in which both end-user classification and 

effectiveness questionnaires were factor analyzed. Two 

independent but related studies were developed. The first 

was a control study for the second which then corroborated 

the results of the first. The results showed that, on 

average, the users perceived the process using ICE to be 

more effective than the process using the consultants 

(Vinze, 1988). 

Since ICE's knowledge base is neither universal 

nor stable along the different sites it has been 

implemented, a transportability evaluation was added. For 

that purpose, ICE's implementation of the development and 

maintenance tools happened at a second site. The 

development and maintenance tools of ICE made the transport 

of the knowledge base possible between both sites without 

any changes to the rule base. The implementation was 

successful with both time- and location-variant knowledge 

(Heltne, 1988). 

The validation of ESP(tool) happened from two 

perspectives: accuracy and successful use by end-users. The 

first compared the expert's with the expert system's 

recommendations and found the system to be accurate since 



there was no statistically significant difference between 

the two sets of answers (Aiken, 1991). 
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The second perspective matched facilitators' 

against non-facilitators' recommendations when using and not 

using expert system, with the expert's recommendations. Two 

rounds of tests indicated that: it didn't matter who is 

using ESP, since both facilitators' and non-facilitators' 

recommendations were equally good; ESP should do as well as 

facilitators; ESP should allow non-facilitators to perform 

better than before; and that there was no significant 

difference between facilitators and non-facilitators not 

using ESP attributed to limited knowledge of the complete 

toolkit (Aiken, 1991). 

Section 2.5. Discussion 

The review of the literature shows that most of 

the topics involved in this study have not yet been applied 

to assess the interpretive and the inductive competencies of 

expert system users, in particular of metaplanning expert 

systems for CSMEs in strategic management. Although some 

evidence exists showing that executives rather exercise 

discretion (which may be moderated by cultural aspects), 

when developing expert systems that involve strategic 

management processes and change of those processes, the 
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existence of context sensitivity is a factor that needs 

evaluation given the role that the environmental imperative 

mentioned by Ansoff (1984) could be playing. To use a CSME, 

a sequence of tools needs to be defined, but no study is 

known to assess how an expert system could support 

metaplanning in such an environment. Metaplanning expert 

systems can be seen as advice giving systems, but no 

evaluations of how user competencies could affect the use of 

metaplanning systems are known. User competency has also 

not been linked to individual characteristics known to 

impact choice behavior. 

Intelligent systems related to tool selection for 

planning processes fall between top-down and bottom-up 

approaches (Figure 3). Top-down designs covering the 

selection of a string of tools are mainly algorithm-driven 

and optimize the chains generated through expert independent 

global and logical characteristics. Bottom-up approaches 

are heuristic-driven and are heavily expert dependent using 

mostly retrieving and matching of feature based 

characteristics. 

TOP-DOWN BOTTOM-UP 
============================================================ 

String of tools 
<----------------------------------------------> 
n Tools <------------------------------------------ 1 Tool 

AIMP ESP 
Generative Mixed Variant 
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AIMM PP PP PP ICE 
============================================================ 

Comparative Ecological Validity 
Low Low Medium High High 

Comparative Learnability 
High High Medium Low Medium 
============================================================ 
- Algorithms 
- Chaining & 

Optimizing 
- Global 
- Logical 

characteristics 
- Expert 

independent 
- More expensive 

- Heuristic 
- Retrieving & 

Matching 
- Feature-based 
- Part (I/O) 

characteristics 
- Expert 

dependent 
- Less expensive 

============================================================ 
Figure 3 - Top-Down x Bottom-Up Intelligent Approaches to 

Tool Selection 
NOTE: AIMP - Artificial Intelligence Metaplanning 

AIMM - Agent for Intelligent Model Management 
PP - Process Planning 
ICE - Information Center Expert 

Mixed process planners use both top-down structure 

and bottom-up characteristics, representing not only the 

most used segment but also the in-between approach of 

Lipscornbe (1989) and Miller (1986). The difficulty with the 

mixed approach still is the existence of suitable concepts 

and knowledge, requiring a check on user competence 

assumptions. 
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CHAPTER 3. RESEARCH APPROACH 

Section 3.1. Introduction 

The domain of interest for this study (a computer 

supported meeting environment in strategic planning) allows 

for high ecological validity since the expert can achieve a 

high level of experience in making the type of judgment 

required for e.g. pre-planning. However, accuracy of 

judgments and heuristic in this domain, given the large 

search spaces not amenable to modeling, has so far been left 

uncontested in the hands of individual facilitators who 

adhere to patterns and philosophies peculiar to the system 

being used and to the institutions that offered the training 

and initial experience within the domain (Buchanan and 

Shortliffe, 1984; Hall, Heinze, and Llinas, 1989; Dennis, 

Nunamaker, and Vogel, 1990-1; Aiken, 1991; and Bolger and 

Wright, 1994). Usable feedback about the accuracy of such 

judgments is critical for the improvement of the expert's 

performance in pre-planning. 

The learnability of the domain of this research is 

low because there is only a limited number of cases and 

studies that start to address the fundamental issue of 

availability of feedback and only one that explores 



availability of feedback issues pertaining to pre-planning 

(Aiken, 1991). Given the low learnability of the domain, 

this research needs to address issues that improve our 

understanding of the domain so that a more useful expert 

system can be developed. 
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As for successful expert systems, to achieve good 

research subjects need to understand what they are doing and 

have the necessary skills to do what has been asked 

(Dickson, 1989 and Nunamaker, Chen, and Purdin, 1990/1). 

First assessing the users' level of competence in the 

selection of the tools of a computer supported meeting 

environment allows for the development of a system that is 

not only useful but also helping with improving the 

understanding of the domain. 

The general research question 

Does sponsors' (non-facilitators') 

competency and the use of an expert system to 

support the choice impact the selection of 

GroupSystems tools? 

defines the two main studies of this research assessing 

the sponsors' competence and developing and validating a 

metaplanning expert system. To develop the metaplanning 

expert system, knowledge elicitation reviewed documented 

cases of GroupSystems use, engaged in individual immersion 



in pre-planning and facilitation and in interactive 

evaluation with an expert facilitator, and followed 

recommendations from the study of sponsors' competence. 

Section 3.2. Assessing User Competence 
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To assess user competence assumptions of an expert 

system we need to better visualize their importance. 

Figure 4 shows the inverse allocation of numbers of rules to 

the system and to the user. According to Collins (1990) the 

larger the number of rules in the knowledge base and the 

smaller the number of rules left to the user, the more 

difficult it is to build the system, the more training is 

needed by the user, and the lesser the need of an expert to 

support the user. The smaller the number of rules in the 

system and the larger the number of rules left for the user 

to handle, the bigger the need for an expert, unless he/her 

has the required competence. 

The support the expert system (number of rules in 

the system) should give the user can be determined by the 

user's/sponsor's competence. The bigger the competence the 

smaller the number of rules needed within an expert system. 

And the lower the user's competence, the bigger the number 

of rules expected in an expert system. User competence, 

including interpretive and inductive 



NEED FOR EXPERT'S HELP 
# of rules needed by user 

high <------------------------------------ low 

USER * 
* 

* 
* 

* SYSTEM 

low ------------------------------------> high 
# of rules in the system 

NEED FOR USER TRAINING 
difficulty in building system 
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Figure 4 - Expert Systems, User Competence, and User Support 
(Adapted from Collins, 1990). 

competence, can be built up through training and coaching 

from an expert, in our case the facilitator. Individual 

characteristics of the user/sponsor may, however, relate 

INDIVIDUAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 

COMPETENCE 
ASSUMPTIONS 

EXPERT 
SYSTEM 

================================================ 
Ambiguity 

Avoidance 

Uncertainty 
Avoidance 

Nationality 

CONTEXT 
Interpretive 

Competence ------> 

INDUCTION ------> 
Inductive 

Competence 

USE 
Choice 

of 
Tools 

Figure 5 - Framework for User Competence Assumptions. 

to competence assumptions that may impact the user's/ 

sponsor's choice of CSME tools with the help of a 

metaplanning expert system (Figure 5). These individual 



characteristics could also help define the kind of support 

that an expert/facilitator could provide to an user/ 

sponsor. 
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Figure 6 shows how both interpretive and inductive 

competence, through organizational context awareness and 

induction, relate to the dynamics of arriving at a decision, 

with the help of a metaplanning expert system, about what 

Base Domain 
STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT 

Target Domain 
COMPUTER SUPPORTED 

MEETING ENVIRONMENT 

/ 

PLANNING 

PROCESS 

INDUCTION 
------------------> 
A A 

ORGANIZATIONAL 
CONTEXT 

A 

TOOL 
KIT 

STRING OF 

TOOLS 

-------------------------- -----------------------------

SPONSOR'S 
CHARACTERIS

TICS 

v 

EXPERT 
SYSTEM 

\ 

Figure 6 - The Context of Assessing User Competence 
Assumptions of a Metaplanning Expert System for a Computer 

Supported Meeting Environment in Strategic Management. 
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tools or better what string of tools would be the most 

appropriate for a planning process of a specific 

organization/group. It is within this framework that we 

will assess, through the test of hypotheses, the impact that 

interpretive competence (context sensitivity) and inductive 

competence (analog awareness) have on the choice of the 

tools. 

The toolkit used for this study is an adaptation 

from Dennis, George, Jessup, Nunamaker, and Vogel's (1988) 

description of GroupSystems Version 3.0, mainly by adding a 

portfolio analysis tool to the set of convergent/analytical 

IDEA GENERATION 
ELICITATION 

(1) Electronic Brainstorming 
(2)Topic Commenter 
(3)Idea Organizer 

(3)Idea Organizer 
IDEA ORGANIZATION (4) Issue Analyzer 

(S)Policy Formation 

EVALUATION 
VOTING 

ISSUE 
EXPLORATION 

(6)Vote Selection 
(7)Alternative Evaluation 
(8) Questionnaire 

(2)Topic Commenter 
(9)Stakeholder Analysis 

(10)Portfolio Analysis 

DIVERGENCE 
A 

v 
CONVERGENCE 

Figure 7 - Divergence/Convergence Dimension of the 
GroupSystems 3.0 Toolkit 

tools available. Figure 7 shows how the tools position 

themselves along the divergence/convergence dimension (Kolb, 

1984). Idea generation/elicitation is typically divergent 
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and issue exploration is typically convergent/ analytic. 

Evaluation and voting have typically hybrid characteristics 

of divergent and convergent nature. 

Hypotheses 

The research question is: 

Do interpretive competence and inductive 

competence influence the selection of 

GroupSystems tools? 

The question can be broken up in two main themes: 

interpretive competence and inductive competence. 

Interpretive competence measured through the ability to 

correctly recognize a context, through the knowledge of what 

to look for to recognize the circumstances in which an 

expert system and its knowledge are being used, is, in other 

words, context sensitivity. Inductive competence measured 

through the ability to recognize the things that help in 

recognizing the circumstances in which an expert system and 

its knowledge are being used, includes analog awareness 

(Collins, 1990). 

This study has two general hypotheses, each 

related to one of the above main themes. Specific 

hypotheses for each of the dependent variables (types of 



tools or combination of tools chosen) are developed within 

each of these themes/general hypotheses. 
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The general hypothesis for context sensitivity is: 

Hl The tools selected in the innovative/professional 

context will be different from the ones selected 

in the machine bureaucracy context. 

The specific hypotheses related to this general 

hypothesis are: 

Divergence - ELECTRONIC BRAINSTORMING SYSTEM 

(EBS) as the first tool to be selected. 

Hl.l The innovative/professional and machine 

bureaucracy contexts will differ in the 

proportion obtained for EBS as the 

first tool of the string. 

Assumption: The proportion of a 

divergent tool should be higher in a 

innovation/professional context. 

People Orientation - STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS as 

the only analysis tool chosen. 

Hl.2 The innovative/professional and machine 

bureaucracy contexts will differ in the 

proportion obtained for STAKEHOLDER 

ANALYSIS as the only analysis tool. 

Assumption: The proportion of a people 



oriented convergent/analytical tool 

should be higher in an 

innovative/professional context. 

Convergence/Analysis - STAKEHOLDER and 

PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS as the analysis tools 

chosen. 
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Hl.3 The innovative/professional and machine 

bureaucracy contexts will differ in 

the proportion obtained for STAKEHOLDER 

and PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS as the analysis 

tools. 

Assumption: The proportion of 

convergent/analytical tools should be 

higher in a machine bureaucracy context. 

The general hypothesis for analog awareness is: 

H2 The tools selected under the analog condition will 

be different from the one selected under the dummy 

condition. 

Divergence 

H2.1 The analog and dummy conditions will 

differ in the proportion obtained for 

EBS as the first tool of the string. 

Assumption: Doing the analog task 



should comparatively diminish the 

proportion of a divergent tool. 

People Orientation 

H2.2 The analog and dummy conditions will 

differ in the proportion obtained for 

STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS as the only 

analysis tool. 

Assumptions: Doing the analog task 

should comparatively diminish the 

proportion of a people oriented 

analytical tool. 

Convergence/Analysis 

H2.3 The analog and dummy conditions will 

differ in the proportion obtained for 

STAKEHOLDER and PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS 

as the analysis tools. 

Assumption: Doing the analog task 

should comparatively improve the 

proportion of convergent/analytical 

tools. 

78 
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Section 3.3. Developing & Validating a Prototype 

Before any validation, an expert system needs to 

go thorough definition and development (Figure 8). Defining 

the expert system means setting the boundaries of knowledge 

and skills involved in the use of the system. As shown on 

Figure 6, a metaplanning expert system needs to map 

processes from the strategic management base domain into 

string of tools of the CSME target domain. The metaplanning 

Definition -----> Development -----> Validation 

Figure 8 - Developing & Validating a Prototype Study 

expert system prototype developed addresses the GroupSystems 

Version 5.0 toolkit CSME. Chapter 5 describes the complete 

sequence from definition to development and validation of 

the metaplanning expert system prototype. 

Hypotheses 

The research question is: 

Do type of users and type of uses influence 

the selection of GroupSystems tools? 
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The main theme involved in this study is the independent 

validation of the metaplanning expert system prototype. The 

test evaluates how effective the prototype is in terms of 

supporting facilitating and non-facilitating users in the 

choice of a string of tools. 

The main effect of the between-subjects factor (no 

repeated measures) states the following question: Is there a 

significant difference among the two type of users, 

facilitators and non-facilitators? 

The general hypothesis for type of users is: 

HI Facilitators will perform better than non

facilitating sponsors. 

The specific hypotheses related to this general 

hypothesis are: 

Goal Formulation -

Hl.l Facilitators and Non-Facilitators will 

differ in the metaplanning score 

obtained with the selection of a string 

of tools for goal formulation. 

Assumption: Given their experience, the 

score should be higher for facilitators. 

Environmental Analysis -

Hl.2 Facilitators and Non-Facilitators will 

differ in the metaplanning score 
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obtained with the selection of a string 

of tools for environmental analysis. 

Assumption: Given their experience, the 

score should be higher for facilitators. 

Strategy Formulation -

H1.3 Facilitators and Non-Facilitators will 

differ in the metaplanning obtained with 

the selection of a string of tools for 

strategy formulation. 

Assumption: Given their experience, the 

score should be higher for facilitators. 

Strategy Evaluation -

H1.4 Facilitators and Non-Facilitators will 

differ in the metaplanning obtained with 

the selection of a string of tools for 

strategy evaluation. 

Assumption: Given their experience, the 

score should be higher for facilitators. 

The main effect of the repeated measures (within

subjects) factor asks the following question: Did the eight 

subjects perform equally well on each case? 

The general hypothesis for type of use is: 

H2 The subjects using the prototype will outperform the 

subjects not using the prototype. 



The specific hypotheses related to this general 

hypothesis are: 

Goal Formulation -
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H2.1 The subjects using the prototype will 

outperform the subjects not using the 

prototype for goal formulation. 

Assumption: The prototype offers a more 

consistent and reliable support for 

choosing the appropriate string of 

tools. 

Environmental Analysis -

H2.2 The subjects using the prototype will 

outperform the subjects not using the 

prototype for Environmental Analysis. 

Assumption: The prototype offers a more 

consistent and reliable support for 

choosing the appropriate string of 

tools. 

Strategy Formulation -

H2.3 The subjects using the prototype will 

outperform the subjects not using the 

prototype for strategy formulation. 

Assumption: The prototype offers a more 

consistent and reliable support for 



choosing the appropriate string of 

tools. 

Strategy Evaluation -
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H2.4 The subjects using the prototype will 

outperform the subjects not using the 

prototype for strategy evaluation. 

Assumption: The prototype offers a more 

consistent and reliable support for 

choosing the appropriate string of 

tools. 

The interaction between the two factors states the 

following question: Is the performance across the two types 

of uses (with and without prototype) similar for both types 

of users (facilitator and non-facilitator groups)? 

H3 The performance across the two types of uses will be 

different for both types of usero. 

Goal Formulation -

H3.1 The goal formulation performance across 

the two types of uses will be different 

for both types of users. 
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Assumption: Non-facilitating sponsors 

will perform much better with the use of 

the prototype than without the use of 

the prototype. 

Environmental Analysis -

H3.2 The environmental analysis performance 

across the two types of uses will be 

different for both types of users. 

Assumption: Non-facilitating sponsors 

will perform much better with the use of 

the prototype than without the use of 

the prototype. 

Strategy Formulation -

H3.3 The strategy formulation performance 

across the two types of uses will be 

different for both types of users. 

Assumption: Non-facilitating sponsors 

will perform much better with the use of 

the prototype than without the use of 

the prototype. 

Strategy Evaluation -

H3.4 The strategy evaluation performance 

across the two types of uses will be 

different for both types of users. 
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Assumption: Non-facilitating sponsors 

will perform much better with the use of 

the prototype than without the use of 

the prototype. 
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CHAPTER 4. ASSESSING USER COMPETENCE 

Section 4.1. Design 

Given the findings of Boal and Bryson (1987), 

given the exploratory nature of this research, and given the 

absence of an interval dependent variable that would fit the 

purposes of this study, the representation submitted for 

test is an independent effects design(Figure 9) that T-tests 

for differences on proportion based dependent variables. 

Interpretive 

Competence 
v 

Tool 

Selection 

Inductive 

Competence 

Figure 9 - Independent Effects Design 
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Section 4.2. Subjects 

The purpose of this initial study is to assess the 

impact that interpretational competence, measured by context 

sensitivity, and inductive competence, measured by the use 

of an analog by corporate sponsors/users/planners when 

selecting a string of computer supported meeting tools for a 

planning session, have on the (string of) tools selected. A 

typical corporate planning sponsor has graduate training, 

mostly MBA, but is not a planning specialist (Capon, Farley, 

and Hulbert, 1987). Capon, Farley, and Hulbert (1987) also 

found that most corporate planners do not have previous 

experience in planning and have only taken MBA level classes 

in business policy/strategic management. The experience of 

a typical corporate sponsor with computer supported meeting 

tools is low, while the familiarity with the topic or 

problem is high (Aiken 1991). 

Remus (1986) identified no significant differences 

in decision making between line managers no lower than 

second level and graduate students with no managerial 

experience. Given the findings of Capon, Farley, and 

Hulbert (1987) and of Remus (1986), the primary target group 

for subjects in our first study were graduate (MBA) 

students. 
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Kolb, Lublin, Spoth, and Baker (1991) pointed out 

the critical need of experiential learning to develop 

managerial competencies in strategic management. Gill 

(1990) highlighted the role experiential learning plays in 

the transfer of contextual/cultural knowledge. 

The graduate class chosen for this study was the 

strategic management/business policy capstone class required 

of all majors of a southwestern United States MBA program. 

The 36 subjects worked, during a whole semester, on 

assignments about a case study -- Zenith Co. (Kemper and 

Yehudai, 1989) well documented in academic and 

business publications (Fahey and Narayanan, 1989; Melcher 

and Dobrzynski, 1994). 

One of the assignments was reading the chapters of 

Quinn, Mintzberg, and James' (1988) context section and 

completing a structural analysis of the different divisions 

and contexts of the company for a reorganization proposal. 

The questions hypothetically addressed on the computer 

supported meeting environment correspond to the main 

concerns/issues of specific areas of the Zenith Co., each 

representing an extreme of Quinn, Mintzberg, and James' 

(1988) context typology adhocracy/innovation and 

machine bureaucracy. 

The histogram in Figure 10 shows that the class 

had basically two nationality groups. Twenty seven subjects 
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were English speaking Americans. Nine Asian students 

included students for India, Singapore, Malaysia, South 

Korea, China, and Japan. The levels of both intolerance for 

ambiguity and intolerance for uncertainty were much higher 

than scores reported in earlier studies (Budner, 1962 and 

Nutt, 1989). 

# of subjects 
A 

27 

9 '----I 
-----------------------------> Nationality 

I American Asian 
Figure 10 - Histogram for Nationality 

All but one of the students from the roster, for 

health reasons, participated in the experiment as a 

surrogate for their final exam. 

Section 4.3. Tasks 

Tasks should represent of the kinds of problems 

encountered by the target population, intellectually 

accessible to the subjects used in the study, and of a 

proper level of difficulty so that subjects can play the 
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roles expected from them (Jarvenpaa, Dickson, and 

DeSanctis, 1985). Each of the subjects in this study 

completed two tasks in a sequence described in Section 4.5. 

Procedures. This study used three different kinds of tasks 

(dummy, analog, and target), all using cards as mediators of 

representation (Johnson, 1989). 

The dummy task consisted of redesigning a 

marketing model 

Courtney, 1988) 

visual/structural modeling (Kim and 

based on the relationship between 

variables each represented by a card (Appendix B.3 - Cards 

for task 1A). Each subject played the role of the person 

responsible for the Decision Support Systems area of the 

marketing division of a major company (Appendix B.2 - Task 

1A). The expected output was a figure showing the different 

variables and their relationships with each other. 

The role to be played in the analog task was the 

one of a person responsible for a project designed to 

improve the performance of a local mine. The task consisted 

of finding the best string of "manual" planning tools (Nutt, 

1984) to be used by the group to manage the next stage of 

their effort (Appendix B.2 - Task 1B and Appendix B.3 -

Cards for task 1B). 

The target task (Appendix B.2 - Task 2 and 

Appendix B.3 - Cards for task 2) asked half of the subjects 

of each of the previous tasks to choose a string of CSME 
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tools for a meeting at the headquarters of the company that 

just recently had installed a GroupSystems CSME, 

representing the innovation/adhocracy context. The other 

half selected a string of tools for a meeting of the 

management group of one of the company's plants, 

representing the mature/machine bureaucracy context (Quinn, 

Mintzberg, and James, 1988). 

Section 4.4. Variables and Measurements 

This exploratory study focuses on how two 

independent main effects (independent variables) impact 

dependent variables related to choices of tools. Other 

possible control variables are also considered. 

The first independent variable is a dichotomous 

background factor: context sensitivity, representing the 

user's/sponsor's interpretive competence. The two extreme 

types of Quinn, Mintzberg, and James' (1988) context 

typology are the conditions: innovative/adhocracy and 

mature/machine bureaucracy. Based on the semester long 

Zenith case (Kemper and Yehudai, 1989) used in class for 

several assignments, one being an organizational diagnostic 

using the above context typology, subjects assumed the role 

of sponsoring a planning session that will use a recently 

installed CSME in the adhocracy context or in the machine 
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bureaucracy context. Each sponsor selected the appropriate 

string of tools given the context he/she was in and the 

issue, also representative of that specific context, to be 

covered. 

The second independent variable is a dichotomous 

stimulus/treatment factor: analog awareness, representing 

the sponsor's/user's inductive competence. A Harvard 

Graphics UofAz's GroupSystems (release 3.1) slide show based 

on Dennis, George, Jessup, Nunamaker, and Vogel (1988) was 

presented to the subjects of both the treatment condition 

and the control condition. The treatment condition followed 

the conclusions of Sein and Bostrom (1989) recommending 

tutorials that have analytical and non-analytical 

components. The analytical information was delivered 

through the presentation of the above mentioned GroupSystems 

slide show. Both treatment and control conditions developed 

their tasks (analog and dummy) under the guise of pretesting 

material for a later experiment. 

The dependent variables happen along two different 

dimensions: divergent/convergent and people/task oriented 

analysis (Kolb, 1984). The divergent/convergent dimension 

identifies idea generation tools as divergent, issue 

exploration tools as convergent tools, and evaluation/voting 

tools as both divergent and convergent. The people/task 

oriented analysis dimension defines the issue exploration 
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tools, mainly stakeholder and portfolio analysis tools, as, 

respectively, people and task oriented. Each of the 

dependent variables is a dichotomous option between using 

the tool (or combination of tools) or not that will generate 

the proportion of subjects that has chosen the tool (or 

combination of tools) under that condition. 

The first dependent variable divergence 

is dichotomous: presence or absence of the electronic 

brainstorming tool as the first tool chosen in the string 

defined by the user/sponsor. The second dependent variable 

is people orientation: the stakeholder analysis tool is the 

only analysis tool chosen or not. The third dependent 

variable is analysis or convergence: both stakeholder and 

portfolio analysis tools are chosen or not. 

Other control variables measured uncertainty 

avoidance, ambiguity avoidance, and nationality. Nutt 

(1989) identified uncertainty and ambiguity as components of 

tough decisions and as determinants of the appropriate 

decision making process used. The individual's avoidance of 

uncertainty and ambiguity could identify individual 

preferences, as could nationality. 

Uncertainty tolerance is a score (0-9, 10 is used 

for refusal) captured by a questionnaire adapted by Nutt 

(1989) from Kogan and Wallach (1964), that originally 

measured individual risk taking characteristics (Appendix 
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B.1). The score is calculated by averaging the responses to 

the twelve questions (Nutt, 1989 and Kogan and Wallach, 

1964). Ambiguity tolerance is a score (16-112) captured by 

a questionnaire adopted by Nutt (1989) and developed by 

Budner (1962) (Appendix B.1). This score is determined by 

adding the responses to even-numbered questions to 7 minus 

the score of the responses to the odd-numbered questions 

(Nutt, 1989 and Budner, 1962). 

Nationality is a dichotomous variable, either 

American or Asian, that distinguishes American students from 

foreign students in the MBA class under research. 

Section 4.5. Procedures 

The procedures for this study happened in two 

stages (Figure 11). In the first stage, pretest measures of 

individual characteristics were collected. Subjects filled 

out Nutt's (1989) tolerance to uncertainty (based on Kogan 

and Wallach's (1964) risk taking behavior instrument) and 

tolerance to ambiguity (based on Budner's (1962) intolerance 

to ambiguity instrument) questionnaires (Appendix B.1) . 

In the second stage, about a month later, one half 

of the subjects were randomly allocated to do the dummy task 

and the other half performed the analog task (Appendix B.2) . 

The next step was a presentation of a computerized slide 
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show about University of Arizona's GroupSystems toolkit 

based on a framework presented by Dennis, George, Jessup, 

Nunamaker, and Vogel (1988). The last step of the 

procedure consisted of the target task. The groups of 

subjects who had done the dummy task and the analog task 

were each randomly divided between doing the target task for 

the innovative/professional context and the machine 

bureaucracy context (Quinn, Mintzberg, and James, 1988). 

QUESTIONNAIRES 

Stage I 
======================= 
Stage II 

TASK 1 

25% 
v 

---------
Innovat 

TASK 2 Profess 
Context 

---------

I Individual I 
Characteristics 

50% I ======= I 50% 
v v 

I Analog I Dummy I 

v v 

Computerized 
GroupSystems 
Slide Show 

25% I I 25% 
v v 

--------- ---------
Machine Innovat 
Bureauc Profess 
Context Context 

--------- ---------

================ 

25% 
v 

---------
Machine 
Bureauc 
Context 

---------
Figure 11 - User Competencies Experimental Procedures 
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Section 4.6. Data Collection 

The first stage of the study collected data 

through previously validated instruments adapted by Nutt 

(1989) from Kogan and Wallach (1964) and Budner (1962) 

(Appendix B.1). Data collection in the second stage of the 

study happened with the help of individual grid/solution 

sheets. For the dummy tasks, the instructions asked 

subjects to draw each variable in boxes and then draw lines 

to show their relationships. For the analog and the target 

tasks, the instructions asked subjects to draw as many 

strings of tools as needed until they could identify the 

final string they would suggest to be used in the strategic 

decision context they were presented. 

All subjects used cards to help elicit their 

solution to the final/target task, but not in the typical 

pair wise sorting approach (Schweickert, Burton, Taylor, 

Corlett, Shadbolt, and Hedgecock, 1987 and Burton, Shadbolt, 

Rugg, and Hedgecock, 1990). The cards presented in Appendix 

B.3 (Cards for task 2) represent the GroupSystems toolkit 

adopted in this exploratory study. 
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Section 4.7. Analyses and Results 

In the data analysis three tests of hypotheses 

happen for each of the two main themes of the study: context 

sensitivity and analog awareness. Given the exploratory 

nature of this study, nondirectional two-tailed T-tests 

check for differences between the proportions for each of 

the dependent variables of the two independent samples size 

18 (Edwards, 1950). The T-tests run on a VAX using the 

SPSS-X package (SPSS, 1988). The power analysis of each of 

the tests, following Cohen's (1988) procedures with arcsin 

transformations for differences between proportions, 

complete the data analysis. 

The section then covers the correlations between 

the variables, run on SPSS-X (SPSS, 1988). Given the 

nominal nature of the independent variables, the dependent 

variables, and the individual characteristic variable 

related to nationality, both parametric and non-parametric 

correlation procedures were run to check for the 

introduction of significant differences (Galletta and 

Lederer, 1989). 
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Hypotheses I - Context Sensitivity 

The two-tailed T-tests run for the three dependent 

variables, see Table 1, obtained the following results: 

Table 1 - Results of Two-tailed T-test for Context 
Sensitivity 

============================================================ 
DIVERGENCE PEOPLE ORIENTATION I ANALYSIS 

============================================================ 
CONTEXT 
t=-0.69, p<.494 t= 1.05, p<.302 t=-1.26, p<.218 
============================================================ 
Level of significance set at < .05 
Degrees of freedom for all t-tests: 34 

t > 2.04 

H1.1 - Divergence: The innovative/adhocracy and the 

mature/machine bureaucracy contexts did not significantly 

differ in the proportion obtained for electronic 

brainstorming as the first tool of the string. 

Using the proportions from Table 2 and the arcsin 

transformations of Cohen (1988) we get an 

Effect Size Index = .20, since n1=n2=18 

for a2=.05 Power=.09 

We have about less than one chance in ten of 

concluding (at the .05 level of significance) that the 

context difference has a consequence for the choice of the 

tool. At a level of .05, for a power of .90, we need 

n=500. 
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for a2=.10 Power=.16 

We have about one chance in ten of concluding (at 

the .10 level of significance) that the context difference 

has a consequence for the choice of the tool. At a level of 

.10, for a power of .90, we need n=450. 

H1.2 - People Orientation: The innovative/adhocracy and 

mature/machine bureaucracy contexts did not significantly 

differ in the proportion obtained for stakeholder analysis 

as the only analysis tool. 

n=250. 

n=200. 

Effect Size Index = .30, since n1=n2=lB 

for a2=.05 Power=.15 

At a level of .05, for a power of .90, we need 

for a2=.10 Power=.23 

At a level of .10, for a power of .90, we need 

H1.3 - Convergence/Analysis: The innovative/adhocracy 

and mature/machine bureaucracy contexts did not 

significantly differ in the proportion obtained for 

stakeholder and portfolio analysis as the analysis tools. 

n=140. 

Effect Size Index = .40, since n1=n2=lB 

for a2=.05 Power=.22 

At a level of .05, for a power of .90, we need 
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for a2=.10 Power=.33 

At a level of .10, for a power of .90, we need 

n=120. 

Table 2 - Proportions for Dependent Variables by Treatment 
COMPETENCE 

Interpretive 
Context 

Innovative, Machine , 
Prof. Bur. Bureauc. 

Perceptive 
Induction 

Dummy , Analog 
============================================================ 
DIVERGENCE 

Std Deviation 
.6111 
.502 

.7222 

.461 
.8333 
.383 

, .5000 
.514 

------------------- ----------------------------------------
PEOPLE ORIENTATION 

Std Deviation 
.1667 
.383 

.0556 

.236 
.0000 
.000 I .2222 

.428 
------------------- ----------------------------------------
ANALYSIS 

Std Deviation 
.7222 
.461 

.8889 

.323 
.8889 
.323 

, .7222 
.461 

============================================================ 

Hypotheses II - Analog Awareness 

The non-directional two-tailed T-tests run for the 

three dependent variables, see Table 3, obtained the 

Table 3 - Results of Two-tailed T-tests for Analog Awareness 
============================================:=============== 

DIVERGENCE PEOPLE ORIENTATION I ANALYSIS 
============================================================ 
INDUCTION 
t= 2.20, p<.034 t=-2.20, p<.034 t= 1.26, p<.218 
============================================================ 
Level of significance set at < .05 
Degrees of freedom for all t-tests: 34 

t > 2.04 



following results: 

H2.1 - Divergence: The analog and dummy conditions 

differed significantly in the proportion obtained for 

electronic brainstorming as the first tool of the string. 
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Using the proportions from Table 2 and the arcsin 

transformations of Cohen (1988) we get an 

Effect Size Index = .70, since n1=n2=18 

for a2=.OS Power=.S6 

We have about less than three chances in five of 

concluding (at the .05 level of significance) that the 

induction difference has a consequence for the choice of the 

tool. At a level of .05, for a power of .90, we need n=43. 

for a2=.10 Power=.68 

We have about less than seven chances in ten of 

concluding (at the .10 level of significance) that the 

induction difference has a consequence for the choice of the 

tool. At a level of .10, for a power of .90, we need n=3S. 

H2.2 - People Orientation: The analog and dummy 

conditions differed significantly in the proportion obtained 

for stakeholder analysis as the only analysis tool. 

Effect Size Index = .90, since n1=n2=18 

for a2=.OS Power=.77 



At a level of .05, for a power of .90, we need 

n=26. 

for a2=.10 Power=.85 

At a level of .10, for a power of .90, we need 

n=21. 

H2.3 - Convergence/Analysis: The analog and dummy 

conditions did not significantly differ in the proportion 

obtained for stakeholder and portfolio analysis as the 

analysis tools. 

n=140. 

n=120. 

Effect Size Index = .40, 

for a2=.05 Power=.22 

since n1=n2=18 

At a level of .05, for a power of .90, we need 

for a2=.10 Power=.33 

At a level of .10, for a power of .90, we need 

Correlations 
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The significant correlations happened between 

individual characteristics. Avoidance of or intolerance to 

ambiguity negatively correlated (-.3625) with avoidance of 

or intolerance to uncertainty with a significance of .002 . 

Avoidance of or intolerance to ambiguity negatively 

correlated (-.3941) to nationality with a significance of 

.006. Avoidance of or intolerance to uncertainty 
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positively correlated to nationality with a significance of 

.010 . 

These findings confirm Nutt's (1990) expectations 

about ambiguity and uncertainty as interrelated phenomena, 

in opposition to Hofstede's (1980) findings that ambiguity 

is a component of uncertainty and aligned in the same 

direction. The above correlations also suggest that the 

American students in this class had a higher intolerance to 

ambiguity than foreigners and that foreign students in this 

class had a higher intolerance to uncertainty. 
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CHAPTER 5. DEVELOPING AND VALIDATING A PROTOTYPE 

This Chapter describes the Metaplan expert system 

prototype, detailing its definition and reviewing its 

development. The main focus is the validation study that 

focuses on the impact that type of users and type of uses 

have on the string of GroupSystems tools chosen for a given 

test case. 

Section 5.1. Definition 

To define an expert system, the boundaries of the 

general knowledge domain need to be defined. In Figure 12 

the main tasks and processes from the strategic management 

domain are associated with the two main environments 

GroupSystems supports. Strategic Management differs from 

Strategic Planning, in that, it also covers Strategy 

Implementation. Goal formulation, environmental analysis, 

strategy formulation, and strategic control are well known 

strategic management tasks which can, as processes, be 

formulated, evaluated, and implemented. Strategic Planning, 

including goal formulation and evaluation, formulation and 
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evaluation of environmental analysis, and formulation and 

evaluation of strategy, is mainly developed in face-to-face 

and remote synchronous meeting environments. Remote 

asynchronous and synchronous project environments allow 

Strategy Implementation, including strategy implementation 

and control. 

STRATEGIC 
MANAGEMENT 
TaskXProcess 

Strategic Planning IStrategy Implement 

FORMULATION I EVALUATION I IMPLEMENTATION 
============================================================ 

GOAL x 
I 

x 

------------------------------------------------------------
ENVIRONMENTAL I 

ANALYSIS 
x I x 

------------------------------------------------------------
STRATEGY x 

I 
x x 

------------------------------------------------------------
CONTROL 

I 
x 

============================================================ 
Group 
Systems 
ENVIRONMENTS 

MEETINGS 
Synchronous 

(F-to-F, Remote) 

PROJECTS 
(A) Synchronous 

(Remote) 
============================================================ 

Figure 12 - GroupSystems and Strategic Management 
Tasks & Processes 

Metaplan, as a metaplanning (planning the planning 

process) system, exists within the boundaries of Strategic 

Planning (Figure 12) and of the GroupSystem meeting 

environment (Figure 13). It covers the process (string of 

tools) preplanning component of a single session 
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I Pre- I 
Plan 

v 

v 

I Process I 

v 

v 

I Meeting I 

v 

v 

I Single I 
Session 

v 

GroupSystems 

v 

I Use I 
Environment 

v 

I Post- I 
Meeting 

v 

I Agenda I 

v 

I Project I 

v 

I Mult~ple I Sess~ons 
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Figure 13 - Functional Description of Pertinent GroupSystems 
Activities. 
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meeting. To use Metaplan for multiple sessions preplanning, 

the sessions need to be broken down into a set of single 

sessions. 

The idea behind the factors adopted in Metaplan is 

that the main tangible product of CSME and GroupSystems, as 

with all information systems, is documentation (Boehm, 

Penedo, Stuckle, Williams, and Pyster, 1984). Creating, 

bringing in, transforming, and producing documentation 

happens as a GroupSystems session progresses (Figure 14) . 

Any given group that uses the system starts with an initial 

level/state of documentation (DocIn) and finishes with a 

final level/state of documentation (DocOut). 

The flow from input documentation to output 

documentation develops by increasing convergence (decreasing 

divergence) or increasing divergence (decreasing 

convergence) as described by Kolb's (1984) basic learning 

styles. If the group's dominant learning focus is on 

abstract conceptualization and active experimentation 

towards a solution of a problem, then the group is engaging 

in convergent learning. If the group is emphasizing 

concrete experience and reflective observation, a more 

creative orientation that allows for different perspectives 

to be put into a meaningful schema is developed through 

divergent learning (Kolb, 1984). Metaplan assumes that (1) 



groups also adopt learning styles that are more or less 

divergent/convergent; and, (2) although documentation may 

reflect the adoption of one of those styles at a given 

Groupln--------------------------->GroupOut 
I I 
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I \-------- ---------------------------------- -------\ 0 
N \ I I \ u 
P > G SSE S S ION DOC U MEN TAT ION >T 
U / I I / P 
T /-------- ---------------------------------- -------/ U 

I I T 
Docln ---------------------------> DocOut 

\ / 
v 

GOAL/TASK 
(Strategic Planning Stage) 

Figure 14 - GroupSystems Session Documentation Flow and 
Metaplan Factors 

moment and/or throughout the development of a session, the 

group's learning style and the system's documentation are 

not necessarily in synch. Describing the GroupSystems 

toolkit from the most divergent to the most convergent tool 

(Figure 7) also suggests that the toolkit can help achieve a 

final convergent problem solving state at the end of a given 

session or sequence of sessions. The assumption that a 

group may adopt an individual learning style is consistent 

with the origins of Kolb's experiential learning process 

(Kolb, 1984). More recently, divergence and convergence 



processes have graphically described both individual and 

group decision making (Buede and Ferrell, 1993). 
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The main factor in Metaplan is a Group factor that 

represents the "object" that needs to be "processed" by 

GroupSystems. The Group factor is based on the group's 

"incoming" (Groupln) and "outgoing"(GroupOut) states (Figure 

I History I 

v 

! Goal ! 

v 

I Areas I I Process ! !KofDomain! !Sponsor! 

v v v v 

v 

!GroupOut! !Groupln! 

v v 

v 

! DocOut ! ! Docln ! ! Group ! 

v v 

v 

I Recommended I 
String of Tools 

v 

Figure 15 - Block Diagram of a Metaplanning Expert System 
Prototype for a CSME in Strategic Management 
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15). The group's history, the functional areas and 

organizational processes represented, the knowledge of the 

domain (Strategic Management), and the sponsor's interaction 

style/role access the incoming learning style (Nutt, 1984). 

The available and desired levels of documentation, mainly 

related to text, reports, and lists, measure the Docln and 

DocOut factors. The Goal factor defines the Strategic 

Management task/process to be completed; it allows the 

preplanning of any kind of bigger process. The structure 

defined for Metaplan breaks bigger processes, like Strategic 

Management, down into stages/tasks/processes . 

Metaplan, as a mixed (variant and generative) 

expert system (Figure 3), has both feature and logical 

characteristics. The feature based characteristics are 

factors that permit Metaplan recommend an appropriate string 

of tools for a given group in a given situation (Figure 15). 

The logical characteristics are imbedded in the optimized 

decision tree structure adopted by Metaplan. 

Figure 16 shows the factors used by Metaplan 

within the GDSS research framework published for the first 

time in Dennis, George, Jessup, Nunamaker, and Vogel (1988). 

The group's input factors represent both the group and the 

context variables of the framework. The goal factor 

represents the task variable. The toolkit stands for the 

system. Metaplan's recommendations are associated with the 
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process variable. The group's output factors describe the 

outcome variable. Although Metaplan is an initial 

prototype, Figure 16 shows the broad coverage it gives to 

the topics of GDSS research. 

GROUP 
(Input factors) 

history 
- sponsor 
- area(s) 

I - process (es) 
I - k of domain 

TASK 
(Goal factors) 
- goal 
- - - -- - - - - -"- - - - - - -

I CONTEXT 
(Input factors) 
- history 
- sponsor 
- area 
- process 
- k of domain 

GDSS 
(Recommendations) 
- toolkit 

\ 

PROCESS 
-> (Recommendation) 

- string of 
tools 

/ 

OUTCOME 
-> (Output factors) 

- list(s) 
- report(s) 

Figure 16 - The Metaplanning Expert System Prototype and the 
Framework for GDSS Research presented in 

Dennis, George, Jessup, Nunamaker, and Vogel, 1988. 
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Section 5.2. Development 

Knowledge elicitation through the review of 

documented cases of GroupSystems use, individual immersion 

in pre-planning and facilitation, interactive evaluation 

with an expert facilitator, and analysis of the data from 

the study of sponsors' competencies, helped to develop the 

metaplanning expert system. Braking down the bigger 

strategic management process into task/processes (Figure 12) 

is one of the main recommendations from the previous user 

competency study. The goal factor, as a separate module, 

improves flexibility and allows the use of Metaplan in other 

stage driven processes. Given the prototype nature of the 

Metaplan expert system, all examples/rules have a 100% 

certainty factor. 

Metaplan consists of three chained knowledge bases 

(Figure 17) developed on 1stClass HT. The structure, the 

factors, and the values of Metaplan are detailed in the 

dependency diagram shown in Figure 18. 

It is difficult to formally separate development 

and testing of knowledge bases because of the iterative 

nature of the expert system's prototype development (Hall, 

Heinze, and Llinas, 1989). For the same reason, the first 

stage of testing, usually called testing for development 

with a training test, needed an interactive effort involving 
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I GROUPIN3 I 

v 

GROUP3 

v 

I M3PLAN94 I 

Figure 17 - Metaplan's Chained Knowledge Bases 

the knowledge engineer and the domain expert. There was an 

evaluation of the expert system for correctness of the 

inference and accuracy. The training test results obtained 

with the help of informal adhoc and preselected cases 

modified the knowledge base. 
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------- Set1 
1 DocIn 1---> M3PLAN 
------- KBM 
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Set of 
Tools 

Set 3 -------
GROUP IN IGroupInl---> 
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divergent 
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more divergent than in 
as divergent as ip 
as mixed as in 

more divergent than in 
as divergent as in 

as convergent as in 
more convergent than in 

as mixed as in 
as convergent as in 
more convergent than in 

Figure 18 - Dependency Diagram of a Metaplanning Expert 
System Prototype for a CSME in Strategic Management. 



1 History 1----------> 

no 
hist_w/o_groupsystems 
hist_w_groupsystems 

1 Sponsor 1----------> 

reflective 
directive 
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Set 3 -------
Areas 1---------> GROUP IN 1 GroupIn 1 

different 
several 
same 

Process 1--------> 

different 
several 
same 

1 KofDomain 1--------> 

no 
average 
strong 

KBM -------
divergent 
mixed 
convergent 

Figure 18 (Cont.) - Dependency Diagram of a Metaplanning 
Expert System Prototype for a CSME in Strategic Management. 
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Section 5.3. Validation 

The following sessions, starting with the design 

of the formal test and following with defining tasks, 

variables and measures, procedures, and data collection, 

describe the validation study of the metaplanning expert 

system prototype developed for the GroupSystems V 

environment. 

Design 

Given the limited number of CSME facilitators 

available for any study and the need to better control for 

individual characteristics, the validation is designed with 

one between-subjects factor (type of user: facilitator and 

non-facilitator) and one active within-subjects factor (type 

of use: pre-planning with and without using the prototype) 

to allow an analysis of variance with repeated measures. 

Treatment conditions are repeated and assume that the 

practice/learning effect is linear. The order in which the 

levels of the active within-subjects factor are presented is 

counterbalanced to prevent the possible practice/learning 

effect from becoming confounded with the treatment 

differences. A 2x2 factorial design that allows for a 

repeated measures analysis of variance was used (Table 4) . 



Table 4 - Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance Design 

Subjects b1!b2Ib1!b2Ib1!b2Ib1!b2Ib1Ib2 Ib1!b2 
======== ==================================== 

1 w wo w wo wo w w wo wo w wo w 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

2 wo w wo w w wo wo w w wo w wo 
2 1 4 3 6 5 8 7 10 9 12 11 

FACILITATOR 3 wo w wo w w wo wo w w wo w wo 
a1 11 12 9 10 7 8 5 6 3 4 1 2 

4 w wo w wo wo w w wo wo w wo w 
12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

--------------------------------------------------------
5 w wo w wo wo w w wo wo w wo w 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
6 wo w wo w w wo wo w w wo w wo 

2 1 4 3 6 5 8 7 10 9 12 11 
NON-FACILIT 7 wo w wo w w wo wo w w wo w wo 

a2 11 12 9 10 7 8 5 6 3 4 1 2 
8 w wo w wo wo w w wo wo w wo w 

12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

NOTE: a - subjects; b - treatments; w - with metaplan; 
wo- without metaplani # - test case #. 

Subjects 

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the 

expert system prototype for validation purposes. Hall, 

Heinze, and Llinas (1989) recommend independent experts/ 

facilitators and users/non-facilitators to test for an 

expert system's evaluation. The primary target group for 

both facilitators and users were MIS PhD students from a 

major United States MIS PhD program. 
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Table 5 describes overall characteristics of the 

subjects. Table 6 and Table 7 respectively present 

characteristics peculiar to facilitators and non-



facilitators. All these characteristics are transcribed 

from the pretest questionnaire in Appendix E.1. 

Table 5 - Overall Characteristics of the Subjects 

=~:~~:~::========I=~::~===I=::~::=I=~~~~:~=I=~:~~:~:= 
GroupSystems Related 

SessionsPlanned 23.750 35.832 
SessionsFacilitat 30.875 51.413 
SessionsParticipa 22.000 19.993 

Expert Systems Related 

.000 

.000 
2.000 

ExpertSystemsUsed 2.625 1.598 1.000 
ExpertSystemsDev .625 .744 .000 
FavorslntelSystem 1.875 .354 1.000 

100.000 
150.000 

50.000 

5.000 
2.000 
2.000 

Knowledge of GroupSystems Toolkit 
EBrainstormingK 8.000 1.195 6.000 10.000 
CategorizerK 6.375 2.560 2.000 9.000 
VoteK 6.875 2.357 3.000 10.000 
TCommenterK 7.250 2.252 3.000 10.000 
GDictionaryK 3.125 2.357 1.000 7.000 
AEvaluatorK 4.125 3.796 .000 9.000 
PFormationK 2.625 2.875 .000 7.000 
IOrganizationK 6.250 3.105 1.000 10.000 
GOutlinerK 7.250 3.105 .000 10.000 
QuestionnaireK 3.750 2.765 .000 8.000 
StakeholderIK 1.875 1.642 .000 5.000 
GroupWriterK 6.125 3.314 .000 10.000 
GroupMatrixK 5.500 3.780 .000 10.000 

GroupSystems Toolkit Use 
EBrainstormingU 27.000 33.462 2.000 
CategorizerU 7.000 8.635 .000 
VoteU 25.000 34.546 .000 
TCommenterU 9.250 12.139 .000 
GDictionaryU .000 .000 .000 
AEvaluatorU 6.625 10.056 .000 
PFormationU .625 .916 .000 
IOrganizationU 17.250 33.665 .000 
GOutlinerU 27.875 50.354 .000 
QuestionnaireU 1.125 1.126 .000 
StakeholderIU .875 1.808 .000 
GroupWriterU 6.250 8.582 .000 
GroupMatrixU 7.875 8.967 .000 

100.000 
20.000 

100.000 
35.000 

.000 
25.000 

2.000 
100.000 
150.000 

3.000 
5.000 

25.000 
25.000 

======================================================= 
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Comparing the facilitators' (Table 6) and the non-

facilitators' (Table 7) characteristics, the experience of 

facilitators is evident in the three GroupSystems related 

Table 6 - Characteristics of the Facilitators 

=~:~~:~::========I=~::~===I=~:~:~=I=~~~~:~=I=~:~~:~= 
GroupSystems Related 

SessionsPlanned 47.750 38.622 
SessionsFacilitat 61.250 60.879 
SessionsParticipa 37.500 16.583 

Expert Systems Related 

10.000 
15.boo 
15.000 

ExpertSystemsUsed 2.750 1.708 1.000 
ExpertSystemsDev .250 .500 .000 
FavorslntelSystem 1.750 .500 1.000 

100.000 
150.000 

50.000 

5.000 
1.000 
2.000 

Knowledge of GroupSystems Toolkit 
EBrainstormingK 8.750 .957 8.000 10.000 
CategorizerK 8.000 .816 7.000 9.000 
VoteK 8.250 1.500 7.000 10.000 
TCommenterK 8.500 1.732 6.000 10.000 
GDictionaryK 4.250 2.754 1.000 7.000 
AEvaluatorK 7.500 1.732 5.000 9.000 
PFormationK 4.750 2.630 2.000 7.000 
IOrganizationK 8.000 1.414 7.000 10.000 
GOutlinerK 9.000 0.816 8.000 10.000 
QuestionnaireK 5.000 3.162 1.000 8.000 
StakeholderIK 3.000 1.414 2.000 5.000 
GroupWriterK 8.250 2.217 5.000 10.000 
GroupMatrixK 8.250 1.780 6.000 10.000 

GroupSystems Toolkit Use 
EBrainstormingU 48.750 36.600 20.000 
CategorizerU 10.750 10.751 .000 
VoteU 47.500 37.749 20.000 
TCommenterU 16.250 14.361 5.000 
GDictionaryU .000 .000 .000 
AEvaluatorU 13.250 10.905 3.000 
PFormationU 1.250 .957 .000 
IOrganizationU 31.250 45.894 5.000 
GOutlinerU 53.750 64.210 20.000 
QuestionnaireU 1.750 .957 1.000 
StakeholderIU 1.750 2.363 .000 
GroupWriterU 11.750 9.430 5.000 
GroupMatrixU 15.000 7.071 10.000 

100.000 
20.000 

100.000 
35.000 

.000 
25.000 
2.000 

100.000 
150.000 

3.000 
5.000 

25.000 
25.000 

======================================================= 
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questions. Facilitators have experience with GroupSystems 

and non-facilitators do not have experience with 

GroupSystems. Facilitators typically have facilitated more 

Table 7 - Characteristics of the Non-Facilitators 

=~~~~~~::========I=~:~~===I=~~~:~=I=~~~~:~=I=~~~~:~= 
GroupSystems Related 

SessionsPlanned .000 .000 
SessionsFacilitat .500 1.000 
SessionsParticipa 6.500 4 123 

Expert Systems Related 

.000 

.000 
2.000 

ExpertSystemsUsed 2.500 1.732 1.000 
ExpertSystemsDev 1.000 .816 .000 
FavorslntelSystem 2.000 .000 2.000 

Knowledge of GroupSystems Toolkit 
EBrainstormingK 7.250 .957 6.000 
CategorizerK 4.750 2.754 2.000 
VoteK 5.500 2.380 3.000 
TCommenterK 6.000 2.160 3.000 
GDictionaryK 2.000 1.414 1.000 
AEvaluatorK .750 .500 .000 
PFormationK .500 .577 .000 
IOrganizationK 4.500 3.512 1.000 
GOutlinerK 5.500 3.697 .000 
QuestionnaireK 2.500 1.915 .000 
StakeholderIK .750 .957 .000 
GroupWriterK 4.000 2.944 .000 
GroupMatrixK 2.750 3.202 .000 

GroupSystems Toolkit Use 
EBrainstormingU 5.250 3.403 2.000 
CategorizerU 3.250 4.573 .000 
VoteU 2.500 3.109 .000 
TCommenterU 2.250 2.630 .000 
GDictionaryU .000 .000 .000 
AEvaluatorU .000 .000 .000 
PFormationU .000 .000 .000 
IOrganizationU 3.250 3.948 .000 
GOutlinerU 2.000 2.828 .000 
QuestionnaireU .500 1.000 .000 
StakeholderIU .000 .000 .000 
GroupWriterU .750 1.500 .000 
GroupMatrixU .750 1.500 .000 

.000 
2.000 

10.000 

4.000 
2.000 
2.000 

8.000 
8.000 
8.000 
8.000 
4.000 
1.000 
1.000 
8.000 
8.000 
4.000 
2.000 
7.000 
6.000 

10.000 
10.000 

7.000 
5.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 
8.000 
6.000 
2.000 

.000 
3.000 
3.000 

======================================================= 



than planned and participated in GroupSystems sessions. 

Non-facilitators have only had a small amount of 

participation. 
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Both facilitators and non-facilitators have an 

equivalent experience in using expert systems, but non

facilitators have more experience in developing expert 

systems than facilitators. Non-facilitators favor the use 

of intelligent systems for metaplanning more than 

facilitators. 

The four most known GroupSystems tools are 

Electronic Brainstorming, Topic Commenter, Group Outliner, 

and Vote. The least known tools are Stakeholder 

Identification, Policy Formation, and Group Dictionary. 

Both facilitators and non-facilitators use Group Outliner, 

Electronic Brainstorming, and Vote the most, and Group 

Dictionary, Policy Formation, and Stakeholder Identification 

the least. 

In terms of the prototype evaluation, although 

both groups of facilitators and non-facilitators had access 

to a list of GroupSystems V descriptions (Appendix A), only 

non-facilitators actually used it. 

Tasks 



The cases preselected by the knowledge engineer 

and the main facilitation expert are from a pool of 133 

documented GroupSystems sessions. Each case represents a 

session dedicated to one of the four strategic planning 

tasks (goal formulation, environmental analysis, strategy 

formulation, and strategy evaluation) covered in the 
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metaplanning expert system prototype. Table 8 summarizes by 

task the cases presented in Appendix D. Tyran, Dennis, 

Vogel, and Nunamaker (1992) reviewed most of the cases used 

in this validation. 

Table 8 - Cases by Strategic Planning task 

Strategic Planning taskl Number of cases 
========================================= 
Goal Formulation 3 

Environmental Analysis I 3 

Strategy Formulation 3 

Strategy Evaluation 3 
========================================= 

Variables and Measurements 

Metaplan's evaluation for validation focuses on 

how two independent main effects (type of user and type of 

use) impact the choice of the appropriate string of 

GroupSystems tools. 
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The first independent variable is a dichotomous 

background factor: type of user. Facilitators and non

facilitators (representing sponsors) are the typical users 

of Metaplan (Aiken, 1991). 

The second independent variable is a dichotomous 

treatment factor: type of use (with or without the use of 

the metaplan prototype). The treatment under scrutiny is 

the use of Metaplan's expert system prototype (Aiken, 1991). 

The main dependent variable is a performance 

measure, the number of correct answers from each individual 

subject. The perfect score would be 12 (all twelve test 

cases were correct), and the lowest score would be 0 (zero). 

A half point will be attributed to a string of tools that, 

given the multiple tools available for certain tasks, by the 

nature of its solution is identical to the "correct" one 

defined with the help of the case bank and the expert 

facilitator. 

Procedures 

The procedures for this second study consisted of 

completing an initial pretest questionnaire (Appendix E.1) 

and the test cases (Appendix E.3). The pretest 

questionnaire collected data about knowledge and experience 

with GroupSystems and expert systems, adapted from Aiken 

(1990). Subjects were then instructed on how to use 



Metaplan on 1stClassHT (Appendix E.2). To compensate for 

both position in the sequence and sequence of treatments, 

each subject got twelve cases to test in a balanced-out 

order. A description of the Group Systems V toolkit 

(Appendix A) was available to all subjects, but only the 

non-facilitators made use of it. 

Data Collection 
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The subjects of this validation experiment were 

asked to fill out a pretest questionnaire (Appendix E.1) 

adapted from Aiken (1988). Working through each test case, 

the subjects were asked to write down the chosen string of 

tools on the case's sheet of paper besides taking note of 

the starting and finishing times (Appendix E.3) . 

Section 5.4. Analyses and Results 

Three hypotheses are tested in the data analysis: 

the main effect factor between-subjects (type of user), the 

main effect of the repeated measures (type of use), and the 

interaction between the two factors. The tests were run on 

a VAX using the SPSS-X package (SPSS, 1988). 
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In addressing the learning/transfer effects 

through counter-balancing in a context of a small number of 

subjects, the design described in Table 4 confounded the 

test cases and the repeated measures treatment (type of 

use). For that reason, test cases and type of use cannot be 

simultaneously examined. The analysis is, therefore, setup 

initially to test for the overall effect of type of user 

treatment and test case including interaction. If there is 

a significance among the cases, the case effect is submitted 

to specific tests for each of the strategic management tasks 

(goal formulation, environmental analysis, strategy 

formulation, and strategy evaluation) to determine whether, 

on the average, those who received the "with prototype" 

condition were different from those who received the 

"without prototype" condition, whether the user type had a 

significant effect, and whether there was an interaction. 

Two cases in sequence (out of three) represent each 

strategic management task type of case analyzed by the 

subjects. 

OVERALL EFFECTS 

The results of the unique sums of squares test of 

significance described in Table 9 show no significant 

difference among types of users and a significant difference 

among the test cases. The magnitude of the differences 
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Table 9 - Results of the Overall Unique Sums of Squares Test 
of Variance for Type of User 

========================================================== 
Source of Variation I SS I DF I MS F I Sig of F 
========================================================== 
RESIDUAL 
CASE 
CASE BY USERT 
Error 1 
USERT 

8.77 
10.61 

2.36 
1.98 

.01 

66 
11 
11 

6 
1 

.13 

.96 7.26 .000 

.21 1.62 .114 

.33 

.01 .03 .865 
========================================================== 

between the cases, however, is not related to whether the 

subject was a facilitator or not. 

SPECIFIC TESTS 

Tables 10 through 17 present the results of the 

specific tests for each of the different types of tasks 

presented by the cases. 

GOAL FORMULATION 

Table 10 describes the results for the goal 

formulation tests and Table 11 presents the means. 

Hypothesis H1.1 - Type of User 

There is no significant difference among types of 

users when pre-planning for goal formulation tasks. 



Table 10 - Results of the Unique Sums of Squares Test of 
Variance of Type of Use in Goal Formulation 
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========================================================== 
Source of Variation I SS I DF I MS F I Sig of F 
========================================================== 
RESIDUAL 
CASE 
CASE BY USERT 
Error 1 
USERT 

.75 6 

.00 1 

.25 1 
1. 75 6 

.25 1 

.12 

.00 .00 1.000 

.25 2.00 .207 

.29 

.25 .86 .390 
========================================================== 

Table 11 - Description of Means for Goal Formulation 
========================================================= 
variable I Value I Mean IStd Dev I Cases 
========================================================= 
Test Case IWith Prototype I 
Test Case Without Prototype 

.2500 

.2500 
.4629 
.4629 

8 
8 

========================================================= 

Hypothesis H2.1 - Type of Use 

The "with prototype" and the "without prototype" 

conditions for the case variable did not significantly 

differ in the metaplanning score obtained by the subjects 

when pre-planning for goal formulation test cases. 

Hypothesis H3.1 - Interaction 

The type of user and the case variable 

representing the type of use conditions showed no 

significant interaction. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

Table 12 presents the results for the specific 

environmental analysis tests and Table 13 the means. 

Table 12 - Results of the Unique Sums of Squares Test of 
Variance of Type of Use in Environmental Analysis 

============================================================ 
Source of Variation I SS I DF I MS F I Sig of F 

============================================================ 
RESIDUAL 
CASE 
CASE BY USERT 
Error 1 
USERT 

.37 6 
3.06 1 

.06 1 

.38 6 

.06 1 

.06 
3.06 49.00 .000 

.06 1. 00 .356 

.06 

.06 1. 00 .356 
============================================================ 

Table 13 - Description of Means for Environmental Analysis 
========================================================== 
Variable I Value I Mean IStd Dev I Cases 
========================================================== 
Test Case IWith Prototype I 1.0000 
Test Case Without Prototype .1250 

.0000 

.3536 
8 
8 

========================================================== 

Hypothesis Hl.2 - Type of User 

There is no significant difference among types of 

users when subjects pre-plan for environmental analysis 

tasks. 

Hypothesis H2.2 - Type of Use 

The "with prototype" and the "without prototype" 

conditions for the case variable did significantly differ in 

the metaplanning score obtained by the subjects when pre

planning for environmental analysis test cases. The 



direction indicated by the means (Table 13) shows that 

subjects using the prototype are more successful with the 

metaplanning score. 

Hypothesis H3.2 - Interaction 

There is no significant interaction between the 
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type of user and the case variable representing the type of 

use conditions. 

STRATEGY FORMULATION 

Table 14 describes the results for the specific 

goal formulation tests and Table 15 the means. 

Table 14 - Results of the Unique Sums of Squares Test of 
Variance of Type of Use in Strategy Formulation 

========================================================== 
Source of Variation I SS I DF I MS F I Sig of F 
========================================================== 
RESIDUAL 
CASE 
CASE BY USERT 
Error 1 
USERT 

.75 
1.00 

.25 
1. 75 

.00 

6 
1 
1 
6 
1 

.12 
1.00 8.00 .030 

.25 2.00 .207 

.29 

.00 .00 1.000 
========================================================== 

Table 15 - Description of Means for Strategy Formulation 
========================================================= 
Variable I Value I Mean IStd Dev I Cases 
========================================================= 
Test Case /With Prototype / 
Test Case Without Prototype 

.6250 

.1250 
.5175 
.3536 

8 
8 

========================================================= 
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Hypothesis Hl.3 - Type of User 

There is no significant difference among types of 

users when pre-planning for strategy formulation. 

Hypothesis H2.3 - Type of Use 

The "with prototype" and the "without prototype" 

conditions for the case variable did significantly differ in 

the metaplanning score obtained by the subjects when pre

planning for strategy formulation test cases. The direction 

indicated by the means (Table 15) shows that subjects using 

the prototype are more successful with the metaplanning 

score. 

Hypothesis H3.3 - Interaction 

There is no significant interaction between the 

type of user and the case variable representing the type of 

use conditions when subjects analyze strategy formulation 

test cases. 

STRATEGY EVALUATION 

Table 16 presents the results for the specific 

strategy evaluation tests and Table 17 the means. 



Table 16 - Results of the Unique Sums of Squares Test of 
Variance of Type of Use in Strategy Evaluation 
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========================================================== 
Source of Variation I SS I DF I MS F I Sig of F 
========================================================== 
RESIDUAL 
CASE 
CASE BY USERT 
Error 1 
USERT 

.37 6 
3.06 1 

.06 1 

.38 6 

.06 1 

.06 
3.06 49.00 .000 

.06 1.00 .356 

.06 

.06 1. 00 .356 
========================================================== 

Table 17 - Description of Means for Strategy Evaluation 
======================================================== 
Variable I Value I Mean IStd Dev I Cases 
======================================================== 
Test Case IWith Prototype I 1.0000 
Test Case Without Prototype .1250 

.0000 

.3536 
8 
8 

======================================================== 

Hypothesis H1.4 - Type of User 

There is no significant difference among types of 

users when pre-planning for strategy evaluation tasks. 

Hypothesis H2.4 - Type of Use 

The "with prototype" and the "without prototype" 

conditions for the case variable did significantly differ in 

the metaplanning score obtained by the subjects when pre

planning for strategy evaluation test cases. The direction 

indicated by the means (Table 17) shows that sUbjects using 

the prototype are more successful with the metaplanning 

score. 
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Hypothesis H3.4 - Interaction 

There is no significant interaction between the 

type of user and the case variable representing the type of 

use conditions when subjects analyze strategy evaluation 

test cases. 
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CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter summarizes and interprets the results 

of this research according to stated hypotheses and other 

analyses. It then assesses the implications of the study 

for practitioners and researchers. It concludes the 

dissertation with the discussion of the limitations and the 

contributions of this research, and with the plans and 

suggestions for future work. 

Section 6.1. Discussion of Results 

The results of this research, as described in 

Chapter 3, come from two studies: assessing user competence 

and validating the prototype. The results of assessing user 

competence discuss the hypotheses defined in Chapter 4. The 

results of validating the prototype describe the analysis 

detailed in Chapter 5. 



Assessing User Competence 

Table 18 gives a summary of the user competence 

assessment. 

HYPOTHESES I - Context Sensitivity 
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None of the three proposed hypotheses testing for 

context sensitivity were significant at the level of .05. 

These hypotheses also had low power, even at the two-tailed 

test significance level of .10 . 

The convergence/analysis hypothesis had the 

highest of these low power scores for the context 

sensitivity tests. The divergence hypothesis presented the 

lowest of all power scores in both main effect tests. The 

most evident factor having an effect on the statistical 

power of these context sensitivity tests is the size of the 

cells. 

The context sensitivity results, if significant, 

would have the same direction identified by Boal and Bryson 

(1987). Planners would appear to have considerable 

discretion in the definition of planning processes, not 

necessarily taking in consideration the context in which the 

processes are supposed to develop. Managers would possess 

discretion not only to adapt to but also to diverge from 

contextual rules (Golden, 1992). Hampden-Turner and 

Trompenaars (1993) give a cultural perspective to this 

contextual detachment discussion. They found Americans 
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(representing 3/4 of this first study's subjects) to be more 

analytic (low context) than integrative (high context). 

From a competence not a discretion perspective, 

lack of context sensitivity would have indicated how 

difficult it is to elicit the knowledge required for the 

development of an effective metaplanning expert system. It 

may have also pointed to lack of previous knowledge (Hughes 

and Gibson, 1991). 

HYPOTHESES II - Analog Awareness 

Only hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2 had significant 

results at the level of .05. Hypothesis 2.2 had high power 

and hypothesis 2.1 had medium power. 

A significance level of .034 confirmed the 2.1 

Divergence hypothesis, that the analog and dummy conditions 

will differ significantly in the proportion obtained for 

electronic brainstorming as the first tool of the string. 

The direction suggested is, however, opposite from the 

expectation that electronic brainstorming should be less 

needed in an analog context. One possible explanation is 

the fact that the "manual" group toolkit used in the analog 

exercise may have a bias towards more divergent tools since 

many of the "manual" toolkits are more oriented towards 

capturing creative output. The bias may also be the 
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subject's since "group" activity in general is associated to 

divergent creative activities. 

A significance level of .034 confirmed the 2.2 

People Orientation hypothesis, that the analog and dummy 

conditions will differ significantly in the proportion 

obtained for the stakeholder analysis tool as the only 

analysis tool. The direction suggested is coherent with the 

expectation that people oriented tools should be less chosen 

after going through an analog induction. This was the most 

powerful test in this study, .77 at a two tailed .05 level 

of significance and .85 at a two tailed .10 level of 

significance, raising the question if only a marginal 

increase in cell size would be recommendable. 

The lack of significant and powerful results for 

the other analytical hypothesis highlights once more the 

possibility that the analog task chosen for this study was 

biased towards divergent tools or was not a near-analog for 

the subjects and that the subjects lacked previous knowledge 

(Hughes and Gibson, 1991). 

The above findings, as summarized in Table 18, may 

suggest that first, the metaplanning expert system may need 

to test for both discretion and competence levels of the 

end-user/planner/sponsor, and second that training needs to 

be better explored. In both cases, given Collins' (1990) 

framework, the expert/facilitator would play a critical role 
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in breaking interpretational and inductive barriers between 

the end-user and the metaplanning expert system. 

Table 18 - User Competence Summary of Findings 

MAIN EFFECTS 
============================================================ 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE I DEPENDENT VARIABLE DIRECTION 
============================================================ 

Context I Divergence 
------------------------------------------------------------

Context I People Orientation I 
------------------------------------------------------------

Context I Analysis 

Induction Divergence I+likely w/analog 

Induction People Orientation I-likely w/analog 

Induction Analysis 
============================================================ 

CORRELATIONS 

Individual characteristics in this pool of 

subjects show that both avoidance of ambiguity and 

uncertainty significantly related between themselves and 

with nationality. In this study nationality is much more a 

native/foreigner variable. Natives presented a higher 

intolerance to ambiguity and foreigners a higher intolerance 

to uncertainty. A possible explanation could the 

expectations of each of those groups. Locals expect to have 

everything under control, just missing the data/information 

to make a decision, therefore tolerating uncertainty much 

better than ambiguity. Foreigners expect to be in a novel 
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and complex situation, therefore tolerating ambiguity much 

better than uncertainty. The levels of both intolerance for 

ambiguity and uncertainty were much higher than scores 

reported in earlier studies (Budner, 1962 and Nutt, 1989). 

This could be related to lack of context sensitivity and 

analog awareness, since both intolerance for ambiguity and 

intolerance for uncertainty represent measures of 

inflexibility at the personal level (Nutt, 1989), and both 

are very high in this study. 

Developing & Validating the Prototype 

Table 19 gives a summary of the prototype 

validation. 

HYPOTHESES I - Type of User 

None of the four hypothesis covering the four 

different strategic management tasks and proposed for 

testing of the type of user conditions had significant 

results at the level of .05. These results partially 

confirm the previous results obtained by Aiken (1991) and 

Vinze (1988). 

The results seem to indicate that the learnability of the 

domain is as low as expected and that competency issues are 

still far from being understood (Bolger and Wright, 1994). 
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Table 19 - Prototype Validation Summary 

============================================================ 
HYPOTHESES I STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT TASK I DIRECTION 

============================================================ 
Type of User Goal Formulation 

Type of Use I Goal Formulation 
------------------------------------------------------------

Interaction I Goal Formulation 
============================================================ 

Type of User I Environmental Analysis 
------------------------------------------------------------

Type of Use I Environmental Analysis I prototype 

Interaction Environmental Analysis 
============================================================ 

Type of User Strategy Formulation 

Type of Use Strategy Formulation I prototype 

Interaction Strategy Formulation I 
============================================================ 

Type of User Strategy Evaluation I 

Type of Use Strategy Evaluation I prototype 

Interaction Strategy Evaluation 
============================================================ 

HYPOTHESES II - Type of Use 

The test of type of use under the case variable 

considering the "with prototype" and "without prototype" 

conditions was significant under the level of .05 for the 

environmental analysis, strategy formulation, and strategy 

evaluation tasks. Environmental analysis and strategy 

evaluation had the highest scores, which could be an 

indication that more convergent tasks are more easily 

understood and structured with the help of an expert system. 
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The goal formulation did not produce a significant 

difference. The means of the "with prototype" condition in 

the hypotheses about environmental analysis and about 

strategy evaluation show a limitation of variability given a 

ceiling effect. 

The type of use (case) results validate the expert 

system prototype from the effectiveness perspective. These 

type of use results also seem to indicate that an expert 

system prototype could be one of the representational 

vehicles that allows the development of feedback and the 

improvement of our understanding of the domain (Bolger and 

Wright, 1994). 

HYPOTHESES III - Interaction 

No significant interaction happened with any of 

the four different strategic management task types. 

Learnability and competence issues could be contributing 

factors to the lack of interaction. 

Section 6.2. Research Implications 

Implications for Practitioners 

The practitioners directly or indirectly involved 

in the context of this study are the end-user/planner/ 



sponsor, the expert/consultant/facilitator, the expert 

system developer, and the knowledge engineer. 
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For the end-user/sponsor the two main implications 

could be that awareness of his/her discretion in relation to 

context is critical, that training is the fastest way of 

improving effectiveness and efficiency in using both the 

metaplanning expert system and the CSME, and that the 

facilitator is still unreplaceable. 

The expert/facilitator, even limited in hiS/her 

knowledge about the client/sponsor's organization and 

choosing tools based on his/her own familiarity with the 

tools (Aiken, 1991), could still be highly critical to the 

definition of the string of tools to be chosen. The work 

of eliciting the knowledge required to define the 

appropriate expert system would improve if the facilitator 

could take over the role of knowledge engineer and use 

knowledge acquisition techniques like card sorting 

in hiS/her activity of supporting the user/sponsor to decide 

about the string of tools to be used. It is also worthwhile 

mentioning that card sorting is useful in situations were no 

expert system is available. The development of a 

metaplanning expert system prototype by each of the 

facilitators (experts) of a specific organization would 

allow the capture, through a distributed architecture, of a 

richer set of rules. This would represent a step in the 
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direction of increasing the availability of feedback and as 

such represent an improvement in the learnability of the 

domain. 

The developer of the expert system should keep in 

mind how little is known about this kind of metaplanning 

and, since neither the facilitator nor the sponsor hold all 

the information needed, should carefully consider the trade

off between the three kinds of expert systems described by 

Lipscornbe (1987). The metaplanning expert system prototype 

validated in the second study tried to help with one of the 

difficulties encountered by the subjects of the competence 

study. The prototype broke down the strategic management 

process into four smaller processes that allow for a more 

straight forward string of tools to be chosen. The 

goal/task module/factor of the metaplanning prototype also 

allows the use of the expert system in other domains that 

have the same kind of staged structure/process. 

Implications for Researchers 

The main implications for the researcher are 

related to design trade-offs. As mentioned before, the main 

and immediate action to be taken for the competence study is 

to increase the size of the cells. For the validation study 



the adoption of randomized sequences of test cases is the 

most immediate suggestion. 
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For the first study, another suggestion is to 

better control the role playing in a case study. The use of 

pre- and post- test questionnaires could be of help. 

Context sensitivity seems to be the critical link. It is 

not only difficult to ask someone to assume to be in a 

certain context but also to ask the subjects to erase 

whatever doubts they have about the context construct(s). 

Both Mintzberg and Quinn (1991) and Golden (1992) alert to 

the multiple forces acting in "each" context/culture. 

Previous knowledge like competence of the subjects 

is still an open issue. MBA and PhD students may still not 

be the best surrogates (Hughes and Gibson, 1991). The 

question is, would ExecutiveMBA students be more 

appropriate. 

The main issue that defines the analysis tools to 

be used in a competence type study is still the dependent 

variable. More structured knowledge elicitation techniques 

like pair wise card sorting could improve the benefits that 

could come from using correspondence analysis or other more 

struct.ured multi-dimensional analysis tools. This could 

also allow the use of covariates in more sophisticated 

designs. 
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Section 6.3. Limitations. Contribution. and Future Work 

Limitations 

As with any exploratory study, there are several 

limitations in this study, most of them already mentioned. 

In the first study, the size of the cells, the role playing 

of a case based on context constructs that are being 

questioned in more recent literature, the surrogate subjects 

used, the unstructured card sorting used, the not validated 

content of the cards used, the use of a slide-show not 

intended for tutorials, the design limited by the analysis 

possible with the dependent variables, and the lack of pre

and post-tests, are the main limitations. 

In the second study involving the prototype 

validation, given the small number of subjects the lack of 

randomized sequences of test cases introduced a confounding 

that needs to be considered in the reading of the type of 

use results. The limitation to variability in some of the 

metaplanning means obtained with the use of the prototype 

should also be taken in consideration. 
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Contribution 

The contribution of this dissertation can be 

identified in four different areas: competence, content, 

structure, and method. As mentioned before, competence of 

the expert and of the users of expert systems is the 

bottleneck in the use of today's intelligent systems. This 

dissertation addressed two vital competence topics (context 

sensitivity and analog awareness) . 

One justification for the development of a 

metaplanning expert system for GroupSystems CSME is that 

different organizations, different areas of one 

organization, and even the same organization at different 

times or with different issues, need to go through different 

strategic processes. These different planning processes 

presume a different sequence of GroupSystems tools to be 

used. The main assumption here is that different 

environments or contexts imply different processes and 

different strings of tools. This assumption deals with the 

interpretive competence, particularly with the context 

sensitivity, of the metaplanning users. The environmental 

imperative answer to the context sensitivity issue is that 

any change of context implies a change of process. The 

detachment perspective defends the manager's discretion and 

choice in the definition of planning of planning processes 
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as the right answer. This dissertation did not find any 

significant difference between the tools proposed by MBA 

students role playing different contexts of a company they 

had analyzed during a whole semester in a capstone business 

policy class. The most probable reasons for this outcome 

are the design of the study and the lack of any structured 

support to chose and sequence the tools needed in a domain 

with serious learnability problems because of a lack of 

models and availability of feedback. One of the main 

contributions of the metaplanning expert system prototype 

developed, besides offering a representational structure 

that allows feedback to be available and improving 

learnability, is a module that allows the user to break down 

the strategic planning effort into goal formulation, 

environmental analysis, strategy formulation, and strategy 

evaluation (sub)processes or tasks. Once the user knows 

that his goal is to chose a string of tools for one of those 

tasks, it becomes much easier to define the string to be 

used. When validating the metaplanning expert system 

prototype, subjects using the prototype performed 

significantly better than subjects not using the prototype 

in more structured processes like environmental analysis and 

strategy evaluation. Another contribution of the prototype 

developed, besides the fact that this is the first system to 

recommend a string of tools to be sued in a GroupSystems 



CSME, is its modular structure that allows the goal/task 

module to be adapted to every process that is stage or 

(sub)process focused. 
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Given the low learnability of the strategic 

management in a GroupSystems CSME domain, one of the other 

main competence challenges is the inductive competence of 

the users, mainly the evaluation of the user's analog 

awareness. From the perspective of the inductive learning 

theory, the use of analogs helps with the learning in new 

knowledge domains. To achieve the right "transfer" from the 

analog to a target (here metaplanning) task, it is critical 

to find an analog task that is close enough to the user's 

previous knowledge. Our study used as analog the task of 

choosing tools in a "manual" group environment that included 

e.g. a nominal group technique. The use of the analog only 

made a difference when it came to the choice of a divergent 

GroupSystems tool. One possible explanation is the fact 

that the "manual" toolkit used in the analog exercise may 

have a bias towards more divergent tools since many of the 

"manual" toolkits are more oriented towards capturing 

creativity. However, the effect was the opposite in the 

case of a people oriented analysis tool. This would confirm 

the expectation that after using an analog that focused on 

creative group issues, a tool that handles people issues in 

a more analytical way would be less used. The lack of any 
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significant effect on the choice of analytical tools is once 

more related to a possible divergent bias in the analog's 

toolkit or to the subjects previous knowledge of group 

activities. This means that finding the right analogs is 

one of the challenges in addressing the inductive competence 

issues of improving the learnability in a domain like 

strategic management in a GroupSystems CSME. 

The dissertation also contributed with the use of 

methods not previously used in the study of expert systems. 

In the first study, the use of cards eliminated the need of 

a computer to handle the strings of tools. In the second 

study, the use of repeated measures helped with obtaining a 

bigger number of observations. 

Future Work 

A main suggestion for future work is to intensify 

the study of the toolkit based on how users perceive, 

choose, and use the tools, in order to identify critical 

factors that may help better categorize the use of tools 

individually and in strings. Several different knowledge 

acquisition and dimensional analysis techniques could be 

compared. The cards need validation as an appropriate 

mediation tool. The cards could also be used in a graphical 



computer based system to capture the pre-planning process 

subjects (facilitators and non-facilitators) go through. 
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The input of such studies should allow us to 

develop better dependent variables and improve both the 

analysis and the design. The use of more appropriate 

subjects, like on site groups and/or ExecutiveMBA students, 

together with more simple and tested cases/tasks, pre- and 

post-tests that include evaluation of the correspondence 

between the choices and the context, and allowing for hands

on experimentation with the tools, should improve the 

validity and control. 

More competence studies that challenge the content 

of the metaplanning prototype can also be foreseen. The 

prototype, given its modular structure, could benefit from 

an object-oriented implementation and a case-based 

architecture that allows for a plan modification capability. 

The main insight gained from this research effort 

is that metaplanning expert systems are much more than just 

instruments that capture individual expertise. Just finding 

the objective gold standard within the ranks of facilitators 

sharing the same strategic planning and CSME philosophies is 

not enough. Any metaplanning expert system development 

effort needs to explicitly formalize competency held by 

groups of facilitators, sponsors, and even regular CSME 
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users. To achieve this goal, incentives for the development 

of individual metaplanning expert systems by facilitators 

are one of the initial steps. 

The existence of several different prototypes in 

the hands of different facilitators would not only require a 

distributed architecture but also a more powerful category 

generation capability available in neural networks. A 

metaplanning system that powerful would be a critical factor 

in improving the availability of feedback and the 

learnability in ~ knowledge domain that demands more and 

more flexibility every day. 



APPENDIX A. GROUP SYSTEMS V TOOLKIT DESCRIPTION 
Vent ana Corporation - GroupSystems V QuickStart 

Basic/Advanced Tools 

BASIC TOOLS 

ELECTRONIC BRAINSTORMING - is an unstructured idea 
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generation software tool that allows participants to share 

ideas on a specific question or issue. Once a participant 

enters an idea, it is electronically passed to another 

participant who may add to that line of thought or begin a 

new idea. 

CATEGORIZER - is used to organize the output from another 

tool, usually Electronic Brainstorming, into categories. 

After the final list of categories is generated by the 

group, comments from the report or file selected can be 

attached to these categories. 

VOTE - consists of three basic phases: ballot 

initialization, individual voting, and collection of voting 

ballots. It is used to cultivate group consensus and to 

identify areas of differing opinions. 

TOPIC COMMENTER - is an idea generation tool that utilizes 

more structure than Electronic Brainstorming. You enter a 

list of topics, which are presented to participants in a 

multi-window format resembling file folders. Participants 

can respond to nay or all of the topics in whatever order 

they desire. 
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GROUP DICTIONARY - is used to build a repository for agreed

upon terminology by defining o. list of terms or phrases. 

You enter a list of terms and send it to participants. 

Participants enter definitions for each term on the list and 

send them back to you. 

ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION - allows participants to rate a list 

of alternatives against a list of criteria, one at a time. 

Once you collect all the ratings from participants, you can 

view the group results in a variety of formats, including 

text reports or graphic representations. The results can 

then be discussed to help determine the optimal alternative 

for implementing an action plan or making a decision. 

POLICY FORMATION - is a text editing tool for developing a 

final statement, such as a policy or mission, through 

iteration and group consensus. You send an initial draft to 

participants, who rewrite the statement and send it back to 

participants for further revision. This process is repeated 

until the statement is refined and agreed upon. 

ADVANCED TOOLS 

IDEA ORGANIZATION - includes all the functionality of 

Categorizer, as well as options that make it a powerful 

mUlti-purpose tool that can be customized for a wide variety 

of tasks. It is specially useful in two common group 

activities: categorizing comments and generating a list of 

ideas. 
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GROUP OUTLINER - is used for generating ideas. Participants 

comment on topics in an outline structure that you prepare 

prior to the session. Group Outliner can also be used to 

organize ideas. 

QUESTIONNAIRE - elicits participant responses on various 

types of information during a session. Questionnaire 

provides a systematic means of gathering data from 

participants that can be used in many ways. 

STAKEHOLDER IDENTIFICATION - offers a comprehensive means of 

testing the practicability of a plan. By identifying those 

who affect and are affected by the plan, their assumptions 

about the plan and whether those assumptions support, 

resist, or are neutral to the plan, potential problems with 

the plan's implementation can be addressed. 

GROUP WRITER - is an editing tool that allows members of a 

small group to work simultaneously on the same document. 

Only one participant at a time can work on a section of the 

document, although the section can be viewed by all. When a 

participant finishes working with the section, it becomes 

available for editing and annotation by other group members. 

GROUP MATRIX - allows participants to establish 

relationships between two sets of items in a matrix format. 

It displays which cells of the matrix represent a consensus 

among the group. 



APPENDIX B. USER COMPETENCE MATERIAL 

B.1. Ouestionnaires 

Questionnaire # 1 - TOLERANCE FOR AMBIGUITY 
Nutt (1989, pp.566-567). 

Please read each of the following statements 

carefully. Then use the following scale to rate each of 

them in terms of the extent to which you either agree or 

disagree with the statement. 

Completely 
disagree 

1 2 

Neither agree 
nor disagree 

3 4 5 6 

Completely 
agree 

7 
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Place the number that best describes your degree of 

agreement or disagreement in the blank to the left of each 

statement. 

1. An expert who doesn't come up with a definite answer 

probably doesn't know too much. 

2. I would like to live in a foreign country for a 

while. 
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3. The sooner we all acquire similar values and ideals, 

the better. 

4. A good teacher is one who makes you wonder about your 

way of looking at things. 

5. I like parties where I know most of the people more 

than ones where all or most of the people are 

complete strangers. 

6. Teachers or supervisors who hand out vague 

assignments give a chance for one to show initiative 

and originality. 

7. A person who leads an even, regular life in which 

few surprises or unexpected happenings arise really 

has a lot to be grateful for. 

8. Many of our most important decisions are based on 

insufficient information. 

9. There is really no such thing as a problem that can't 

be solved. 

10. People who fit their lives to a schedule probably 

miss most of the joy of living. 

11. A good job is one in which what is to be done and 

how it is to be done are always clear. 

12. It is more fun to tackle a complicated problem than 

to solve a simple one. 
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13. In the long run, it is possible to get more done by 

tackling small, simple problems than large and 

complicated ones. 

14. Often the most interesting and stimulating people 

are those who don't mind being different and 

original. 

15. What we are used to is always preferable to what is 

unfamiliar. 

16. People who insist upon a yes or no answer just don't 

know how complicated things really are. 



Questionnaire # 2 - TOLERANCE FOR UNCERTAINTY 
Nutt (1989, pp.555-564). 

Instructions. On the following pages, you will 

find a series of situations that are likely to occur in 

everyday life. The central person in each situation is 

faced with a choice between two alternative courses of 
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action, which we might call X and Y. Alternative X is more 

desirable and attractive than alternative Y, but the 

probability of attaining or achieving X is less than that of 

attaining or achieving Y. 

For each situation on the following pages, you 

will he asked to indicate the minimum odds of success you 

would demand before recommending that the more attractive or 

desirable alternative, X, be chosen. 

Read each situation carefully before giving your 

judgment. Try to place yourself in the position of the 

central person in each of the situations. There are twelve 

situations in all. Please do not omit any of them. 
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1. Mr. A, an electrical engineer who is married 

and has one child, has been working for a large electronics 

corporation since graduating from college five years ago. He 

is assured of a lifetime job with a modest, though adequate, 

salary and liberal pension benefits upon retirement. On the 

other hand, it is very unlikely that his salary will 

increase much before he retires. While attending a 

convention, Mr. A is offered a job with a small, newly 

founded company that has a highly uncertain future. The new 

job would pay more to start and would offer the possibility 

of a share in the ownership if the company survives the 

competition of larger firms. 

Imagine that you are advising Mr. A. Listed below 

are several probabilities or odds of the new company's 

proving financially sound. 

Please check the lowest probability that you would 

consider acceptable to make it worthwhile for Mr. A to take 

the new job. 
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The chances are one in ten that the company will prove 

financially sound. 

The chances are three in ten that the company will prove 

financially sound. 

The chances are five in ten that the company will prove 

financially sound. 

The chances are seven in ten that the company will prove 

financially sound. 

The chances are nine in ten that the company will prove 

financially sound. 

Place a check here if you think Mr. A should not take 

the new job, no matter what the probabilities. 

2. Mr. B, a forty-five-year-old accountant, has 

recently been informed by his physician that he has 

developed a severe heart ailment. The disease is 

sufficiently serious to force Mr. B to change many of his 

strongest life habits -- reducing his work load, drastically 

changing his diet, giving up favorite leisure-time pursuits. 

The physician suggests that a delicate medical operation 

could be attempted; if successful, it would completely 

relieve the heart condition. But its success cannot be 

assured, and in fact the operation could prove fatal. 
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Imagine that you are advising Mr. B. Listed below 

are several probabilities or odds that the operation would 

prove successful. 

Please check the lowest probability that you would 

consider acceptable for the operation to be performed. 

Place a check here if you think Mr. B should not have 

the operation, no matter what the probabilities. 

The chances are nine in ten that the operation would be 

a success. 

The chances are seven in ten that the operation would be 

a success. 

The chances are five in ten that the operation would be 

a success. 

The chances are three in ten that the operation would be 

a success. 

The chances are one in ten that the operation would be a 

success. 
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3. Mr. C, a married man with two children, has a 

steady job that pays him about $30,000 per year. He can 

easily afford the necessities of life but few of the luxuries. 

Mr. C's father, who died recently, carried a $4,000 life 

insurance policy. Mr. C would like to invest this money in 

stock. He is well aware of the secure blue-chip stocks and 

bonds that would pay approximately 6 percent on his 

investment. On the other hand, Mr. C has heard that the stock 

of the relatively unknown Company X may double its present 

value if a new product currently in production is favorably 

received by the buying public. However, if the product is 

unfavorably received, the stock will decline in value. 

Imagine that you are advising Mr. C. Listed below 

are several probabilities or odds that Company X stock will 

double in value. 

Please check the lowest probability that you would 

consider acceptable for Mr. C to invest in Company X stock. 
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The chances are one in ten that the stock will double in 

value. 

The chances are three in ten that the stock will double 

in value. 

The chances are five in ten that the stock will double 

in value. 

The chances are seven in ten that the stock will double 

in value. 

The chances are nine in ten that the stock will double 

in value. 

Place a check here if you think Mr. C should not invest 

in Company X stock, no matter what the probabilities. 

4. Mr. D is the captain of College X's football 

team. College X is playing its traditional rival, College 

Y, in the final game of the season. The game is in its final 

seconds, and Mr. D's team, College X, is behind in the 

score. College X has time to run one more play. Mr. D, the 

captain, must decide whether it would be best to settle for 

a tie score with a play that would be almost certain to work 

or try a more complicated and risky play, which could bring 

victory if it succeeded but defeat if it failed. 
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Imagine that you are advising Mr. D. Listed below 

are several probabilities or odds that the risky play would 

work. 

Please check the lowest probability that you would 

consider acceptable for the risky play to be attempted. 

Place a check here if you think Mr. D should not attempt 

the risky play, no matter what the probabilities. 

The chances are nine in ten that the risky play would 

work. 

The chances are seven in ten that the risky play would 

work. 

The chances are five in ten that the risky play would 

work. 

The chances are three in ten that the risky play would 

work. 

The chances are one in ten that the risky play would 

w o r k 
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5. Mr. E is president of a light metals corporation 

in the United States. The corporation is quite prosperous and 

has strongly considered the possibility of business expansion 

by building an additional plant in a new location. The choice 

is between building another plant in the United States, where 

there would be a moderate return on the initial investment, or 

building a plant in a foreign country. Lower labor costs and 

easy access to raw materials in the foreign country would mean 

a much higher return on the initial investment. On the other 

hand, there is a history of political instability and 

revolution in the foreign country under consideration. In 

fact, the leader of a small minority party is committed to 

nationalizing, that is, taking over all foreign investments. 

Imagine that you are advising Mr. E. Listed below 

are several probabilities or odds of continued political 

stability in the foreign country under consideration. 

Please check the lowest probability that you would 

consider acceptable for Mr. E's corporation to build a 

plant in the foreign country. 
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The chances are one in ten that the foreign country will 

remain politically stable. 

The chances are three in ten that the foreign country 

will remain politically stable. 

The chances are five in ten that the foreign country 

will remain politically stable. 

The chances are seven in ten that the foreign country 

will remain politically stable. 

The chances are nine in ten that the foreign country 

will remain politically stable. 

Place a check here if you think Mr. E's corporation 

should not build a plant in the foreign country, no 

matter what the probabilities. 

6. Mr. F is currently a college senior who is very 

eager to pursue graduate study in chemistry leading to a 

Ph.D. He has been accepted by both University X and 

University Y. University X has a worldwide reputation for 

excellence in chemistry. While a degree from University X 

would signify outstanding training in this field, the 

standards are so rigorous that only a fraction of the degree 

candidates actually receive a degree. University Y, on the 

other hand, has much less of a reputation in chemistry, but 

almost everyone admitted is awarded a Ph.D., though the 
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degree has much less prestige than the corresponding degree 

from University X. 

Imagine that you are advising Mr. F. Listed below 

are several probabilities or odds that Mr. F would be awarded 

a degree at University X, the one with the greater prestige. 

Please check the lowest probability that you would 

consider acceptable to make it worthwhile for Mr. F to 

enroll in University X rather than University Y. 

Place a check here if you think Mr. F should not enroll 

in University X, no matter what the probabilities. 

The chances are nine in ten that Mr. F would receive a 

degree from University X. 

The chances are seven in ten that Mr. F would receive a 

degree from University X. 

The chances are five in ten that Mr. F would receive a 

degree from University X. 

The chances are three in ten that Mr. F would receive a 

degree from University X. 

The chances are one in ten that Mr. F would receive a 

degree from University X. 
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7. Mr. G, a competent chess player, is 

participating in a national chess tournament. In an early 

match he draws the top favored player in the tournament as 

his opponent. Mr. G has been given a relatively low ranking 

in view of his performance in previous tournaments. During 

the course of his play with the top-favored man, Mr. G notes 

the possibility of a deceptive though risky maneuver that 

might bring him a quick victory. At the same time, if the 

attempted maneuver should fail, Mr. G would be left in an 

exposed position and defeat would almost certainly follow. 

Imagine that you are advising Mr. G. Listed below 

are several probabilities or odds that Mr. G's deceptive 

play would succeed. 

Please check the lowest probability that you would 

consider acceptable for the risky play in question to be 

attempted. 

The chances are one in ten that the play would succeed. 

The chances are three in ten that the play would 

succeed. 

The chances are five in ten that the play would succeed. 

The chances are seven in ten that the play would 

succeed. 
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The chances are nine in ten that the play would succeed. 

Place a check here if you think Mr. G should not attempt 

the risky play, no matter what the probabilities. 

8. Mr. H, a college senior, has studied the piano 

since childhood. He has won amateur prizes and given small 

recitals, suggesting that Mr. H has considerable musical 

talent. As graduation approaches, Mr. H has the choice of 

going to medical school to become a physician, which would 

bring certain prestige and financial rewards, or entering a 

conservatory of music for advanced training with a well 

known pianist. Mr. H realizes that even upon completion of 

his piano studies, which would take many more years and a 

lot of money, success as a concert pianist would not be 

assured. 

Imagine that you are advising Mr. H. Listed below 

are several probabilities or odds that Mr. H would succeed 

as a concert pianist. 

Please check the lowest probability that you would 

consider acceptable for Mr. H to continue with his musical 

training. 
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Place a check here if you think Mr. H should not pursue 

his musical training, no matter what the probabilities. 

The chances are nine in ten that Mr. H would succeed as 

a concert pianist. 

The chances are seven in ten that Mr. H would succeed as 

a concert pianist. 

The chances are five in ten that Mr. H would succeed as 

a concert pianist. 

The chances are three in ten that Mr. H would succeed as 

a concert pianist. 

The chances are one in ten that Mr. H would succeed as a 

concert pianist. 

9. Mr. J is an American who has been captured by 

the enemy and placed in a prisoner-of-war camp. Conditions 

in the camp are quite bad, with long hours of hard physical 

labor and a barely sufficient diet. After spending several 

months in this camp, Mr. J notes the possibility of escape 

by concealing himself in a supply truck that shuttles in and 

out of the camp. Of course, there is no guarantee that the 

escape would prove successful. Even if it did, recapture by 

the enemy could well mean execution. 
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Imagine that you are advising Mr. J. Listed below 

are several probabilities or odds of a successful escape 

from the prisoner-of-war camp. 

Please check the lowest probability that you would 

consider acceptable for an escape to be attempted. 

The chances are one in ten that the escape would 

succeed. 

The chances are three in ten that the escape would 

succeed. 

The chances are five in ten that the escape would 

succeed. 

The chances are seven in ten that the escape would 

succeed. 

The chances are nine in ten that the escape would 

succeed. 

Place a check here if you think Mr. J should not try to 

escape, no matter what the probabilities. 
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10. Mr. K is a successful businessman who has 

participated in a number of civic activities of considerable 

value to the community. Mr. K has been approached by the 

leaders of his political party as a possible congressional 

candidate in the next election. Mr. K's party is a minority 

party in the district, though the party has won occasional 

elections in the past. Mr. K would like to hold political 

office, but to do so, he would have to make a serious 

financial sacrifice because the party has insufficient 

campaign funds. He would also have to endure the attacks of 

his political opponents in a hot campaign. 

Imagine that you are advising Mr. K. Listed below 

are several probabilities or odds of Mr. K's winning the 

election in his district. 

Please check the lowest probability that you would 

consider acceptable to make it worthwhile for Mr. K to run 

for political office. 

Place a check here if you think Mr. K should not run for 

political office, no matter what the probabilities. 

The chances are nine in ten that Mr. K would win the 

election. 
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The chances are seven in ten that Mr. K would win the 

election. 

The chances are five in ten that Mr. K would win the 

election. 

The chances are three in ten that Mr. K would win the 

election. 

The chances are one in ten that Mr. K would win the 

election. 

11. Mr. L, a married thirty-year old research 

physicist, has been given a five-year appointment by a major 

university laboratory. As he contemplates the next five 

years, he realizes that he might work on a difficult, long 

term problem that, if he could find a solution, would 

resolve basic scientific issues in the field and bring him 

high scientific honors. If he could not find a solution, 

however, Mr. L would have little to show for his five years 

in the laboratory, and this would make it hard for him 10 

get a good job afterward. On the other hand, he could, as 

most of his professional associates are doing, work on a 

series of short-term problems that are of lesser scientific 

importance but whose solutions would be easier to find. 
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Imagine that you are advising Mr. L. Listed below 

are several probabilities or odds that he would find a 

solution to the difficult, long-term problem that he has in 

mind. 

Please check the lowest probability that you would 

consider acceptable to make it worthwhile for Mr. L to work 

on the more difficult long-term problem. 

The chances are one in ten that Mr. L would solve the 

long-term problem. 

The chances are three in ten that Mr. L would solve the 

long-term problem. 

The chances are five in ten that Mr. L would solve the 

long-term problem. 

The chances are seven in ten that Mr. L would solve the 

long-term problem. 

The chances are nine in ten that Mr. L would solve the 

long-term problem. 

Place a check here if you think Mr. L should not choose 

the long-term, difficult problem, no matter what the 

probabilities. 
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12. Mr. M is contemplating marriage to Miss T, a 

woman whom he has known for a little more than a year. 

Recently, however, a number of arguments have occurred 

between them, suggesting some sharp differences of opinion 

in the way each views certain matters. Indeed, they decide 

to seek professional advice from a marriage counselor as to 

whether it would be wise for them to marry. On the basis of 

their meetings with the marriage counselor, they realize 

that a happy marriage, while possible, would not be assured. 

Imagine that you are advising Mr. M and Miss T. 

Listed below are several probabilities or odds that their 

marriage would prove to be a happy and successful one. 

Please check the lowest probability that you would 

consider acceptable for Mr. M and Miss T to get married. 

Place a check here if you think Mr. M and Miss T should 

not marry, no matter what the probabilities. 

The chances are nine in ten that the marriage would be 

happy and successful. 
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The chances are seven in ten that the marriage would be 

happy and successful. 

The chances are five in ten that the marriage would he 

happy and successful. 

The chances are three in ten that the marriage would be 

happy and successful. 

The chances are one in ten that the marriage would be 

happy and successful. 
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B.2. Tasks 

Task # 1A - DUMMY 

Suppose you are Carl Zelov responsible for the 

Decision Support Systems area in the Marketing Division of 

Johnson & Johnson. You are redesigning one of the 

marketing models of your Division. 

Arrange the given elements/cards in a way that not 

only represents your best estimate of the relationships 

among them but also allows for a clear graphical 

representation. 

Please, DRAW EACH of your attempted/assembled 

sequences on the attached grid/solution sheet (you may also 

use the back side) AND IDENTIFY WHICH representation is your 

final choice. 
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Task # 1B - ANALOG 

Suppose you are John Kovalski responsible for a 

project involved with improving the performance of Alhambra 

Mining's local mine. You already formulated your planning 

problem in the areas of quality, acceptability, and 

innovation. 

At this stage, however, you are still handling a 

considerable amount of uncertainty and before detailing your 

project in the next stage you want to eliminate that kind of 

uncertainty. Specifically, you want to know what string of 

planning techniques can help you in managing this stage of 

the project successfully. 

A SOLUTION PROCEDURE may consider that the Nominal 

Group Technique (NGT) can clear away uncertainty and 

identify priority factors for the scenario technique to 

consider. NGT stimulates not only acceptance but also 

innovation. Either morphology or the relevance tree 

technique can be used to structure further the issues raised 

in the scenario. 
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Please, DRAW EACH of your attempted/assembled 

sequences on the attached grid/solution sheet (you may also 

use the back side) AND IDENTIFY WHICH sequence is your 

final choice. 
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Task # 2A - INNOVATION/ADHOCRACY CONTEXT 

Suppose you are the CEO and President of Zenith 

Electronics, Jerry K. Pearlman. Productivity is a major 

concern in the world market and you are asking your Group 

Presidents and Vice-Presidents to participate in a planning 

session to answer the following question: 

Should we move all u.S. operations to Mexico? 

The meeting will happen tomorrow in the newly 

installed decision room at Zenith's headquarters in Chicago. 

This computer-supported decision room will help the group in 

answering this question. To do so, you as the sponsor 

of this planning meeting need to choose which sequence 

of the available software tools described in the 

presentation and on the cards 

use. 

you want the group to 

Please, DRAW EACH of your attempted/assembled 

sequences on the attached grid/solution sheet (you may also 

use the back side) AND IDENTIFY WHICH sequence is your 

final choice. 
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Task # 2B - MACHINE BUREAUCRACY CONTEXT 

Suppose you are Carl A. Michelotti, Consumer 

Electronics Group President of Zenith Electronics Co. Costs 

at the Springfield, MO plant need to be reduced and you are 

asking the plant planning committee Group Vice-

President, plant manager, plant union representative, shift 

managers, and operations specialists to participate in 

a session to answer the following question: 

How can we reduce our costs by 3% ? 

The meeting will happen tomorrow in the newly 

installed decision room at the Springfield, MO plant. This 

computer-supported decision room will help the group in 

answering this question. To do so, you as the sponsor 

of this planning meeting need to choose which sequence 

of the available software tools described in the 

presentation and on the cards 

use. 

you want the group to 

Please, DRAW EACH of your attempted/assembled 

sequences on the attached grid/solution sheet (you may also 

use the back side) AND IDENTIFY WHICH sequence is your 

final choice. 
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B.3. Cards 

Cards for task 1A - DUMMY 

One card with the name of the variable for each of 

the following variables: 

ADVERTISING EXPENSE 

COST OF THE GOODS SOLD 

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 

NUMBER OF SALES REPS 

QUALITY CONTROL 

SALES REVENUE 

SALES VOLUME 

UNIT PRICE 
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Cards for the task 1B - ANALOG 

Each "manual" planning/group tool was represented 

by a card giving the name of the tool, the phase of the 

process it could be part of, and characteristics peculiar to 

that specific tool. The content of each of the cards was 

given as follows: 



NOMINAL GROUP TECHNIOUE - NGT 

* CREATIVITY PHASE 

Silent individual reflection 

Process individual ideas 

Each idea discussed and consolidate list 

Vote 
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SYNECTICS 

* CREATIVITY PHASE 

State problem 

Purge list 

Identify & connect analogy to problem 

Feasible ideas 
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BRAINWRITING 

* CREATIVITY PHASE 

Define problem pool 

Silent record of ideas 

Round robin recording 

Interactive discussion 

Prioritization 
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LATERAL THINKING 

* CREATIVITY PHASE 

Create new pattern of thought 

Challenge old pattern 

Provocative information merger 

Pattern description 
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SCENARIOS 

* STRUCTURING PHASE 

(holistic) 

Identify factors 

Select theme 

Merge factor to theme 

Define events 
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MORPHOLOGY 

* STRUCTURING PHASE 

(holistic) 

Identify key components 

Identify elements for each component 

Define combinations of elements 

Create plan options 
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RELEVANCE TREES 

* STRUCTURING PHASE 

(reductionist) 

Define hierarchy and subdivide each level 

Connect items, 

broad items at the top, flat items at the bottom 

List of specific actions 
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INPUT-OUTPUT 

* STRUCTURING PHASE 

(reductionist) 

Identify outputs 

Identify inputs 

Combine inputs & outputs 

Create the model 
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Cards for task 2 (A and B) - TARGET (Innovative and Machine 

Bureaucracy Contexts) 

Each group decision support tool was represented 

by a card giving the name of the tool, the phase(s) of the 

process it could be part of, and characteristics peculiar to 

that particular tool. The content of each of the cards was 

given as follows: 



ELECTRONIC BRAINSTORMING 

EBS 

* IDEA GENERATION 
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Sends same question each participant on separate text file 

Participants work separately and in parallel 

Forward file and add comment(s) 



IDEA ORGANIZER 

* IDEA GENERATION 

* IDEA ORGANIZATION 

Create or use list of ideas 

Organize & structure specific ideas 

Add private idea{s) to public list 

Add detail: idea name, details, and support 
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TOPIC COMMENTER 

* IDEA GENERATION 

* ISSUE EXPLORATION 

Create or use (list of) topics 

A topic, a card 

A card, an issue 

Each card subdivided into other cards 
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ISSUE ANALYZER 

* IDEA ORGANIZATION 

Group categorizes e.g. EBS comments 

Individuals identify key issues 

Issue consolidation 
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POLICY FORMATION 

* IDEA ORGANIZATION 

Collaboration 

Group writes plan, policy, or mission 

Iterative 
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VOTE SELECTION 

* VOTING 

Consolidated issue 

Group selects style 

Individuals vote 

Displays table of graph 
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ALTERNATIVE EVALUATOR 

* VOTING 

Group defines multi-criteria 

Individuals rate 

Displays table or graph 

Weighted or not 
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GROUP OUESTIONNAIRE 

* VOTING 

Design with triggers 

Participants complete 

Results are merged 
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STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS 

* ISSUE EXPLORATION 

Stakeholder (people, group, organization) list 

Identify assumptions for each stakeholder 

Assumptions rating 

Group impact analysis (comparison of avgs.) 

- importance for 

* stakeholder 

* plan 

- support/resist 
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PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS 

* ISSUE EXPLORATION 

Organization or business unit list 

Business unit, profit center, or product list 

Items list rating 

Group impact analysis (comparison of avgs.) 

- ROI 

- market share 

- market growth 
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APPENDIX C. USER COMPETENCE DATA SUMMARY 

Subject I String of tools chosen 
========================================== 

1 1 8 3 7 9 
2 10 1 8 3 9 3 6 7 4 
3 1 2 3 6 9 
4 2 1 8 3 9 10 6 7 5 4 
5 10 9 1 8 2 3 6 7 5 4 
6 1 3 9 10 6 
7 1 3 2 9 8 10 4 7 5 6 
8 1 3 2 4 6 8 10 9 5 7 
9 1 2 3 9 6 5 

10 2 4 6 9 
11 1 2 8 3 4 6 7 5 9 10 
12 1 2 3 4 6 5 10 9 
13 1 2 3 10 6 4 9 8 7 5 
14 1 8 10 9 2 3 5 7 6 4 
15 1 2 8 3 9 10 7 6 5 4 
16 1 3 5 10 9 
17 1 2 4 3 8 9 10 6 5 7 
18 1 8 2 3 4 6 7 10 9 5 
19 1 3 2 7 5 6 8 10 9 4 
20 1 4 6 10 
21 4 3 7 6 8 2 1 10 9 5 
22 10 9 8 1 2 3 6 7 5 4 
23 1 2 3 4 9 10 6 5 
24 1 8 2 3 7 5 6 9 10 4 
25 1 2 3 8 4 7 6 5 9 10 
26 1 2 3 5 9 10 
27 10 3 1 
28 1 4 8 2 3 10 7 6 9 5 
29 1 8 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 
30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
31 9 7 3 10 1 2 4 6 5 
32 1 8 2 3 10 6 4 
33 8 1 2 3 7 6 5 9 10 4 
34 8 1 2 3 4 5 7 6 9 10 
35 8 9 10 3 6 5 
36 10 9 7 
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Subj I Context I Induct I IAmbigl IUncerlNationlDiverglPepOri I Analy 
============================================================ 

1 1 2 87 4.75 1 1 1 0 
2 2 2 87 6.08 1 0 0 1 
3 1 2 85 5.42 1 1 1 0 
4 2 1 83 1.67 1 0 0 1 
5 2 2 80 7.40 1 0 0 1 
6 1 1 77 3.50 1 1 0 1 
7 2 1 76 4.75 1 1 0 1 
8 2 1 75 4.50 1 1 0 1 
9 2 2 75 6.00 1 1 1 0 

10 1 2 69 7.58 1 0 1 0 
11 2 1 69 6.25 1 1 0 1 
12 2 2 69 5.33 1 1 0 1 
13 1 1 68 6.58 2 1 0 1 
14 2 1 68 5.00 1 1 0 1 
15 2 2 68 6.33 1 1 0 1 
16 1 2 68 5.75 1 1 0 1 
17 1 1 66 5.25 1 1 0 1 
18 2 2 66 6.83 2 1 0 1 
19 2 1 65 6.50 2 1 0 1 
20 1 1 65 5.83 1 1 0 0 
21 2 2 65 5.33 1 0 0 1 
22 1 1 62 5.92 1 0 0 1 
23 2 1 62 8.00 1 1 0 1 
24 2 1 62 7.33 1 1 0 1 
25 1 1 62 5.92 1 1 0 1 
26 1 1 61 5.92 1 1 0 1 
27 1 2 61 8.67 1 0 0 0 
28 1 1 61 6.75 2 1 0 1 
29 1 2 60 8.50 2 1 0 1 
30 2 2 60 5.50 1 1 0 1 
31 1 2 56 9.33 2 0 0 1 
32 2 1 56 6.92 1 1 0 0 
33 2 2 53 6.83 2 0 0 1 
34 1 2 47 5.83 2 0 0 1 
35 1 1 46 6.75 2 0 0 1 
36 1 2 38 6.25 1 0 0 1 
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APPENDIX D. THE EXPERT SYSTEM PROTOTYPE 

GOAL 

GoalForm 

EnvAnaly 

StratForm 

StratEval 

DOCIN 

NoInput 

GRep_UnCatL 

CatNPGL GR 

DOCOUT 

Report_UnCL 

CatNPriL RP 

CatPriL RP 

#GROUP3 

MorDivTIn 
AsDivAsIn 
AsMixedAsIn 
AsConvAsIn 
MoreConvTIn 

METAPLANNIG ADVISOR for GroupSystems V 
by Rudiger B. Wysk 

M3PLAN94 DEFINITIONS 

[What kind of Strategic Management task you want 
to accomplish with GSystems?] 

[We only need to Formulate the Goal(s) for our 
unit. ] 

[We only need to Analyze the competitive 
Environment of our organization.] 

[We need to Formulate our Strategy (based on 
GoalForm&EnvironmentAnalysis) .] 

[We need to Evaluate our Strategy.] 

[Where you start depends on the availability of 
list(s) and/or text(s).] 

[No documental input is available for use with 
GSystems (No List or Text).] 

[A Group Report and/or an UnCategorized Group 
List is available for use.] 

[A Categorized butNot yetPrioritized GroupList 
w/wout GReportPlan is available] 

[A Categorized & Prioritized GroupList w/wout a 
GroupReport/Plan is available.] 

[The required GroupSystems documented output 
is: ] 

[We only need a Report with or without an 
UnCategorized List.] 

[We need Categorized but Not yet Prioritized 
List(s) w or wout a Report/Plan.] 

[We need Categorized and Prioritized List(s) 
with or w/out a Report/Plan.] 

[The group that will use GroupSystems V is 
supposed to be:] 

[More Divergent Then the Incoming one.] 
[As Divergent As the Incoming one.] 
[As Mixed As the Incoming one.] 
[As Convergent As the Incoming one.] 
[More Divergent Then the Incoming one.] 



RESULT 

EBrainstorm 
TopiComment 
EB&C&Vote&C 
PolicyForm 
EBrain&Cat 
EB&Cat&TCom 
EBrain&TCom 
EB&Cat&Vote 
TComm&Cat&V 
GroupWriter 
IdeaOrganiz 
IdeaOrg&Vot 
GroupOutlin 
GOutl&Vote 
EB&Cat&AE 
TComm&IOrg 
TCom&IOrg&V 
EB&IOrg&V 
TComm&Vote 
IOrg&V&GOut 
IdeaOrg&AEv 

GoalForm 
GoalForm 
GoalForm 
GoalForm 
GoalForm 
GoalForm 
GoalForm 
GoalForm 
Goal Form 
GoalForm 
GoalForm 
GoalForm 
GoalForm 
GoalForm 
Goal Form 
GoalForm 
GoalForm 
GoalForm 
GoalForm 
GoalForm 
GoalForm 
GoalForm 
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[This is the suggested String of GroupSystems 
tool(s) for your session(s):] 

M3PLAN94 EXAMPLES 

Nolnput Report_UnCL MorDivTln EBrainstorm 
Nolnput Report_UnCL AsDivAsln EBrainstorm 
Nolnput Report_UnCL AsMixedAsln EBrainstorm 
Nolnput Report_UnCL AsConvAsln EBrainstorm 
Nolnput Report_UnCL MoreConvTln PolicyForm 
Nolnput CatNPriL RP MorDivTln EBrain&Cat 
Nolnput CatNPriL-RP AsDivAsln EBrain&Cat 
Nolnput CatNPriL-RP AsMixedAsln EBrain&Cat 
Nolnput CatNPriL-RP AsConvAsln EBrain&Cat 
Nolnput CatNPriL-RP MoreConvTln EB&Cat&TCom 
Nolnput CatPriL RP MorDivTln EB&Cat&AE 
Nolnput CatPriL-RP AsDivAsln EB&Cat&AE 
Nolnput CatPriL-RP AsMixedAsln EB&Cat&Vote 
Nolnput CatPriL-RP AsConvAsln EB&Cat&Vote 
Nolnput CatPriL-RP MoreConvTln EB&C&Vote&C 
GRep_UnCatL Report_UnCL MorDivTln EBrainstorm 
GRep_UnCatL Report_UnCL AsDivAsln EBrainstorm 
GRep_UnCatL Report_UnCL AsMixedAsln EBrainstorm 
GRep_UnCatL Report_UnCL AsConvAsln PolicyForm 
GRep_UnCatL Report_UnCL MoreConvTln PolicyForm 
GRep_UnCatL CatNPriL RP MorDivTln EBrain&Cat 
GRep_UnCatL CatNPriL=RP AsDivAsln EBrain&Cat 
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GoalForm GRep_UnCatL CatNPriL RP AsMixedAsIn EBrain&Cat 
GoalForm GRep_UnCatL CatNPriL-RP As ConvAs In EB&Cat&TCom 
Goal Form GRep_UnCatL CatNPriL-RP MoreConvTIn EB&Cat&TCom 
GoalForm GRep_UnCatL CatPriL RP MorDivTIn EB&Cat&AE 
GoalForm GRep_UnCatL CatPriL-RP AsDivAsIn EB&Cat&Vote 
GoalForm GRep_UnCatL CatPriL-RP AsMixedAsIn EB&Cat&Vote 
GoalForm GRep_UnCatL CatPriL-RP AsConvAsIn TComm&Cat&V 
GoalForm GRep_UnCatL CatPriL-RP MoreConvTIn TComm&Cat&V 
GoalForm CatNPGL GR Report_UnCL MorDivTIn EBrainstorm 
Goal Form CatNPGL GR Report_UnCL AsDivAsIn EBrainstorm 
GoalForm CatNPGL GR Report_UnCL AsMixedAsIn EBrainstorm 
Goal Form CatNPGL GR Report_UnCL AsConvAsIn EBrainstorm 
GoalForm CatNPGL GR Report_UnCL MoreConvTIn PolicyForm 
GoalForm CatNPGL GR CatNPriL RP MorDivTIn TopiComment 
GoalForm CatNPGL GR CatNPriL-RP AsDivAsIn TopiComment 
GoalForm CatNPGL-GR CatNPriL-RP AsMixedAsIn TopiComment 
GoalForm CatNPGL-GR CatNPriL-RP AsConvAsIn TopiComment 
GoalForm CatNPGL-GR CatNPriL-RP MoreConvTIn GroupOutlin 
GoalForm CatNPGL-GR CatPriL RP MorDivTIn EB&Cat&Vote 
Goal Form CatNPGL GR CatPriL-RP AsDivAsIn EB&Cat&Vote 
GoalForm CatNPGL GR CatPriL-RP AsMixedAsIn IdeaOrg&Vot 
GoalForm CatNPGL GR CatPriL-RP AsConvAsIn TComm&Cat&V 
GoalForm CatNPGL GR CatPriL-RP MoreConvTIn TComm&Cat&V 
GoalForm CatPGL_GRep Report_UnCL MorDivTIn EBrainstorm 
GoalForm CatPGL_GRep Report_UnCL AsDivAsIn EBrainstorm 
GoalForm CatPGL_GRep Report_UnCL AsMixedAsIn EBrainstorm 
GoalForm CatPGL_GRep Report_UnCL AsConvAsIn EBrainstorm 
GoalForm CatPGL_GRep Report_UnCL MoreConvTIn PolicyForm 
GoalForm CatPGL_GRep CatNPriL RP MorDivTIn EBrainstorm 
GoalForm CatPGL_GRep CatNPriL-RP AsDivAsIn TopiComment 
GoalForm CatPGL_GRep CatNPriL-RP AsMixedAsIn TopiComment 
Goal Form CatPGL_GRep CatNPriL-RP As ConvAs In TopiComment 
GoalForm CatPGL_GRep CatNPriL-RP MoreConvTIn GroupOutlin 
GoalForm CatPGL_GRep CatPriL RP MorDivTIn IdeaOrg&Vot 
GoalForm CatPGL_GRep CatPriL-RP AsDivAsIn IdeaOrg&Vot 
GoalForm CatPGL_GRep CatPriL-RP AsMixedAsIn TComm&Cat&V 
GoalForm CatPGL_GRep CatPriL-RP AsConvAsIn TComm&Cat&V 
GoalForm CatPGL_GRep CatPriL-RP MoreConvTIn GOutl&Vote 
EnvAnaly NoInput Report_UnCL MorDivTIn EBrainstorm 
EnvAnaly NoInput Report_UnCL AsDivAsIn EBrainstorm 
EnvAnaly NoInput Report_UnCL AsMixedAsIn EBrainstorm 
EnvAnaly NoInput Report_UnCL AsConvAsIn EBrainstorm 
EnvAnaly NoInput Report_UnCL MoreConvTIn PolicyForm 
EnvAnaly NoInput CatNPriL RP MorDivTIn EBrain&Cat 
EnvAnaly NoInput CatNPriL-RP AsDivAsIn EBrain&Cat 
EnvAnaly NoInput CatNPriL-RP AsMixedAsIn EBrain&Cat 
EnvAnaly NoInput CatNPriL-RP AsConvAsIn EBrain&Cat 
EnvAnaly NoInput CatNPriL-RP MoreConvTIn EB&Cat&TCom 
EnvAnaly NoInput CatPriL RP MorDivTIn EB&Cat&AE 
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EnvAnaly Nolnput CatPriL RP AsDivAsln EB&Cat&Vote 
EnvAnaly Nolnput CatPriL-RP AsMixeciAsln EB&Cat&Vote 
EnvAnaly Nolnput CatPriL-RP AsConvAsln EB&Cat&Vote 
EnvAnaly Nolnput CatPriL-RP MoreConvTln EB&Cat&Vote 
EnvAnaly GRep_UnCatL Report jJnCL MorDivTln GroupWriter 
EnvAnaly GRep_UnCatL Report_UnCL AsDivAsln EBrainstorm 
EnvAnaly GRep_UnCatL Report_UnCL AsMixeciAsln EBrainstorm 
EnvAnaly GRep_UnCatL Report_UnCL AsConvAsln GroupOutlin 
EnvAnaly GRep_UnCatL Report_UnCL MoreConvTln GroupOutlin 
EnvAnaly GRep_UnCatL CatNPriL RP MorDivTln EBrain&Cat 
EnvAnaly GRep_UnCatL CatNPriL-RP AsDivAsln IdeaOrganiz 
EnvAnaly GRep_UnCatL CatNPriL-RP AsMixeciAsln IdeaOrganiz 
EnvAnaly GRep_UnCatL CatNPriL-RP AsConvAsln IdeaOrganiz 
EnvAnaly GRep_UnCatL CatNPriL-RP MoreConvTln TConun&IOrg 
EnvAnaly GRep_UnCatL CatPriL RP MorDivTln IdeaOrg&AEv 
EnvAnaly GRep_UnCatL CatPriL-RP AsDivAsln IdeaOrg&Vot 
EnvAnaly GRep_UnCatL CatPriL-RP AsMixeciAsln IdeaOrg&Vot 
EnvAnaly GRep_UnCatL CatPriL-RP AsConvAsln IdeaOrg&Vot 
EnvAnaly GRep_UnCatL CatPriL-RP MoreConvTln TCom&IOrg&V 
EnvAnaly CatNPGL GR Report_UnCL MorDivTln GroupWriter 
EnvAnaly CatNPGL-GR Report_UnCL AsDivAsln TopiConunent 
EnvAnaly CatNPGL-GR Report_UnCL AsMixeciAsln TopiConunent 
EnvAnaly CatNPGL-GR Report_UnCL AsConvAsln TopiConunent 
EnvAnaly CatNPGL GR Report_UnCL MoreConvTln PolicyForm 
EnvAnaly CatNPGL GR CatNPriL RP MorDivTln EBrainstorm 
EnvAnaly CatNPGL GR CatNPriL-RP AsDivAsln EBrainstorm 
EnvAnaly CatNPGL-GR CatNPriL-RP AsMixeciAsln EBrainstorm 
EnvAnaly CatNPGL-GR CatNPriL-RP AsConvAsln TopiConunent 
EnvAnaly CatNPGL-GR CatNPriL-RP MoreConvTln TopiConunent 
EnvAnaly CatNPGL-GR CatPriL RP MorDivTln EB&IOrg&V 
EnvAnaly CatNPGL-GR CatPriL-RP AsDivAsln IdeaOrg&Vot 
EnvAnaly CatNPGL-GR CatPriL-RP AsMixeciAsln IdeaOrg&Vot 
EnvAnaly CatNPGL GR CatPriL-RP AsConvAsln TConun&Cat&V 
EnvAnaly CatNPGL GR CatPriL-RP MoreConvTln IOrg&V&GOut 
EnvAnaly CatPGL_GRep ReportjJnCL MorDivTln GroupWriter 
EnvAnaly CatPGL_GRep Report_UnCL AsDivAsln TopiConunent 
EnvAnaly CatPGL_GRep Report_UnCL AsMixeciAsln TopiConunent 
EnvAnaly CatPGL_GRep Report_UnCL AsConvAsln TopiConunent 
EnvAnaly CatPGL_GRep Report_UnCL MoreConvTln GroupOutlin 
EnvAnaly CatPGL_GRep CatNPriL RP MorDivTln EBrainstorm 
EnvAnaly CatPGL_GRep CatNPriL-RP AsDivAsln TopiConunent 
EnvAnaly CatPGL_GRep CatNPriL-RP AsMixedAsln TopiConunent 
EnvAnaly CatPGL_GRep CatNPriL-RP AsConvAsln TopiConunent 
EnvAnaly CatPGL_GRep CatNPriL-RP MoreConvTln GroupOutlin 
EnvAnaly CatPGL_GRep CatPriL RP MorDivTln EB&Cat&Vote 
EnvAnaly CatPGL_GRep CatPriL-RP AsDivAsln IdeaOrg&Vot 
EnvAnaly CatPGL_GRep CatPriL-RP AsMixedAsln IdeaOrg&Vot 
EnvAnaly CatPGL_GRep CatPriL-RP AsConvAsln TConun&Cat&V 
EnvAnaly CatPGL_GRep CatPriL-RP MoreConvTln TConun&Cat&V 
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StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 
StratForm 

Nolnput 
Nolnput 
Nolnput 
Nolnput 
Nolnput 
Nolnput 
Nolnput 
Nolnput 
Nolnput 
Nolnput 
Nolnput 
Nolnput 
Nolnput 
Nolnput 
Nolnput 
GRep_UnCatL 
GRep_UnCatL 
GRep_UnCatL 
GRep UnCatL 
GRep=:UnCatL 
GRep_UnCatL 
GRep_UnCatL 
GRep_UnCatL 
GRep_UnCatL 
GRep UnCatL 
GRep=:unCatL 
GRep_UnCatL 
GRep_UnCatL 
GRep_UnCatL 
GRep_UnCatL 
CatNPGL GR 
CatNPGL GR 
CatNPGL-GR 
CatNPGL-GR 
CatNPGL-GR 
CatNPGL GR 
CatNPGL GR 
CatNPGL=:GR 
CatNPGL GR 
CatNPGL_GR 
CatNPGL GR 
CatNPGL-GR 
CatNPGL-GR 
CatNPGL GR 
CatNPGL GR 
CatPGL_GRep 
CatPGL_GRep 
CatPGL_GRep 
CatPGL_GRep 

Report_UnCL MorDivTln 
Report UnCL AsDivAsln 
Report=:UnCL AsMixedAsln 
Report_UnCL AsConvAsln 
Report_UnCL MoreConvTln 
CatNPriL RP MorDivTln 
CatNPriL-RP AsDivAsln 
CatNPriL-RP AsMixedAsln 
CatNPriL-RP AsConvAsln 
CatNPriL-RP MoreConvTln 
CatPriL RP MorDivTln 
CatPriL-RP AsDivAsln 
CatPriL-RP AsMixedAsln 
CatPriL-RP AsConvAsln 
CatPriL-RP MoreConvTln 
Report_UnCL MorDivTln 
Report_UnCL AsDivAsln 
Report_UnCL AsMixedAsln 
Report_UnCL AsConvAsln 
Report_UnCL MoreConvTln 
CatNPriL RP MorDivTln 
CatNPriL-RP AsDivAsln 
CatNPriL-RP AsMixedAsln 
CatNPriL-RP AsConvAsln 
CatNPriL-RP MoreConvTln 
CatPriL RP MorDivTln 
CatPriL-RP AsDivAsln 
CatPriL-RP AsMixedAsln 
CatPriL-RP AsConvAsln 
CatPriL-RP MoreConvTln 
Report_UnCL MorDivTln 
Report_UnCL AsDivAsln 
Report_UnCL AsMixedAsln 
Report_UnCL AsConvAsln 
Report_UnCL MoreConvTln 
CatNPriL RP MorDivTln 
CatNPriL-RP AsDivAsln 
CatNPriL-RP AsMixedAsln 
CatNPriL-RP AsConvAsln 
CatNPriL-RP MoreConvTln 
CatPriL RP MorDivTln 
CatPriL-RP AsDivAsln 
CatPriL-RP AsMixedAsln 
CatPriL-RP AsConvAsln 
CatPriL-RP MoreConvTln 
Report_UnCL MorDivTln 
Report~UnCL AsDivAsln 
Report_UnCL AsMixedAsln 
Report_UnCL AsConvAsln 
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EBrainstorm 
EBrainstorm 
EBrainstorm 
EBrainstorm 
PolicyForm 
EBrain&Cat 
EBrain&Cat 
EBrain&Cat 
EBrain&Cat 
EB&Cat&TCom 
EB&Cat&AE 
EB&Cat&Vote 
EB&Cat&Vote 
EB&Cat&Vote 
EB&C&Vote&C 
EBraipstorm 
EBrainstorm 
EBrainstorm 
PolicyForm 
PolicyForm 
EBrain&Cat 
EBrain&Cat 
EBrain&Cat 
EB&Cat&TCom 
EB&Cat&TCom 
EB&Cat&AE 
EB&Cat&Vote 
EB&Cat&Vote 
TComm&Cat&V 
TComm&Cat&V 
GroupWriter 
EBrainstorm 
EBrainstorm 
EBrainstorm 
PolicyForm 
TopiComment 
TopiComment 
TopiComment 
TopiComment 
GroupOutlin 
EB&Cat&Vote 
TComm&Cat&V 
TComm&Cat&V 
TComm&Cat&V 
IdeaOrg&Vot 
GroupWriter 
EBrainstorm 
EBrainstorm 
EBrainstorm 
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StratForm CatPGL_GRep Report_UnCL MoreConvTIn PolicyForm 
StratForm CatPGL_GRep CatNPriL RP MorDivTIn EBrain&Cat 
StratForm CatPGL_GRep CatNPriL-RP AsDivAsIn TopiComment 
StratForm CatPGL_GRep CatNPriL-RP AsMixedAsIn TopiComment 
StratForm CatPGL_GRep CatNPriL-RP AsConvAsIn TopiComment 
StratForm CatPGL_GRep CatNPriL-RP MoreConvTIn GroupOutlin 
StratForm CatPGL_GRep CatPriL RP MorDivTIn EB&Cat&Vote 
StratForm CatPGL_GRep CatPriL-RP AsDivAsIn IdeaOrg&Vot 
StratForm CatPGL_GRep CatPriL-RP AsMixedAsIn IdeaOrg&Vot 
StratForm CatPGL_GRep CatPriL-RP AsConvAsIn TComm&Cat&V 
StratForm CatPGL_GRep CatPriL-RP MoreConvTIn TComm&Cat&V 
StratEval NoInput Report_UnCL MorDivTIn EBrainstorm 
StratEval NoInput Report_UnCL AsDivAsIn EBrainstorm 
StratEval NoInput Report_UnCL AsMixedAsIn EBrainstorm 
StratEval NoInput Report_UnCL AsConvAsIn EBrainstorm 
StratEval NoInput Report_UnCL MoreConvTIn PolicyForm 
StratEval NoInput CatNPriL RP MorDivTIn EBrain&Cat 
StratEval NoInput CatNPriL-RP AsDivAsIn EBrain&Cat 
StratEval NoInput CatNPriL-RP AsMixedAsIn EBrain&Cat 
StratEval NoInput CatNPriL-RP AsConvAsIn EBrain&Cat 
StratEval NoInput CatNPriL-RP MoreConvTIn EB&Cat&TCom 
StratEval NoInput CatPriL RP MorDivTln EB&Cat&AE 
StratEval NoInput CatPriL-RP AsDivAsIn EB&Cat&Vote 
StratEval NoInput CatPriL-RP AsMixedAsIn EB&Cat&Vote 
StratEval NoInput CatPriL-RP AsConvAsIn EB&Cat&Vote 
StratEval NoInput CatPriL=RP MoreConvTIn EB&Cat&Vote 
StratEval GRep_UnCatL Report_UnCL MorDivTIn GroupWriter 
StratEval GRep_UnCatL Report_UnCL AsDivAsIn TopiComment 
StratEval GRep_UnCatL Report_UnCL AsMixedAsIn TopiComment 
StratEval GRep_UnCatL Report_UnCL AsConvAsIn GroupOutlin 
StratEval GRep_UnCatL Report_UnCL MoreConvTIn GroupOutlin 
StratEval GRep_UnCatL CatNPriL RP MorDivTIn EBrain&Cat 
StratEval GRep_UnCatL CatNPriL-RP AsDivAsIn IdeaOrganiz 
StratEval GRep_UnCatL CatNPriL-RP AsMixedAsIn IdeaOrganiz 
StratEval GRep_UnCatL CatNPriL-RP AsConvAsIn IdeaOrganiz 
StratEval GRep_UnCatL CatNPriL-RP MoreConvTIn TComm&IOrg 
StratEval GRep_UnCatL CatPriL RP MorDivTIn IdeaOrg&AEv 
StratEval GRep_UnCatL CatPriL-RP AsDivAsIn IdeaOrg&Vot 
StratEval GRep_UnCatL CatPriL-RP AsMixedAsIn IdeaOrg&Vot 
StratEval GRep_UnCatL CatPriL-RP AsConvAsIn IdeaOrg&Vot 
StratEval GRep_UnCatL CatPriL-RP MoreConvTIn TCom&IOrg&V 
StratEval CatNPGL GR Report_UnCL MorDivTIn GroupWriter 
StratEval CatNPGL-GR Report_UnCL AsDivAsIn TopiComment 
StratEval CatNPGL-GR Report_UnCL AsMixedAsln TopiComment 
StratEval CatNPGL-GR Report_UnCL As ConvAs In TopiComment 
StratEval CatNPGL=GR Report_UnCL MoreConvTIn PolicyForm 
StratEval CatNPGL GR CatNPriL RP MorDivTIn EBrain&Cat 
StratEval CatNPGL-GR CatNPriL-RP AsDivAsIn Top i Comment 
StratEval CatNPGL_GR CatNPriL=RP AsMixedAsIn TopiComment 



StratEval CatNPGL GR 
StratEval CatNPGL GR 
StratEval CatNPGL GR 
StratEval CatNPGL GR 
StratEval CatNPGL GR 
StratEval CatNPGL GR 
StratEval CatNPGL GR 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep 

M3PLAN94 

DOCOUT?? 
Report_UnCL:#GROUP3?? 
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CatNPriL RP AsConvAsIn TopiComment 
CatNPriL-RP MoreConvTIn IdeaOrganiz 
CatPriL RP MorDivTIn EB&IOrg&V 
CatPriL-RP AsDivAsIn IdeaOrg&Vot 
CatPriL-RP AsMixedAsIn IdeaOrg&Vot 
CatPriL-RP AsConvAsIn TComm&Cat&V 
CatPriL=RP MoreConvTIn IOrg&V&GOut 
Report_UnCL MorDivTIn GroupWriter 
Report_UnCL AsDivAsIn TopiComment 
Report_UnCL AsMixedAsIn Top i Comment 
Report_UnCL AsConvAsIn TopiComment 
Report_UnCL MoreConvTIn GroupOutlin 
CatNPriL RP MorDivTIn EBrain&Cat 
CatNPriL-RP AsDivAsIn TopiComment 
CatNPriL-RP AsMixedAsIn TopiComment 
CatNPriL-RP AsConvAsIn TopiComment 
CatNPriL-RP MoreConvTIn GroupOutlin 
CatPriL RP MorDivTIn EB&Cat&Vote 
CatPriL-RP AsDivAsIn IdeaOrg&Vot 
CatPriL-RP AsMixedAsIn IdeaOrg&Vot 
CatPriL-RP AsConvAsIn TComm&Cat&V 
CatPriL-RP MoreConvTIn GOutl&Vote 

Optimized DECISION TREE 

MorDivTIn:GOAL?? 
GoalForm:------------ EBrainstorm 
EnvAnaly:DOCIN?? 

NoInput:---- EBrainstorm 
GRep_UnCatL: GroupWriter 
CatNPGL GR:- GroupWriter 
CatPGL_GRep: GroupWriter 

StratForm:DOCIN?? 
NoInput:--- EBrainstorm 
GRep_UnCatL:EBrainstorm 
CatNPGL_GR: GroupWriter 
CatPGL_GRep:GroupWriter 

StratEval:DOCIN?? 

AsDivAsIn: GOAL? ? 

NoInput:--- EBrainstorm 
GRep_UnCatL:GroupWriter 
CatNPGL_GR: GroupWriter 
CatPGL_GRep:GroupWriter 

GoalForm:------------- EBrainstorm 
EnvAnaly:DOCIN?? 

NoInput:---- EBrainstorm 
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StratEval CatNPGL GR CatNPriL RP AsConvAsIn TopiComment 
StratEval CatNPGL GR CatNPriL-RP MoreConvTIn IdeaOrganiz 
StratEval CatNPGL-GR CatPriL RP MorDivTIn EB&IOrg&V 
StratEval CatNPGL-GR CatPriL-RP AsDivAsIn IdeaOrg&Vot 
StratEval CatNPGL GR CatPriL-RP AsMixedAsIn IdeaOrg&Vot 
StratEval CatNPGL GR CatPriL-RP ASCOIlvAsIn TComm&Cat&V 
StratEval CatNPGL-GR CatPriL-RP MoreConvTIn IOrg&V&GOut 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep Report_UnCL MorDivTIn GroupWriter 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep Report_UnCL AsDivAsIn TopiComment 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep Report_UnCL AsMixedAsIn TopiComment 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep Report_UnCL AsConvAsIn TopiComment 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep Report_UnCL MoreConvTIn GroupOutlin 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep CatNPriL RP MorDivTIn EBrain&Cat 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep CatNPriL-RP AsDivAsIn TopiComment 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep CatNPriL-RP AsMixedAsIn TopiComment 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep CatNPriL-RP AsConvAsIn TopiComment 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep CatNPriL-RP MoreConvTIn GroupOutlin 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep CatPriL RP MorDivTIn EB&Cat&Vote 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep CatPriL-RP AsDivAsIn IdeaOrg&Vot 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep CatPriL-RP AsMixedAsIn IdeaOrg&Vot 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep CatPriL-RP AsConvAsIn TComm&Cat&V 
StratEval CatPGL_GRep CatPriL-RP MoreConvTIn GOutl&Vote 

M3PLAN94 Optimized DECISION TREE 

DOCOUT?? 
Report_UnCL:#GROUP3?? 

MorDivTIn:GOAL?? 
GoalForm:------------ EBrainstorm 
EnvAnaly:DOCIN?? 

NoInput:---- EBrainstorm 
GRep_UnCatL: GroupWriter 
CatNPGL GR:- GroupWriter 
CatPGL_GRep: GroupWriter 

StratForm:DOCIN?? 
NoInput:--- EBrainstorm 
GRep_UnCatL:EBrainstorm 
CatNPGL_GR: GroupWriter 
CatPGL_GRep:GroupWriter 

StratEval:DOCIN?? 

AsDivAsIn:GOAL?? 

NoInput:--- EBrainstorm 
GRep_UnCatL:GroupWriter 
CatNPGL_GR: GroupWriter 
CatPGL_GRep:GroupWriter 

GoalForm:------------- EBrainstorm 
EnvAnaly:DOCIN?? 

NoInput:---- EBrainstorm 



GRep_UnCatL: EBrainstorm 
CatNPGL GR:- TopiComment 
CatPGL_GRep: TopiComment 

StratForm:----------- EBrainstorm 
StratEval:DOCIN?? 

AsMixedAsln:GOAL?? 

Nolnput:--- EBrainstorm 
GRep_UnCatL:TopiComment 
CatNPGL_GR: TopiComment 
CatPGL_GRep:TopiComment 
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GoalForm:----------- EBrainstorm 
EnvAnaly:DOCIN?? 

Nolnput:-- EBrainstorm 
GRep UnCatL:EBrainstorm 
CatNPGL_GR: TopiComment 
CatPGL_GRep:TopiComment 

StratForm:---------- EBrainstorm 
StratEval:DOCIN?? 

AsConvAsln:DOCIN?? 

Nolnput:-- EBrainstorm 
GRep_UnCatL:TopiComment 
CatNPGL_GR: TopiComment 
CatPGL_GRep:TopiComment 

Nolnput:-------------- EBrainstorm 
GRep_UnCatL:GOAL?? 

GoalForm:- PolicyForm 
EnvAnaly:- GroupOutlin 
StratForm: PolicyForm 
StratEval: GroupOutlin 

CatNPGL GR:GOAL?? 
- GoalForm:-- EBrainstorm 

EnvAnaly:-- TopiComment 
StratForm:- EBrainstorm 
StratEval:- TopiComment 

CatPGL_GRep:GOAL?? 

MoreConvTln:GOAL?? 

GoalForm:- EBrainstorm 
EnvAnaly:- TopiComment 
StratForm: EBrainstorm 
StratEval: TopiComment 

GoalForm:------------ PolicyForm 
EnvAnaly:DOCIN?? 

Nolnput:---- PolicyForm 
GRep_UnCatL: GroupOutlin 
CatNPGL_GR:- PolicyForm 
CatPGL_GRep: GroupOutlin 

StratForm:----------- PolicyForm 
StratEval:DOCIN?? 

Nolnput:--- PolicyForm 



CatNPriL RP:DOCIN?? 
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GRep_UnCatL:GroupOutlin 
CatNPGL_GR: PolicyForm 
CatPGL_GRep:GroupOutlin 

- Nolnput:#GROUP3?? 
MorDivTln:--------------- EBrain&Cat 
AsDivAsln:--------------- EBrain&Cat 
AsMixedAsln:------------- EBrain&Cat 
AsConvAsln:-------------- EBrain&Cat 
MoreConvTln:------------- EB&Cat&TCom 

GRep_UnCatL:#GROUP3?? 
MorDivTln:----------- EBrain&Cat 
AsDivAsln: GOAL? ? 

GoalForm:-- EBrain&Cat 
EnvAnaly:-- IdeaOrganiz 
StratForm:- EBrain&Cat 
StratEval:- IdeaOrganiz 

AsMixedAsln:GOAL?? 
GoalForm: EBrain&Cat 
EnvAnaly: IdeaOrganiz 
StratForm:EBrain&Cat 
StratEval:ldeaOrganiz 

AsConvAsln:GOAL?? 
GoalForm:- EB&Cat&TCom 
EnvAnaly:- IdeaOrganiz 
StratForm: EB&Cat&TCom 
StratEval: IdeaOrganiz 

MoreConvTln:GOAL?? 

CatNPGL GR:#GROUP3?? 

GoalForm: EB&Cat&TCom 
EnvAnaly: TComm&IOrg 
StratForm:EB&Cat&TCom 
StratEval:TComm&IOrg 

- MorDivTln:GOAL?? 
GoalForm:--
EnvAnaly:--
StratForm:-
StratEval:--

AsDivAsln:GOAL?? 
GoalForm:--
EnvAnaly:--
StratForm:-
StratEval:--

AsMixedAsln: GOAL? ? 
GoalForm: 
EnvAnaly: 
StratForm: 
StratEval: 

AsConvAsln:----------

TopiComment 
EBrainstorm 
TopiComment 
EBrain&Cat 

TopiComment 
EBrainstorm 
TopiComment 
TopiComment 

TopiComment 
EBrainstorm 
TopiComment 
TopiComment 
TopiComment 



MoreConvTln: GOAL? ? 
GoalForm:- GroupOutlin 
EnvAnaly:- TopiComment 
StratForm: GroupOutlin 
StratEval: IdeaOrganiz 
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CatPGL_GRep:#GROUP3?? 

CatPriL RP:#GROUP3?? 

MorDivTln:GOAL?? 
GoalForm:-- EBrainstorm 
EnvAnaly:-- EBrainstorm 
StratForm:- EBrain&Cat 
StratEval:- EBrain&Cat 

AsDivAsln:----------- TopiComment 
AsMixedAsln:--------- TopiComment 
AsConvAsln:---------- TopiComment 
MoreConvTln:--------- GroupOutlin 

- MorDivTln:DOCIN?? 
Nolnput:---------------- EB&Cat&AE 
GRep_UnCatL: GOAL? ? 

GoalForm:--- EB&Cat&AE 
EnvAnaly:--- IdeaOrg&AEv 
StratForm:-- EB&Cat&AE 
StratEval:-- IdeaOrg&AEv 

CatNPGL GR:GOAL?? 
- GoalForm:---- EB&Cat&Vote 

EnvAnaly:---- EB&IOrg&V 
StratForm:--- EB&Cat&Vote 
StratEval:--- EB&IOrg&V 

CatPGL_GRep:GOAL?? 

AsDivAsln:DOCIN?? 

GoalForm:--- IdeaOrg&Vot 
EnvAnaly:--- EB&Cat&Vote 
StratForm:-- EB&Cat&Vote 
StratEval:-- EB&Cat&Vote 

Nolnput:GOAL?? 
GoalForm:------- EB&Cat&AE 
EnvAnaly:------- EB&Cat&Vote 
StratForm:------ EB&Cat&Vote 
StratEval:------ EB&Cat&Vote 

GRep_UnCatL:GOAL?? 
GoalForm:--- EB&Cat&Vote 
EnvAnaly:--- IdeaOrg&Vot 
StratForm:-- EB&Cat&Vote 
StratEval:-- IdeaOrg&Vot 

CatNPGL GR:GOAL?? 
- GoalForm:---- EB&Cat&Vote 

EnvAnaly:---- IdeaOrg&Vot 
StratForm:--- TComm&Cat&V 
StratEval:--- IdeaOrg&Vot 



CatPGL_GRep:------------ IdeaOrg&Vot 
AsMixedAsln:DOCIN?? 

Nolnput:-------------- EB&Cat&Vote 
GRep_UnCatL:GOAL?? 

GoalForm:- EB&Cat&Vote 
EnvAnaly:- IdeaOrg&Vot 
StratForm: EB&Cat&Vote 
StratEval: IdeaOrg&Vot 

CatNPGL GR:GOAL?? 
- GoalForm:-- IdeaOrg&Vot 

EnvAnaly:-- IdeaOrg&Vot 
StratForm:- TComm&Cat&V 
StratEval:- IdeaOrg&Vot 

CatPGL_GRep:GOAL?? 

AsConvAsln:DOCIN?? 

GoalForm:- TComm&Cat&V 
EnvAnaly:- IdeaOrg&Vot 
StratForm: IdeaOrg&Vot 
StratEval: IdeaOrg&Vot 

Nolnput:--------------- EB&Cat&Vote 
GRep_UnCatL:GOAL?? 

GoalForm:-- TComm&Cat&V 
EnvAnaly:-- IdeaOrg&Vot 
StratForm:- TComm&Cat&V 
StratEval:- IdeaOrg&Vot 

CatNPGL GR:------------ TComm&Cat&V 
CatPGL_GRep:----------- TComm&Cat&V 

MoreConvTln:DOCIN?? 
Nolnput:GOAL?? 

GoalForm:----- EB&C&Vote&C 
EnvAnaly:----- EB&Cat&Vote 
StratForm:---- EB&C&Vote&C 
StratEval:---- EB&Cat&Vote 

GRep_UnCatL:GOAL?? 
GoalForm:- TComm&Cat&V 
EnvAnaly:- TCom&IOrg&V 
StratForm: TComm&Cat&V 
StratEval: TCom&IOrg&V 

CatNPGL GR:GOAL?? 
- GoalForm:-- TComm&Cat&V 

EnvAnaly:-- IOrg&V&GOut 
StratForm:- IdeaOrg&Vot 
StratEval:- IOrg&V&GOut 

CatPGL_GRep:GOAL?? 
GoalForm:- GOutl&Vote 
EnvAnaly:- TComm&Cat&V 
StratForm: TComm&Cat&V 
StratEval: GOutl&Vote 
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GROUP OUT 
Same As In 
More-Div 
More Conv 

#GROUPIN3 
Divergent 
Mixed 
Convergent 

GROUP 

MoreDivTln 
AsDivAsln 
AsMixedAsln 
AsConvAsln 
MoreConvTln 

GROUPOUT?? 

GROUP3 DEFINITIONS 

[You want your outgoing group's style to be:] 
[The Same As coming In.] 
[More Divergent than coming in.] 
[More Convergent than coming in.] 
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[The incoming group's style will be defined by:] 

[The resulting profile for the outgoing group 
is: ] 

[More Divergent Than the Incoming group.] 
[As Divergent As the Incoming group.] 
[As Mixed As the Incoming group.] 
[As Convergent As the Incoming group.] 
[More Convergent Than the Incoming group.] 

GROUP3 EXAMPLES 

More Div Divergent 
Same As In Divergent 
More Conv Divergent 
More=Div Mixed 
Same As In Mixed 

-More Conv Mixed 
More_Div - Convergent 
Same_As_In Convergent 
More_Conv Convergent 

MoreDivTln 
AsDivAsln 
MoreConvTln 
MoreDivTln 
AsMixedAsln 

MoreConvTln 
MoreDivTln 
AsConvAsln 
MoreConvTln 

GROUP3 Optimized DECISION TREE 

Same As In:#GROUPIN3?? 
- - Divergent:--------------------------- AsDivAsln 

Mixed:------------------------------- AsMixedAsln 

Convergent:-------------------------- AsConvAsln 

More Div:--------------------------------------- MoreDivTln 
More Conv:-------------------------------------- MoreConvTln 



PROCESS (ES) 
DifferentPs 
Several Ps 

SameProcess 

DOMAIN K 

NoKofDomain 
AverageDomK 
Strong_DomK 

AREA(S) 

DifferentAs 
Several_As 

GHISTORY 
NO_GHistory 

GHistWOutGS 

GHistWithGS 

SPONSOR 
Reflective 
Directive 

GROUPIN3 

Divergent 
Mixed 
Convergent 

GROUPIN3 DEFINITIONS 

[The members of the group participate in:] 
[Completely Different workflow PROCESS (ES) .] 
[Several different and overlaping workflow 
PROCESS (ES) .] 

[The same workflow PROCESS.] 
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[The group's average Knowledge of the Domain of 
the issue(s) is (are) :] 

[No Knowledge of the issue's Domain.] 
[Average Knowledge of the issue's Domain.] 
[Strong Knowledge of the issue's Domain.] 

[The functional AREA(S) from which the group 
members are coming from is (are):] 

[Completely Different functional Areas.] 
[Several different and overlapping functional 
Areas. ] 

[The Same functional Area.] 

[The Group's previous History is:] 
[No Group History: no previous work together as 
a group.] 

[The Group has previous History but WithOut 
having used GroupSystems.] 

[The Group has previous History With 
GroupSystems. ] 

[Your (the sponsor's) style is:] 

[The resulting profile for the incoming group 
is: ] 
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GROUPIN3 EXAMPLES 

DifferentPs NoKofDomain DifferentAs NO_GHistory Reflective 
Divergent 1.00 

DifferentPs NoKofDomain DifferentAs NO_GHistory Directive 
Divergent 0.60 

DifferentPs NoKofDomain DifferentAs GHistWOutGS Reflective 
Divergent 0.80 

DifferentPs NoKofDomain DifferentAs GHistWOutGS Directive 
Divergent 0.50 

DifferentPs NoKofDomain DifferentAs GHistWithGS Reflective 
Divergent 0.60 

DifferentPs NoKofDomain DifferentAs GHistWithGS Directive 
Mixed 0.80 

DifferentPs NoKofDomain Several As NO_GHistory Reflective 
Divergent 0.80 

DifferentPs NoKofDomain Several As NO_GHistory Directive 
Divergent 0.50 

DifferentPs NoKofDomain Several As GHistWOutGS Reflective 
Divergent 0.60 

DifferentPs NoKofDomain Several As GHistWOutGS Directive 
Mixed 0.80 

DifferentPs NoKofDomain Several As GHistWithGS Reflective 
Divergent 0.50 

DifferentPs NoKofDomain.Several As GHistWithGS Directive 
Mixed 1.00 

DifferentPs NoKofDomain Same Area NO_GHistory Reflective 
Divergent 0.60 

DifferentPs NoKofDomain Same Area NO_GHistory Directive 
Mixed 0.80 

DifferentPs NoKofDomain Same Area GHistWOutGS Reflective 
Divergent 0.50 

DifferentPs NoKofDomain Same_Area GHistWOutGS Directive 
Mixed 1.00 

DifferentPs NoKofDomain Same_Area GHistWithGS Reflective 
Mixed 0.80 

DifferentPs NoKofDomain Same_Area GHistWithGS Directive 
Mixed 0.80 

DifferentPs AverageDomK DifferentAs NO_GHistory Reflective 
Divergent 0.80 

DifferentPs AverageDomK DifferentAs NO_GHistory Directive 
Divergent 0.50 

DifferentPs AverageDomK DifferentAs GHistWOutGS Reflective 
Divergent 0.60 
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DifferentPs AverageDomK DifferentAs GHistWOutGS Directive 
Mixed 0.80 

DifferentPs AverageDomK DifferentAs GHistWithGS Reflective 
Divergent 0.50 

DifferentPs AverageDomK DifferentAs GHistWithGS Directive 
Mixed 1.00 

DifferentPs AverageDomK Several As NO_GHistory Reflective 
Divergent 0.60 

DifferentPs AverageDomK Several As NO_GHistory Directive 
Mixed 0.80 

DifferentPs AverageDomK Several As GHistWOutGS Reflective 
Divergent 0.50 

DifferentPs AverageDomK Several As GHistWOutGS Directive 
Mixed 1.00 

DifferentPs AverageDomK Several As GHistWithGS Reflective 
Mixed 0.80 

DifferentPs AverageDomK Several As GHistWithGS Directive 
Mixed 0.80 

DifferentPs AverageDomK Same Area NO_GHistory Reflective 
Divergent 0.50 

DifferentPs AverageDomK Same Area NO_GHistory Directive 
Mixed 1.00 

DifferentPs AverageDomK Same Area GHistWOutGS Reflective 
Mixed 0.80 

DifferentPs AverageDomK Same Area GHistWOutGS Directive 
Mixed 0.80 

DifferentPs AverageDomK Same Area GHistWithGS Reflective 
Mixed 1.00 

DifferentPs AverageDomK Same Area GHistWithGS Directive 
Convergent 0.50 

DifferentPs Strong_DomK DifferentAs NO_GHistory Reflective 
Divergent 0.60 

DifferentPs Strong_DomK DifferentAs NO_GHistory Directive 
Mixed 0.80 

DifferentPs Strong_DomK DifferentAs GHistWOutGS Reflective 
Divergent 0.50 

DifferentPs Strong_DomK DifferentAs GHistWOutGS Directive 
Mixed 1.00 

DifferentPs Strong_DomK DifferentAs GHistWithGS Reflective 
Mixed 0.80 

DifferentPs Strong_DomK DifferentAs GHistWithGS Directive 
Mixed 0.80 

DifferentPs Strong_DomK Several As NO_GHistory Reflective 
Divergent 0.50 

DifferentPs Strong_DomK Several As NO_GHistory Directive 
Mixed 1.00 

DifferentPs Strong_DomK Several As GHistWOutGS Reflective 
Mixed 0.80 
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DifferentPs Strong_DomK Several As GHistWOutGS Directive 
Mixed 0.80 

DifferentPs Strong_DomK Several_As GHistWithGS Reflective 
Mixed 1. 00 

DifferentPs Strong_DomK Several As GHistWithGS Directive 
Convergent 0.50 

DifferentPs Strong_DomK Same Area NO_GHistory Reflective 
Mixed 0.80 

DifferentPs Strong_DomK Same Area NO_GHistory Directive 
Mixed 0.80 

DifferentPs Strong_DomK Same Area GHistWOutGS Reflective 
Mixed 1. 00 

DifferentPs Strong_DomK Same Area GHistWOutGS Directive 
Convergent 0.50 

DifferentPs Strong_DomK Same Area GHistWithGS Reflective 
Mixed 0.80 

DifferentPs Strong_DomK Same Area GHistWithGS Directive 
Convergent 0.60 

Several Ps NoKofDomain DifferentAs NO_GHistory Reflective - Divergent 0.80 
Several Ps NoKofDomain DifferentAs NO_GHistory Directive - Divergent 0.50 
Several Ps NoKofDomain DifferentAs GHistWOutGS Reflective 

Divergent 0.60 
Several Ps NoKofDomain DifferentAs GHistWOutGS Directive 

Mixed 0.80 
Several Ps NoKofDomain DifferentAs GHistWithGS Reflective - Divergent 0.50 
Several Ps NoKofDomain DifferentAs GHistWithGS Directive 

Mixed 1.00 
Several Ps NoKofDomain Several As NO_GHistory Reflective 

Divergent 0.60 
Several Ps NoKofDomain Several As NO_GHistory Directive - Mixed 0.80 
Several Ps NoKofDomain Several As GHistWOutGS Reflective - Divergent 0.50 
Several Ps NoKofDomain Several As GHistWOutGS Directive - Mixed 1.00 
Several Ps NoKofDomain Several_As GHistWithGS Reflective 

Mixed 0.80 
Several Ps NoKofDomain Several As GHistWithGS Directive 

Mixed 0.80 
Several Ps NoKofDomain Same Area NO_GHistory Reflective 

Divergent 0.50 
Several Ps NoKofDomain Same Area NO_GHistory Directive 

Mixed 1.00 
Several Ps NoKofDomain Same Area GHistWOutGS Reflective - Mixed 0.80 
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Several Ps NoKofDomain Same Area GHistWOutGS Directive - Mixed 0.80 
Several Ps NoKofDomain Same_Area GHistWithGS Reflective - Mixed 1.00 
Several Ps NoKofDomain Same Area GHistWithGS Directive - Convergent 0.50 
Several Ps AverageDomK DifferentAs NO_GHistory Reflective - Divergent 0.60 
Several Ps AverageDomK DifferentAs NO_GHistory Directive - Mixed 0.80 
Several - Ps AverageDomK DifferentAs GHistWOutGS Reflective 

Divergent 0.50 
Several - Ps AverageDomK DifferentAs GHistWOutGS Directive 

Mixed 1.00 
Several Ps AverageDomK DifferentAs GHistWithGS Reflective 

Mixed 0.80 
Several Ps AverageDomK DifferentAs GHistWithGS Directive - Mixed 0.80 
Several Ps AverageDomK Several As NO_GHistory Reflective - Divergent 0.50 
Several Ps AverageDomK Several As NO_GHistory Directive 

Mixed 1.00 
Several - Ps AverageDomK Several As GHistWOutGS Reflective 

Mixed 0.80 
Several - Ps AverageDomK Several As GHistWOutGS Directive 

Mixed 0.80 
Several Ps AverageDomK Several As GHistWithGS Reflective 

Mixed 1. 00 
Several Ps AverageDomK Several As GHistWithGS Directive 

Convergent 0.50 
Several - Ps AverageDomK Same Area NO_GHistory Reflective 

Mixed 0.80 
Several Ps AverageDomK Same Area NO_GHistory Directive - Mixed 0.80 
Several - Ps AverageDomK Same_Area GHistWOutGS Reflective 

Mixed 1.00 
Several Ps AverageDomK Same Area GHistWOutGS Directive - Convergent 0.50 
Several Ps AverageDomK Same_Area GHistWithGS Reflective 

Mixed 0.80 
Several Ps AverageDomK Same_Area GHistWithGS Directive - Convergent 0.60 
Several Ps Strong_DomK DifferentAs NO_GHistory Reflective 

Divergent 0.50 
Several Ps Strong_DomK DifferentAs NO_GHistory Directive - Mixed 1.00 
Several - Ps Strong_DomK DifferentAs GHistWOutGS Reflective 

Mixed 0.80 
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Several Ps Strong_DomK DifferentAs GHistWOutGS Directive 
Mixed 0.80 

Several Ps Strong_DomK DifferentAs GHistWithGS Reflective - Mixed 1.00 
Several Ps Strong_DomK DifferentAs GHistWithGS Directive 

Convergent 0.50 
Several Ps Strong_DomK Several As NO_GHistory Reflective 

Mixed 0.80 
Several Ps Strong_DomK Several_As NO_GHistory Directive - Mixed 0.80 
Several Ps Strong_DomK Several As GHistWOutGS Reflective 

Mixed 1.00 
Several Ps Strong_DomK Several As GHistWOutGS Directive - Convergent 0.50 
Several Ps Strong_DomK Several As GHistWithGS Reflective - Mixed 0.80 
Several Ps Strong_DomK Several As GHistWithGS Directive 

Convergent 0.60 
Several Ps Strong_DomK Same Area NO_GHistory Reflective - Mixed 1.00 
Several Ps Strong_DomK Same Area NO_GHistory Directive 

Convergent 0.50 
Several Ps Strong_DomK Same Area GHistWOutGS Reflective 

Mixed 0.80 
Several Ps Strong_DomK Same Area GHistWOutGS Directive 

Convergent 0.60 
Several Ps Strong_DomK Same Area GHistWithGS Reflective 

Convergent 0.50 
Several Ps Strong_DomK Same Area GHistWithGS Directive 

Convergent 0.80 
SameProcess NoKofDomain DifferentAs NO_GHistory Reflective 

Divergent 0.60 
SameProcess NoKofDomain DifferentAs NO_GHistory Directive 

Mixed 0.80 
SameProcess NoKofDomain DifferentAs GHistWOutGS Reflective 

Divergent 0.50 
SameProcess NoKofDomain DifferentAs GHistWOutGS Directive 

Mixed 1.00 
SameProcess NoKofDomain DifferentAs GHistWithGS Reflective 

Mixed 0.80 
SameProcess NoKofDomain DifferentAs GHistWithGS Directive 

Mixed 0.80 
Same Process NoKofDomain Several As NO_GHistory Reflective 

Divergent 0.50 
SameProcess NoKofDomain Several_As NO_GHistory Directive 

Mixed 1.00 
SameProcess NoKofDomain Several_As GHistWOutGS Reflective 

Mixed 0.80 
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SameProcess NoKofDomain Several_As GHistWOutGS Directive 
Mixed 0.80 

SameProcess NoKofDomain Several As GHistWithGS Reflective 
Mixed 1.00 

SameProcess NoKofDomain Several As GHistWithGS Directive 
Convergent 0.50 

SameProcess NoKofDomain Same Area NO_GHistory Reflective 
Mixed 0.80 

SameProcess NoKofDomain Same Area NO_GHistory Directive 
Mixed 0.80 

SameProcess NoKofDomain Same Area GHistWOutGS Reflective 
Mixed 1. 00 

SameProcess NoKofDomain Same Area GHistWOutGS Directive 
Convergent 0.50 

SameProcess NoKofDomain Same Area GHistWithGS Reflective 
Mixed 0.80 

SameProcess NoKofDomain Same Area GHistWithGS Directive 
Convergent 0.60 

SameProcess AverageDomK DifferentAs NO_GHistory Reflective 
Divergent 0.50 

Same Process AverageDomK DifferentAs NO_GHistory Directive 
Mixed 1.00 

Same Process AverageDomK DifferentAs GHistWOutGS Reflective 
Mixed 0.80 

Same Process AverageDomK DifferentAs GHistWOutGS Directive 
Mixed 0.80 

SameProcess AverageDomK DifferentAs GHistWithGS Reflective 
Mixed 1. 00 

SameProcess AverageDomK DifferentAs GHistWithGS Directive 
Convergent 0.50 

SameProcess AverageDomK Several As NO_GHistory Reflective 
Mixed 0.80 

SameProcess AverageDomK Several As NO_GHistory Directive 
Mixed 0.80 

SameProcess AverageDomK Several_As GHistWOutGS Reflective 
Mixed 1.00 

SameProcess AverageDomK Several As GHistWOutGS Directive 
Convergent 0.50 

SameProcess AverageDomK Several_As GHistWithGS Reflective 
Mixed 0.80 

Same Process AverageDomK Several_As GHistWithGS Directive 
Convergent 0.60 

SameProcess AverageDomK Same Area NO_GHistory Reflective 
Mixed 1.00 

SameProcess AverageDomK Same Area NO_GHistory Directive 
Convergent 0.50 

Same Process AverageDomK Same Area GHistWOutGS Reflective 
Mixed 0.80 
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SameProcess AverageDornK Same_Area GHistWOutGS Directive 
Convergent 0.60 

SameProcess AverageDornK Same Area GHistWithGS Reflective 
Convergent 0.50 

SameProcess AverageDornK Same Area GHistWithGS Directive 
Convergent 0.80 

SameProcess Strong_DornK DifferentAs NO_GHistory Reflective 
Mixed 0.80 

SameProcess Strong_DornK DifferentAs NO_GHistory Directive 
Mixed 0.80 

SameProcess Strong_DornK DifferentAs GHistWOutGS Reflective 
Mixed 1. 00 

SameProcess Strong_DornK DifferentAs GHistWOutGS Directive 
Convergent 0.50 

SameProcess Strong_DornK DifferentAs GHistWithGS Reflective 
Mixed 0.80 

SameProcess Strong_DornK DifferentAs GHistWithGS Directive 
Convergent 0.60 

SameProcess Strong_DomK Several As NO_GHistory Reflective 
Mixed 1.00 

SameProcess Strong_DomK Several As NO_GHistory Directive 
Convergent 0.50 

SameProcess Strong_DomK Several As GHistWOutGS Reflective 
Mixed 0.80 

SameProcess Strong_DomK Several As GHistWOutGS Directive 
Convergent 0.60 

SameProcess Strong_DomK Several As GHistWithGS Reflective 
Convergent 0.50 

SameProcess Strong_DomK Several As GHistWithGS Directive 
Convergent 0.80 

SameProcess Strong_DomK Same_Area NO_GHistory Reflective 
Mixed 0.80 

SameProcess Strong_DomK Same_Area NO_GHistory Directive 
Convergent 0.60 

Same Process Strong_DomK Same_Area GHistWOutGS Reflective 
Convergent 0.50 

SameProcess Strong_DomK Same Area GHistWOutGS Directive 
Convergent 0.80 

SameProcess Strong_DomK Same Area GHistWithGS Reflective 
Convergent 0.60 

SameProcess Strong_DomK Same Area GHistWithGS Directive 
Convergent 1.00 
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GROUPIN3 Optimized DECISION TREE 

SPONSOR?? 
Reflect:PROCESS(ES)?? 

DifferentPs:DOMAIN K?? 
NoKofDom:AREA(S)?? 

DifferentAs:--------- Divergent 
Several_As:---------- Divergent 
Same Area:GHISTORY?? 

- NO_GHistory:Divergent 

AvgDomK:AREA(S)?? 

GHistWOutGS:Divergent 
GHistWithGS:Mixed 

DifferentAs:---------- Divergent 
Several As:GHISTORY?? 

No_GHistory:Divergent 
GHistWOutGS:Divergent 
GHistWithGS:Mixed 

Same Area:GHISTORY?? 
- No_GHistory: Divergent 

GHistWOutGS: Mixed 
GHistWithGS: Mixed 

StrDomK:AREA(S)?? 
DifferentAs:GHISTORY?? 

No_GHistory:Divergent 
GHistWOutGS:Divergent 
GHistWithGS:Mixed 

Several As:GHISTORY?? 
- No_GHistory:Divergent 

GHistWOutGS:Mixed 
GHistWithGS:Mixed 

Same_Area:------------ Mixed 
Several Ps:DOMAIN K?? 

- NoKofDom:AREA(S)?? 
DifferentAs:---------- Divergent 
Several As:GHISTORY?? 

- NO_GHistory:Divergent 
GHistWOutGS:Divergent 
GHistWithGS:Mixed 

Same Area:GHISTORY?? 
- No_GHistory: Divergent 

GHistWOutGS: Mixed 
GHistWithGS: Mixed 

AvgDOmK:AREA(S)?? 
DifferentAs:GHISTORY?? 

No_GHistory:Divergent 
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GHistWOutGS:Divergent 
GHistWithGS:Mixed 

Several As:GHISTORY?? 
- No_GHistory: Divergent 

GHistWOutGS: Mixed 
GHistWithGS: Mixed 

Same Area:------- ----- Mixed 
StrDomK:AREA(S)?? 

DifferentAs:GHISTORY?? 
No_GHistory:Divergent 
GHistWOutGS:Mixed 
GHistWithGS:Mixed 

Several As:------------ Mixed 
Same Area:GHISTORY?? 

- No_GHistory:- Mixed 
GHistWOutGS:- Mixed 
GHistwithGS:- Convergen 

SameProces:DOMAIN K?? 
NoKofDom:AREA(S)?? 

DifferentAs:GHISTORY?? 
No_GHistory:Divergent 
GHistWOutGS:Divergent 
GHistWithGS:Mixed 

Several As:GHISTORY?? 
- No_GHistory: 

GHistWOutGS: 
GHistWithGS: 

Same Area:------------
AvgDOmK:AREA(S)?? 

Divergent 
Mixed 
Mixed 
Mixed 

DifferentAs:GHISTORY? 
No_GHistory:Divergent 
GHistWOutGS:Mixed 
GHistWithGS:Mixed 

Several_As:------------ Mixed 
Same Area:GHISTORY?? 

- No_GHistory:-
GHistWOutGS:
GHistWithGS:

StrDomK:AREA(S)?? 

Mixed 
Mixed 
Convergen 

Directi:PROCESS(ES)?? 

DifferentAs:---------- Mixed 
Several As:GHISTORY?? 

- No_GHistory:Mixed 
GHistwoutGS:Mixed 
GHistWithGS:Convergen 

Same Area:GHISTORY?? 
- No_GHistory: 

GHistWOutGS: 
GHistWithGS: 

Mixed 
Convergen 
Convergen 
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DifferentPs:DOMAIN K?? 
NoKofDom:AREA(S)?? 

DifferentAs:GHISTORY?? 
No GHistory:Divergent 
GHIstWOutGS:Divergent 
GHistWithGS:Mixed 

Several As:GHISTORY?? 
- No_GHistory:Divergent 

GHistWOutGS:Mixed 
GHistWithGS:Mixed 

Same Area:------------ Mixed 
AvgDOmK:AREA(S)?? 

DifferentAs:GHISTORY?? 
No_GHistory:Divergent 
GHistWOutGS:Mixed 
GHistWithGS:Mixed 

Several As:----------- Mixed 
Same Area:GHISTORY?? 

- No_GHistory: Mixed 
GHistWOutGS: Mixed 
GHistWithGS: Convergen 

StrDomK:AREA(S)?? 
DifferentAs:---------- Mixed 
Several As:GHISTORY?? 

- No_GHistory:Mixed 
GHistWOutGS:Mixed 
GHistWithGS:Convergen 

Same Area:GHISTORY?? 

Several Ps:DOMAIN K?? 

- No_GHistory: Mixed 
GHistWOutGS: Convergen 
GHistWithGS: Convergen 

- NoKofDom:AREA(S)?? 
DifferentAs:GHISTORY?? 

No_GHistory:Divergent 
GHistWOutGS:Mixed 
GHistWithGS:Mixed 

Several_As:------------ Mixed 
Same Area:GHISTORY?? 

- No_GHistory:- Mixed 
GHistWOutGS:- Mixed 
GHistWithGS:- Convergen 

AvgDomK:AREA(S)?? 
DifferentAs:----------- Mixed 
Several As:GHISTORY?? 

- No_GHistory: Mixed 
GHistWOutGS: Mixed 
GHistWithGS: Convergen 

Same_Area:GHISTORY?? 



StrDomK:AREA(S)?? 
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No GHistory:- Mixed 
GHIstWOutGS:- Convergen 
GHistWithGS:- Convergen 

DifferentAs:GHISTORY?? 
No_GHistory:Mixed 
GHistWOutGS:Mixed 
GHistWithGS:Convergen 

Several As:GHISTORY?? 
- No_GHistory: Mixed 

GHistWOutGS: Convergen 
GHistWithGS: Convergen 

Same Area:------------- Convergen 
SameProcess:DOMAIN K?? 

NoKofDom:AREA(S)?? 
DifferentAs:--------- Mixed 
Several As:GHISTORY?? 

- NO_GHistory:Mixed 
GHistwoutGS:Mixed 
GHistWithGS:Convergen 

Same Area:GHISTORY?? 

AvgDomK:AREA(S)?? 

NO_GHistory:Mixed 
GHistWOutGS:Convergen 
GHistWithGS:Convergen 

DifferentAs:GHISTORY?? 
No_GHistory:Mixed 
GHistwoutGS:Mixed 
GHistWithGS:Convergen 

Several As:GHISTORY?? 
- NO_GHistory:Mixed 

GHistWOutGS:Convergen 
GHistWithGS:Convergen 

Same_Area:------------ Convergen 
StrDomK:AREA(S)?? 

DifferentAs:GHISTORY? 
No_GHistory:Mixed 
GHistWOutGS:Convergen 
GHistWithGS:Convergen 

Several_As:----------- Convergen 
Same_Area:------------ Convergen 



APPENDIX E. PROTOTYPE VALIDATION MATERIAL 

E.1. Ouestionnaires 

Pre-test Questionnaire 
(Adapted from Aiken, 1991) 

1. How many GroupSystems V sessions have you planned? 

2. How many GroupSystems V sessions have you facilitated? 

3. In how many GroupSystems V sessions have you been a 
participant? 
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4. How would you rate your knowledge of the GroupSystems V 
toolkit? [On a scale 1 (poor) to 10(excellent)] 

Basic tools 
Electronic Brainstorming 
Categorizer 
Vote 
Topic Commenter 
Group Dictionary 
Alternative Evaluation 
Policy Formation 

Advanced tools 
Idea Organization 
Group Outliner 
Questionnaire 
Stakeholder Identification 
Group Writer 
Group Matrix 



5. How many times have you used the following tools? 

Basic tools 
Electronic Brainstorming 
Categorizer 
Vote 
Topic Commenter 
Group Dictionary 
Alternative Evaluation 
Policy Formation 

Advanced tools 
Idea Organization 
Group Outliner 
Questionnaire 
Stakeholder Identification 
Group Writer 
Group Matrix 

6. How many expert systems have you used? 

7. How many expert systems have you developed? 

8. Do you believe expert systems could be an appropriate 
support for GroupSystems session pre-planning? 
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B.2. Instructions 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE OF THE METAPLANNING ADVISOR 
IN lstCLASS 

1 - To begin, type HT at the C:> prompt; 
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2 - To start lstCLASS, hit ENTER for accepting the proposed 
colors, etc. followed by any key to enter lstCLASS; 

3 - You start at the Files option of the main menu and 
select the M3PLAN94 knowledge base by pressing G (for 
Get), running down the cursor to highlight 
M3PLAN94.KBM, and hitting ENTER; 

4 - At the same menu run to the last option (ADVISOR) 
hitting FlO as many times as needed; 

5 - After reaching the ADVISOR, hit enter for n (not 
repeating previous session) and start the consultation; 
you can stop the consultation at any time by hitting 
Esc and check out Help by hitting Fl(no help file yet 
available) ; 

6 - If after concluding a session you would like to Replay 
it, enter R; if you would like to run a complete New 
session press N and if you want to Quit enter Q; 

7 - To exit the system and lstCLASS, 
- after pressing Q (for Quit), return to the FILE 

option of the main menu by hitting F9 as many 
times as needed; 

- press Q (for Quit), and 
- confirm that you want to leave lstCLASS by 

hitting Y (for Yes) . 
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E.3. Test Cases 

SCENARIO 1 Gamma Co. 1.1 

Gamma Co. is an international corporation that manufactures 
and sells electronic components allover the world ($150 
million in annual sales). The group representing Gamma has 
extensive experience with Strategic Management, having 
conducted annual Strategic Management meetings for many 
years. 

Gamma 1.1 

output: list of clear cut opinions for 
corporate goals 

input: no documented input 

task: goal formulation 

processes: represent completely different 
processes of the organization 

knowledge of the domain: strong domain knowledge (Strategic 
Management) 

functional areas: different areas 

group history: group history without GSystems 

sponsor: directive sponsor 

groupout: as convergent as in 
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Please, write down the time you STARTED: 

SCENARIO 1 

Gamma Co. is an international corporation that manufactures 
and sells electronic components allover the world ($150 
million in annual sales). The group representing Gamma has 
extensive experience with Strategic Management, having 
conducted annual Strategic Management meetings for many 
years. 

In this session, Gamma intends to engage in goal 
formulation. A list of clear cut opinions for corporate 
goals is the expected output. Although the group members 
represent each functional area and each organizational 
process, the (directive) sponsor hopes the outgoing group is 
as convergent as it is coming in because of a common history 
without the use of GroupSystems. 

Your CHOSEN STRING of tools is: 

Please, write down the time you FINISHED: 
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SCENARIO 2 Desert Utility 1.1 

Desert Utility is a southwestern US-based utility company 
that serves several major utility markets in the desert 
Southwest and also operates a savings & loan subsidiary. 
Desert Utility is not experienced in the process of formal 
strategic planning. Twenty-nine high-level managers 
(including the CEO) from allover the organization are 
participating. 

Desert Utility 1.1 

output: list of key organizational goals 

input: no input 

task: goal formulation 

processes: group members represent several 
organizational processes 

knowledge of the domain: no knowledge of the domain 

functional areas: members of the group represent 
several different functional 
areas 

group history: no group history 

sponsor: reflective 

groupout: as divergent as in 
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Please, write down the time you STARTED: 

SCENARIO 2 

Desert Utility is a southwestern US-based utility company 
that serves several major utility markets in the desert 
Southwest and also operates a savings & loan subsidiary. 
Desert Utility is not experienced in the process of formal 
strategic planning. Twenty-nine high-level managers 
(including the CEO) from allover the organization are 
participating. 

The managers represent several different functional areas 
and organizational processes. Since the group has no 
previous group history, the reflective sponsor expects the 
outgoing group to be as divergent as it is coming in. The 
desired output of this initial goal formulation session is a 
list of key organizational goals. 

Your CHOSEN STRING of tools is: 

Please, write down the time you FINISHED: 
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SCENARIO 3 Gamma Co. 1.2 

Gamma Co. is an international corporation that manufactures 
and sells electronic components allover the world ($150 
million in annual sales). The group representing Gamma has 
extensive experience with Strategic Management, having 
conducted annual Strategic Management meetings for many 
years. 

Gamma 1.2 

output: evaluations of nine divisions' 
five-year plans 

input: list of categorized corporate 
goals 

task: strategy evaluation 

processes: the organizational processes 
represented are completely 
different 

knowledge of the domain: strong knowledge of the domain 

functional areas: the group represents completely 
different functional areas (no 
overlapping) 

group history: group history with GSystems 

sponsor: directive 

groupout: as convergent as in. 
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Please, write down the time you STARTED: 

SCENARIO 3 

Gamma Co. is an international corporation that manufactures 
and sells electronic components allover the world ($150 
million in annual sales). The group representing Gamma has 
extensive experience with Strategic Management, having 
conducted annual Strategic Management meetings for many 
years. 

After the initial session with GroupSystems produced a list 
of categorized corporate goals, this group representing 
completely different functional areas and organizational 
processes is engaging in strategy evaluation. The directive 
sponsor expects the group to evaluate the five-year plans of 
nine divisions and leave as convergent as it is coming in. 

Your CHOSEN STRING of tools is: 

Please, write down the time you FINISHED: 
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SCENARIO 4 Gamma Co. 2.1 

Gamma Co. is an international corporation that manufactures 
and sells electronics components throughout the world ($150 
million in annual sales). The group representing Gamma has 
extensive experience with Strategic Management, having 
conducted annual Strategic Management meetings for many 
years. 

Gamma 2.1 

output: list of opinions on competitive 
environment and corporation 

input: no input 

task: environmental analysis 

processes: representatives of completely 
different organizational processes 
are participating 

knowledge of the domain: strong domain knowledge (strategic 
management) 

functional areas: completely different functional 
areas are involved 

group history: group history with GSystems 

sponsor: directive 

groupout: as convergent as in 
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Please, write down the time you STARTED: 

SCENARIO 4 

Gamma Co. is an international corporation that manufactures 
and sells electronic components allover the world ($150 
million in annual sales). The group representing Gamma has 
extensive experience with Strategic Management, having 
conducted annual Strategic Management meetings for many 
years. 

Having completed goal formulation and strategy evaluation at 
previous GroupSystems sessions, this group of managers from 
completely different functional areas and representing 
completely different organizational processes, now needs to 
perform an environmental analysis. The directive sponsor 
expects the group to produce a list of opinions on the 
corporation and its competitive environment and leave as 
convergent as it is coming in. 

Your CHOSEN STRING of tools is: 

Please, write down the time you FINISHED: 
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SCENARIO 5 Gamma Co. 2.3 

Gamma Co. is an international corporation that manufactures 
and sells electronic components allover the world ($150 
million in annual sales). The group representing Gamma has 
extensive experience with Strategic Management, having 
conducted annual Strategic Management meetings for many 
years. 

Gamma 2.3 

output: list of resources and of support 
from staff departments (i.e., MIS) 
needed to be successful; 
list of actions to take 
advantage of Europe 1992. 

input: no documented input 

task: strategy formulation 

processes: represent completely different 
processes of the organization 

knowledge of the domain: strong domain knowledge (Strategic 
Management) 

functional areas: the group represents completely 
different functional areas 

group history: group history with GSystems 

sponsor: directive sponsor 

groupout: as convergent as in 
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Please, write down the time you STARTED: 

SCENARIO 5 

Gamma Co. is an international corporation that manufactures 
and sells electronic components allover the world ($150 
million in annual sales). The group representing Gamma has 
extensive experience with Strategic Management, having 
conducted annual Strategic Management meetings for many 
years. 

Following GroupSystems sessions on goal formulation, 
strategy evaluation, and environmental analysis, these 
representatives from completely different functional areas 
and organizational processes are starting with strategy 
formulation. The group's directive sponsor is looking for a 
list of resources and of support from staff departments 
(i.e., MIS) needed to be successful, and a list of actions 
to take advantage of Europe 1992. The group is also 
expected to leave as convergent as it is coming in. 

Your CHOSEN STRING of tools is: 

Please, write down the time you FINISHED: 
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SCENARIO 6 County Government 1.3 

A group of 12 elected county officials and four senior 
appointed officials wants to use GroupSystems for Strategic 
Management. The group has no prior experience with 
Strategic Management. 

CGovernment 1.3 

output: 

input: 

task: 

processes: 

knowledge of the domain: 

functional areas: 

group history: 

sponsor: 

groupout: 

alternative strategies to address 
each of the top five issues 
selected in the previous 
environmental analysis done on 
GSystemsi 
action plan for future stages in 
the Strategic Management process. 

a prioritized list of key issues 
facing the county 

strategy formulation 

members of the group represent 
several different organizational 
processes 

no knowledge of the domain 

members of the group represent 
several different functional 
areas 

group history with GSystems 

reflective 

more convergent than in 
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Please, write down the time you STARTED: 

SCENARIO 6 

A group of 12 elected county officials and four senior 
appointed officials wants to use GroupSystems for Strategic 
Management, more particularly in this session for strategy 
formulation. The officials represent several different 
functional areas and several different organizational 
processes. Although the group has no prior experience with 
Strategic Management, the group has worked with GroupSystems 
before. 

Starting from a prioritized list of key issues facing the 
county, the group needs to define alternative strategies to 
address each of the top five issues selected in the previous 
environmental analysis. Although the sponsor plays a 
reflective role, he expects the group to leave more 
convergent than it is coming in. 

Your CHOSEN STRING of tools is: 

Please, write down the time you FINISHED: 
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SCENARIO 7 Gamma Co. 1.3 (1.4 in the text) 

Gamma Co. is an international corporation that manufactures 
and sells electronic components allover the world ($150 
million in annual sales). The group representing Gamma has 
extensive experience with Strategic Management, having 
conducted annual Strategic Management meetings for many 
years. 

Gamma 1.3 

output: prioritized list of short-term 
actions (ranked by benefits, time 
order, and feasibility) 

input: list of corporate goals and 
evaluations of nine divisions' 
five-year plans and eight 
divisions' one-year plans 

task: strategy formulation 

processes: the group represents completely 
different processes of the 
organization 

knowledge of the domain: strong domain knowledge (Strategic 
Management) 

functional areas: the group represents completely 
different functional areas 

group history: group history with GSystems 

sponsor: directive 

groupout: as convergent as in 
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Please, write down the time you STARTED: 

SCENARIO 7 

Gamma Co. is an international corporation that manufactures 
and sells electronic components allover the world ($150 
million in annual sales). The group representing Gamma has 
extensive experience with Strategic Management, having 
conducted annual Strategic Management meetings for many 
years, some of them with the help of GroupSystems. 

The goal is to formulate a strategy based on the available 
list of corporate goals and evaluations of nine divisions' 
five-year plans and eight divisions' one-year plans. The 
output is supposed to prioritize a list of short-term 
actions ranked by benefits, time order, and feasibility. 

Although the group represents completely different 
functional areas and completely different processes of the 
organization, the directive sponsor is expecting the group 
to leave as convergent as it is coming in. 

Your CHOSEN STRING of tools is: 

Please, write down the time you FINISHED: 
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SCENARIO 8 County Government 1.1 

A group of 12 elected county officials and four senior 
appointed officials wants to use GroupSystems for Strategic 
Management. The group has no prior experience with 
Strategic Management. 

CGovernment 1.1 

output: a working draft of a mission 
statement 

input: no input 

task: goal formulation 

processes: group members represent several 
different organizational processes 

knowledge of the domain: no knowledge of the domain 

functional areas: members of the group come from 
several different functional areas 

group history: no group history 

sponsor: reflective 

groupout: more convergent than in 
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Please, write down the time you STARTED: 

SCENARIO 8 

A group of 12 elected county officials and four senior 
appointed officials wants to use GroupSystems for Strategic 
Management and in this initial session for goal formulation. 
The officials represent several different functional areas 
and several different organizational processes. The group 
has no prior experience with Strategic Management and has 
not worked with GroupSystems before. 

The group needs to come up with a working draft of a mission 
statement. Although the sponsor plays a reflective role, he 
expects the group to leave more convergent than it is coming 
in. 

Your CHOSEN STRING of tools is: 

Please, write down the time you FINISHED: 
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SCENARIO 9 SHo&DaVi 1.2 

Smith, Howard, & DaVinci, a partner group in the financial 
area, is looking forward to improve growth and profitability 
over the next three years. 

SHo&DaVi 1.2 

output: 

input: 

task: 

processes: 

knowledge of the domain: 

functional areas: 

group history: 

sponsor: 

groupout: 

what actions if taken would make 
the partner group a better team 
and in what order should they be 
considered 

ranked list of strategies and 
actions 

strategy evaluation 

group members represent several 
different organizational 
processes 

average knowledge of the domain 

members of the group come from 
several different functional 
areas 

history with GSystems 

directive 

as convergent as in 
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Please, write down the time you STARTED: 

SCENARIO 9 

Smith, Howard, & DaVinci, a partner group in the financial 
area, is looking forward to improve growth and profitability 
over the next three years. This stage of the strategic 
planning process is dedicated to the evaluation of the 
previously defined strategy. The ranked list of strategies 
and actions will be used to define what actions if taken 
would make the partner group a better team and in what order 
should the actions be considered. 

The group has an average knowledge of the domain and a 
common history in the use of GroupSystems. Although the 
members of the group come from several different functional 
areas and from several different organizational processes, 
the directive sponsor expects the group to leave as 
convergent as it is coming in. 

Your CHOSEN STRING of tools is: 

Please, write down the time you FINISHED: 
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SCENARIO 10 MasterCollege 1.2 

Master College is having problems implementing TQM. 

MasterCollege 1.2 

output: 

input: 

task: 

processes: 

knowledge of the domain: 

functional areas: 

group history: 

sponsor: 

groupout: 

a list of actions prioritized 
through three different methods 
after having evaluated their 
impact on stakeholders 

ranked list of existing barriers 
to implementation 

strategy evaluation 

members of the group represent 
several different processes 

average knowledge of the domain 

group participants come from 
several different functional 
areas 

history with GSystems 

reflective 

as divergent as in 



Please, write down the time you STARTED: 

SCENARIO 10 

Master College is having problems implementing TQM. The 
group representing several different functional areas and 
several different processes is eager to evaluate MC's 
strategy. The sponsor is reflective and expecting the 
outgoing group to be as divergent as it is coming in. 
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Although the group's knowledge of the domain is average, a 
previous GroupSystems session already ranked a list of 
existing barriers to TQM implementation. After evaluating 
the impact on stakeholders, the desired output is a list of 
actions prioritized through three different methods. 

Your CHOSEN STRING of tools is: 

Please, write down the time you FINISHED: 
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SCENARIO 11 Desert Utility 1.2 

Desert Utility is a southwestern US-based utility company 
that serves several major utility markets in the desert 
Southwest and also operates a savings & loan subsidiary. 
Desert Utility is not experienced in the process of formal 
strategic planning. Twenty-nine high-level managers 
(including the CEO) from throughout the organization 
participated. 

Desert Utility 1.2 

output: a categorized but not prioritized 
list of organizational strengths 
and weaknesses 

input: a categorized but not prioritized 
list of key organizational goals 

task: environmental analysis 

processes: group members represent several 
organizational processes 

knowledge of the domain: no knowledge of the domain 

functional areas: members of the group represent 
several different functional areas 

group history: group history with GSystems 

sponsor: reflective 

groupout: as divergent as in 
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Please, write down the time you STARTED: 

SCENARIO 11 

Desert Utility is a southwestern US-based utility company 
that serves several major utility markets in the desert 
Southwest and also operates a savings & loan subsidiary. 
Desert Utility is not experienced in the process of formal 
strategic planning. Twenty-nine high-level managers 
(including the CEO) from throughout the organization 
participated. 

The group is looking for a final output in the form of a 
categorized but not yet prioritized list of organizational 
strengths and weaknesses. To do this environmental 
analysis, the group brings in from a previous GroupSystems 
session a categorized but not prioritized list of key 
organizational goals. 

The group represents several different organizational 
processes and functional areas of the organization and does 
not have knowledge of the domain. The CEO is sponsoring the 
group and plays a reflective role expecting the group to 
come out of the session as divergent as it is coming in. 

Your CHOSEN STRING of tools is: 

Please, write down the time you FINISHED: 
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SCENARIO 12 ABC Inc. 1.2 

ABC Inc. is a commercial lending fi~ based in the 
southwestern US, with more than $1.6 billion in outstanding 
loans. Thirty-one managers, including all of ABC's top two 
levels of executives, are participating in this meeting 
using GroupSystems. 

ABC 1.2 

output: a prioritized list of issues 
relating to company strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities, 
threats, and constraints (ranked 
by short- and long-te~ priority) 

input: a prioritized list of corporate 
goals 

task: environmental analysis 

processes: group members represent several 
organizational processes 

knowledge of the domain: average knowledge of the domain 

functional areas: members of the group represent 
several different functional areas 

group history: group history with GSystems 

sponsor: reflective 

groupout: more convergent than in 
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Please, write down the time you STARTED: 

SCENARIO 12 

ABC Inc. is a commercial lending firm based in the 
southwestern US, with more than $1.6 billion in outstanding 
loans. Thirty-one managers, including all of ABC's top two 
levels of executives, are participating in this meeting 
using GroupSystems. The managers represent several 
different functional areas and several different 
organizational processes. 

Given the prioritized list of corporate goals defined in the 
previous GroupSystems' session, the group now wants to 
develop an environmental analysis to produce a list of 
issues relating to company strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, threats, and constraints, all ranked by 
short-term and long-term priority. The group has average 
knowledge of the domain. The reflective sponsor expects the 
group to become more convergent during the process. 

Your CHOSEN STRING of tools is: 

Please, write down the time you FINISHED: 
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APPENDIX F. PROTOTYPE VALIDATION DATA 

SubjectluserTICaselUseTIScore Subject IUserTI Case IUseTIScore 
============================= ============================= 

1 1 01 1 0.0 4 'I 09 2 0.0 
1 1 02 2 0.0 4 1 10 1 1.0 
1 1 03 1 1.0 4 1 11 2 0.0 
1 1 04 2 1.0 4 1 12 1 1.0 
1 1 05 2 0.0 5 2 01 1 0.0 
1 1 06 1 1.0 5 2 02 2 0.0 
1 1 07 1 1.0 5 2 03 1 0.0 
1 1 08 2 1.0 5 2 04 2 0.0 
1 1 09 2 0.5 5 2 05 2 0.0 
1 1 10 1 1.0 5 2 06 1 0.0 
1 1 11 2 0.0 5 2 07 1 0.5 
1 1 12 1 1.0 5 2 08 2 0.0 
2 1 01 1 0.0 5 2 09 2 0.0 
2 1 02 2 0.0 5 2 10 1 1.0 
2 1 03 1 0.0 5 2 11 2 0.0 
2 1 04 2 0.0 5 2 12 1 1.0 
2 1 05 2 0.0 6 2 01 1 0.0 
2 1 06 1 1.0 6 2 02 2 0.0 
2 1 07 1 1.0 6 2 03 1 1.0 
2 1 08 2 0.0 6 2 04 2 0.0 
2 1 09 2 0.5 6 2 05 2 0.0 
2 1 10 1 1.0 6 2 06 1 0.5 
2 1 11 2 0.0 6 2 07 1 1.0 
2 1 12 1 1.0 6 2 08 2 0.5 
3 1 01 1 0.0 6 2 09 2 0.0 
3 1 02 2 0.5 6 2 10 1 1.0 
3 1 03 1 0.0 6 2 11 2 1.0 
3 1 04 2 1.0 6 2 12 1 1.0 
3 1 05 2 0.0 7 2 01 1 1.0 
3 1 06 1 1.0 7 2 02 2 1.0 
3 1 07 1 1.0 7 2 03 1 1.0 
3 1 08 2 0.0 7 2 04 2 0.0 
3 1 09 2 0.0 7 2 05 2 1.0 
3 1 10 1 1.0 7 2 06 1 1.0 
3 1 11 2 0.0 7 2 07 1 1.0 
3 1 12 1 1.0 7 2 08 2 0.0 
4 1 01 1 1.0 7 2 09 2 0.5 
4 1 02 2 0.0 7 2 10 1 1.0 
4 1 03 1 1.0 7 2 11 2 0.0 
4 1 04 2 1.0 7 2 12 1 1.0 
4 1 05 2 0.0 8 2 01 1 0.0 
4 1 06 1 0.0 8 2 02 2 1.0 
4 1 07 1 1.0 8 2 03 1 0.0 
4 1 08 2 0.0 8 2 04 2 0.0 
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Subject I UserT I Case IUseTIScere (Cent. ) 
============================= 

8 2 05 2 0.0 
8 2 06 1 1.0 
8 2 07 1 1.0 
8 2 08 2 0.0 
8 2 09 2 1.0 
8 2 10 1 1.0 
8 2 11 2 0.0 
8 2 12 1 1.0 
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